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Abstract 
Comput,ational and e~perimental methods f0:t: evaluating 
the radiat:i,on and coupling' charact~rist,ics of 'wide-beam 
antent),as a+"9 presented. Tne application of these met}:lods, 
to a practicalantElJ).na is illustrated by a combined 
theoretical an4 experimental :i,nvestigati?nof a circular. 
waveguide aperture antenna flush mounted in a larg~· 
metallic .ground plan,e.· 
, 
Tl:te design .. and d~,velopment,of, the c().axialantenna,' a 
wide-beamradiato:p sui tabl~ .. for incorpol:'atiop into a wide. 
scannin~ arr~y an~ertna, is ,also ,presepted. Th~santenna 
is theapertu~e equiva+ent of three mutually perpendicular 
dipoles,,' and has ,the c~pabi,lity of tr.ansmi tting or 
receivingsi<ifnal$ of arbitrary polarization over wide. 
scan,angles. 
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p R T 1 
FORMULATION OF,ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 
This thesis discusses computational and experimental 
methods for evaluating the performances of antennas 
characterised by vlide beam "radiation patterns 0 The design 
and development of a specific wide beam antenna suitable 
for inclusion in a radar or communication array antenna is 
also presentedw 
In applications employing a wide beam antenna as an 
isolated radiator, the impedcince match and the far-field 
radiation pattern are thep:Eoperties of most interesto 
The impedance can always be determined simplyo Although 
the far-field radiation pattern may be determined experiment-
ally by performing measuremHnts in the far-field Q under 
certain conditions it is preferable to infer the ,far-field 
pattern from near..,fieldmeasurementso A computational 
procedure is developed which permits the complete three-
dimensional far-field radiation pattern of a wide beam 
antenna to be inferred from limited near~field measurements o 
This technique is essentially an extension of methods 
previously applied by Brown and Jull l g ,Blakey2 ~ and Jensen 3 
to two-dimensional narrow be~m antennas. As an experimental 
verification~ the far-field pattern of a cylindrical wave-
guide aperture antenna is obtained by applying this technique 0 
1-2 
The behaviour of an antenna in an array environment 
differs from its behaviour as an i$olated radiator 0. because 
of the effects of mutual coupling ... between the elements of 
the arraYe In view of the. current interest in array 
antennas 4-6 the dev~lopmentof' new. methods' for estimating 
mutual coupling effects is of practical intereste A technique 
is presented for computing coupling effects from experimentally 
derived scattering and radi~tion characteristics of individ-
ual array elementse This element-:by~element approach is 
uE/eful, since it enables acomplete_,ar.ray· to be designed 
from measurements performed on a s.ingle array elementc· A 
simplified, approximate approach "is also developed and this 
is applied to the cylindrical aperture antenna j and the 
estimate of the coupling effects is ... compared with the 
corresponding measured effects. 
The development of the coaxial_antenna for use in a 
wide scanning array is also discuss.ed o A feature of .this 
antenna, which is the aperture equi.v.alentof three mutually 
perpendicuHl.r dipoles f is its capahili ty of transmitting 
or receiving signals of arbitrary p.olarizationo· 
The thesis is divided into two pa.rtspthe formulation 
of analytical techniques to evaluate the performances 
of an antenna, and the design. of. the coaxial antennae . Thus, 
Part 1 is a contribution to the general, theory and, .in 
particular, measurement theory of three-dimensional 
antennas f while Part 2 contributes to antenna designo 
3 
New material is included in Chapters 2=4 and 6~9 i7 
with Cha.pters 1 and 5 being introductory 0 
Part 1 includes Chapters 1-4 i7 and contains the descript-
ion of the analytical techniqueso A method for inferring 
the complete far~field radiation pattern of a wide beam 
antenna from limited nea~~field measurements called the 
near .... field technique isin"troduced in Chapt.er 2 c Two 
formulations are presente-d~ . one expressed in terms of waV'e= 
guide modes of propagation" and the other based upon a 
spherical vector mode field representation" The waveguide 
mode formulation is shown .to be sui table for inferring 
the field patterns ofapertlireantennas mounted in ground 
planes Q while the spherical mode formulation is applicable 
to any three-dimensional antennap but is best suited to 
wide beam antennas u An "estimate of the aperture field 
distribution afan apertur:eantenna is shown.to be possible 
by applying an extension of .this technique." The near-field 
teChnique is an improvement to e.xist,ing methods for 
inferring antennapatte.rns v' .and is new in its applica,tion 
to wide beam' antenna.s mounted above ground planes., F'urther~ 
more 0 the p):'esented .techniq:ue is complementary to the 
:3 
methods formulated by _ Jensen for narr()w beam antennas 
and in conjunction with tl1.ese met,hods completes the three= 
1 
dimensional extension of the method of Brown and JUllcbo 
1=4 
A scattering matrix approach to the problem f determining 
mutu.al coupling effects in finIte arrays is discussed 
in Chapter 30 The estimation of the total coupling 
effects requires a knowledge of th6full scat.tering 
properties of the array elements 0 and the. :range ofmeasure~ 
ments necessary. to determine the scattering-properties 
of a representative element is derivedo Anapproximat~e 
coupling description based upon direct pa:th coupling effects 
is also formulated 0 This approximate approach :represents 
a new technique for the design of array ante;nnas 0 In 
Chapter 4 g the performance of a circular cyl~ndrical waveguide 
antenna is evaluated by applying the t.echn.iques presented 
in the previous chapters a A new formulation of the variational 
expression for the aperture admittance of this antenna is 
also included o Chapter. 4 conclud~s with suggestions for further 
study. 
Part. 2 contains Chapters 5-9 0 . and outlines the design 
of the coaxial antenna 0 • This new p wide beamo .aperture 
antenna supports three orthogonal modes of propag.ation p 
whereas previously designed coaxial aperturean:tennas generally 
suppo.r:t only. pne mo.de 0 Thus/? the pres6l:),te.d design is 
entirely new c . Chapter 5 introduces the:. ccaxla.l a.nte.nna and 
specifies· the constraints on .the element and sys.tem designs· 
of the antennae A review of the relevant Lit.erature is also 
includedo In Chapter 6 the radiation patt;£;l~ns of the 
an·tenna are deri vedfrorn the modal fields present ir~ the 
aperture, Since these modal patterns are.only first 
order approximations to the actual patte.rnsof the 
ante,nna n. the application of the near-fiel.d .. technique 
to the ,coaxial antenna is also fqrmulated Q , • The system 
design is pre'sen ted i.n Chapter' Thiso.eSCTibes 
the polarization structure ; and the rcui.try required 
1··=·5 
to provide control over the mode ofopexation of the 
antennae Two system designs a.re givenow:i.th each 
considered as the. optimum system for differ:entapplicationsQ 
The element design ba§ed on· ah experimental study. 
performed at L~bancj is' discussed in Chapter 8..; Thede$:igns. 
of the waveguide sections of the antenna.v.' the.axei tation 
probes 9 . and the necessary matching netw:orks.are included" 
The mutual coupling, effects between. probes are>studied 
with. particular emphasis placed·onthe compensation 
oftPesedetrimental effects o· Although designed expli,ci tly 
for an array applica tlon g, the, radi at.ion .pr.:opertil';ls of ~ the, 
coaxial antenna rena.er'it useful a$, an isol.a-ted,radiator g ., 
and two such',uses· are sugges'l::;;ed'in Cnapt:er9o Modifications 
to tb,e antenna parameters which. will . imprr~we' the perfoJ['m~' 
anceof the. antenna are also discussed o ,F.inally g 
Chapter 9 concludes with a suggested.expeximental study 
that would lead to a more cornprehens:iye understanding· 
of the operation of·.t:heantennae 
1-6 
The n~meri,Ga1.compp.~atipns ,recorded in Chapter 4 
w~reperformed on the IBM 360/44 computer of the University~. 
of Canterbury .Computer. Centr-e, while· the' designs of the 
matching nE?tworks o\:tt1in,ed in.Chapters 8 wer:~ evaluat.ed 
on theBAI 640 compute.r of the. Electrical Engineering 
Depa+tmentoWi th ·the ex<;~pti,on of.the st.andar,d .. IBM sub,.,.. 
routines BESJ .for cyJ,..indrioal,.Bessel funcbiQ,n.s· .and MINV 
for mat:r:ix. in,vereion I ' all .. cpmputer.prog~art1.s .. used ',were 
written by the. autho17 in.FQRTRAN IV. 
Publications; . to date'. on top:i.cs' re.1evant. to the, thesis 
are,: 
(i) RdH .T. Bates~and 'A!:R. Jamieson:'· II Tow.ards . ..:measuring· 
Faraday Rotatio.hby rada+, with min~mUmerrorl1 , . 
paper'pres~ntec;1 at~ZAAS Conference,~,Chris,tchuroh I 
N.Z~, January 19GR. 
(ii) R.'H.T. Bates .. and A.R., Jamieson:, uTowards .reou,9ing'" 
errors' inra'da:r: ineas\lrements of Faraday RtlJ'tation ll , ' 
Electrol1ics' Ll9tters', !, nH" ~9 th, '-April 1~68, 
pp 155..,156,9 
(iii) A.R~, Jamieson and R.,H.IJ;~, BateS: nAn ae:r:;ia1,capab,le,o:f; 
radiating any, po:J.a.rizati'On," , paper presented at 
NelconII confe,rence, Auck1and"r.Zo, August:. 19,680 
(iv) A.R •. Jamieson and R.H.T., Bate.s: liOn the accurate 
est~matiori of, wide; beam antenna. radiati.onpatt~rnsn, 
paper' p;resented,at'Nelcop 70 conferel1;ee, A~ckJ,.and, 
N" Z., August.19 70 .. 
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Additional'p~pers in preparation inc::lude~ 
(v) Ao R" .Jamieson and ,Ro Ho To . I?ates·g uTriple po1ari~ed· 
coaxial aE?riaJ.,; HI ~,to be submitted t.o. I:ERE JournaJc 0 
(vi) AeRD Jamieson anq RDHbTD BateS~. l!Ante,nn~ ...... :r:ad:L,ati,on , 
pattern inferred from· near:~fieldmeasurements,e@ 
to be submitted~to ProeD lEEo 
(vii) A~ Rb Jamieson and R.;..Ho'To Bates; ~Gneterm:Lni.ng array 
perfo.rmance .from· mea$urem~ntspe:r:':fo:r:med 
ana sil:'),gle radia~ing.el.ementilli· to be submitted 
to Proc;, lEE;;. 
ChaJ(ter 2 Th~~ear-Field Technique 
In .common w:Lth' classioal nOrnencl,atu:t:e in optics the-
elect.romagneti,c fiElldradiated by an ante.nna has been 
traq.ionally di vicied in to th.e induction fieldl'. the Fresnel 
region oa,ndth.~ Fraunh.ofer· Dr far"':'field region 0 • Th~ indue on 
fiElld an,dthe Fresnel region are freq1,lently consideredr., 
collecti vely r ,as the near-field r~giono Al tho:ugh the, trans~· 
ition fromtlle nearc..field toth~ far~fie~d is gradual with. 
no abruptchanges f the accepted oIl=p.xis minimum: range for 
the. far...,fiEHd region. may. be defined as the range allpwing 
amax,imum phase differenoeof1T/8·radipns between the 
:radiation fields.emi tting from various pa;rts. of the 
t . '1 '. an enna 0 For an antenna wh9se apertur~ has a maximum 
dimension D,u~ and is operat~ng at a' wavelength. Ii ,~, this far",:, 
field raJ;lge is 2D2/\0 Radiati0n pat.tei:ns.me~sured within 
this range are. classi·fied asne.ar-f::i.eldpa.tt~rns" while:; 
those measured, at'.grea:ter, rap-ges are.,far~;Eield patternso 
The evaluation of',the performan,ce an antenna in 
a system enviropment often requires a,de,t.ol,iled knowledge 
of tn.eradiat:i,.Oti pattern· of .,t.he ant,enn{iQ In the study 
a,rray antennas il,forexample", b6tl:l; themutllal. coupling. 
between, elerp.ents' in the ,'array. and ,the ra.diati.on 
patt.ern of.·the array aredepeildent. upon the radia:i:ion 
9 
pattern of the isolated individual elements;:, To be 
ace.urate ~ radiation' pattern measurements must be performed 
within the far~field region 8 of theantenna.o For 
electr.ically . large antennas ~ such as used in comrnunicatJ.on 
and sat'ellite receiving stations ~ this range may' be of 
the order of many miles [1 making accurate .far~:field measu:t'e=' 
merttsdiffibult. Various techniques have .been developed 
involving extra~terr~stial ranges9~lO and the use of air-
craft and satellites as both signal sources and pasBive 
scatterers 8 but, their· usefUlness' remains limJ. ted by cost 
and' accuracy considerations 0" Elect:tiqally, sma}'l antennas 
of the' type commonly used in wide apgle' array applications [1 
are characterised by wiqe.beamradiation patternsa 
Accurate pattern measurements performed sole'ly in the far-
field of these antennas are often difficulto especially 
when the ant,enna is .mounted above a ground plane Ii . ,since the 
radiation effectsresult~ng from the edge currents of the 
finite ground' plane Il and, the effects of spuri:o:uS reflections 
from the surrQundings~.tnay constitute a significant portion 
of the. total radiatipnin the far=field Q ' In· thenear~field. 
the actual radiat.ion from the. antenna preciominate-s ,.over 
these -secondary effects Q. Since ~.' by, pe.rformil,lg measurements 
with a smi3,llprobe penetrating the ground plane/? the near-
fiel4 can be sampled accurately and with a miniImJID of 
disturbance to the actual field~ if;> valuable to have a 
10 
technique for inferring the far-field radiation pattern of 
wide beam antennas from near-field measurements," 
Althollgh a comprehensive review of existing methods 
for inferring antennapatterns'has·recently been published 
b 3 .. thl ' . Id h Y Jensen , ~t ~s never ~ eSs approprlate to lnC u e a sort 
litE;!rature review to complete the background of the technique 
which is presented in this thesis 0 
The approach to this prdblemiptroduced by Bates and 
Elliot 11: Wc;l5 ,based upon tl1,e dev'elopment of an ,asymptotic .. series 
representing the near-·f.ield pattern in terms of the far-fj.eld 
pattern and, correction terms a Since derivatives of the field 
pattern are. included wi,th'the. c0rre~ti.on termsg these methods 
are sensi ti,ve to e:trqrs il;l. the measured values of thenear~ 
field. patternoTh.uS,·experimental difficulties.emerge in 
measuring'Phe near;....fieldpattern to sufficient ,accuracy" To 
measure the fields at, a point in ispace 'an infini tesimaJ,. 
Hert,zian dipole: (magnetic;orel$ctric} il:j usually assumed in 
theory II but·. in 'practiqe p to provide adequate signal strength 
for the detecto::l='~an antenna with a, finite ,si~ed aperture 
is req\lireda Using' the plane wave'spectrllm conpept12 ' 
Brown13 { investigated the effects ,of the aperture size of 
therneasuring antenna ongainand Q in particular, pattern 
measurements p and demonstrat~dtha:t:; the, procedure of Bates 
and Elliot yd.,elds accurate predictions " of the field patterns 
only when sma],l aperture ',recei ving a.ntennas are used to 
measure the neap-field patterno Thedefocussing technique 
1-11 
for ape1:'"tu:r::e antennas described by BickmQre14~ involves 
the readjustment of the aperture phase distribution to produce 
the far-field pattern as closely as possible in the near~field 
regiono This method has been considered by several authors 
(f . S" 15) ddt b t or a reVlew see oeJlma ~ ,an ,goo 'agrreemen e ween 
the near-field patterns of focused antennas and the 
15 
corresponding far-field patterns has been reported 0 But 
since the necessary phase' adjustment is pJ::'acticable on only 
certain classes of antenna,; notably reflector antennas ~ 
the technique is of-.limited u$efulnesso 
In the method presented by Brown. and Jull 1 , -
the total radiation field from the antenna is represented,by 
a complete set of· orthogonal' cylindrical wave functions v or 
harm~:mics, and complex -. modal -amplitudes a By measuring the 
near-field pattern around a cylindri~al surfage enclosing 
the an tenn-a; the' measured field is expresse1d as a.Fourier 
serie:;; in the wave functions 0 The unknown amplitudes are 
then determined by Fourier analysis of the measured f:i,eld a 
Since a c0mpleteknowledge of the modal am.plitude:::; at a 
point in the-region exterior to'the surface which circum-
scribes 'the antenna~serves to define the field? everywhere 
in that region f', theseampl.:i- tudes specify the' total far-field 
radiation. pattern. Although originally stl9'gested for b,ro'-
dimensional problems, the method can be extended v in principle~ 
to three dimenpionp by representing the fields in terms 
of spherical harmonics;, This formula tion ~ , however '7 has the 
1=12 
inherent'disadva,ntageof requiring measurements of the near~ 
field patterno in both modulm~andpha\se 0 to be perfoxmed 
over, a spherica~ surfage enclosing the antenna'o Further-
more~ " thE? amount of computational effort involved in the 
term-by-term' modal,', analysis requiring numerical integrat,~,on 
of such a three~dimEmsional field is consiq,erableq ThE:~ 
effects of the 'aperttpce siz,e of,·themeasuring antenna' 
we~e also considered -by Brown' and Julio By inverting 
the first few. terms of the asymptotic expansion for: the 
f ' ld tt ' d b d' t' ~,16 near-' 1.e' pa ' ern measure· y a ·;:t,ree :J.,ve anl"enna· 0 
Jull l ? developed an equivalent~ but approxima:teo asymptotip 
series e:xpressing the'far-field pattern of a'two;'dimensionq.l 
trans.mi t,ting antenna inter:ms' of the measured near-field 
pattern and its deriva1;:iveso The· derivatives are calculat'ed 
from the measured near~field ,pattern?, This must; be 
measured acc1,lrately 0 ,sinc~ the, calc'\.l,lab~d val,ues of the, 
deriyatives are sensitiveto.even,smal;r errors in the, 
measured datao' Using this technique.", t.hemain b~am and 
. . ~ , 
major si4e lobeS' of the radiation patternot a'na~r.ow beam 
antetlna have' been inferredgto a r~a~6nahleacc:uracYI'.'f,rom 
. . , 
near-field measurements performedsolEtly wi thll!- the, 
11 . principaJ,. ang1J1ar., rang~ of the' patt.er~ - r)' In comp?rison j 
the more exaqt -Fourier series method of' Brown and Jull 
requires measurement oithe fieldal;L armmd, theant,ehnaQ 
Moreove:r: f for a' na;t:'row,beampatt~;t"np a~,large number of 
wave functions arenecess.ary to represent the .field accurately 0 
which generally increases the computational effort involved 
in determining the modalcamplitudes 6 
Others to. apply the.FQurier seri~s method include 
Blakey2p 18 and Martin 19 0" Blakey developeq an on:""".line . system 
for processing the neax-:field measurements .. of .atwo=dimensibnal 
antennapwhile Martin applied high speed digital.computer 
techniques to infer the far,,-:,field pattern of .aline. source 
antenna o ' The sensitivity' of themet:hod. to.:r::andom e.rrors·· 
in the near .... field meal;>urements.was also investigated by 
Ma+tin~90 The three"-dirilensional extension.ofBrown and JulIus 
20 
method was used by James and Longdon toinfe±' the far-field 
pattern' frqm me<;tsurements 'of .the radial component of ,the 
near-t'ieldo . They a'lso applied- a matri.x; method to solve for 
the unknown, modal ampli tuGl,es whel'l. thenear"'.field '·pattern· is 
known' onJ,y at discrete pomtsJ6L Jensen3;. when reviewi~g' 
t11,ese methods 1/' completed the . formulation' o~.the thre?-dimension~· 
aI' met:.hod.toaccoun-t;: fo'r, all ·field components and the effect 
of·the recai ving· or measu*ing antepna o • The.effects of 
infe+ring the patterns ,of two-dimensional antennas from 
discrete near-field dai:a we:t:'ealso investigated~ 
1-14 
It is well known that the aperture field distribution 
and ,the. far-field radiation pattern of an aperture antenna 
form a Fourier. transform pair21 0 Thus 5 P.r:ovided the aperture 
field is .. known completely the far-field can be uniquely 
determinedo For. large apertures the aperture field distribution 
can be sampled directly using an'electrically small probe p 
but in general Q such a measurement iso.ifficult to 
accomplish without ,the physical di;:lcontinuity of the probe 
disturbing the actual fieldo An alternative approach for 
1 t t 22. b d h 't f P anar aper ure. an ennas lS ase upon t e Fourler rans orm 
relationship between the power spectrum and the auto-correlation 
function of .. the source dis tribution o This method lends itself 
to autQmatic processing and offers an improvement in accur,acy 
oVer the asymptotic series methodo HoweverQ in conunQn wi,th the 
Fourier .seriesmethod u., this technique .require,s near-field 
measurements to be performed over: a surface effe,ctively .enclos-
ing the antennao The amount of computation is also increased u 
since, in addition to the evaluatio,n of the Fourier transform 
relationship p the .auto-correlation functions of the near-field 
patterns must be computed for each fielq measurement Q 
To sununarize, the Fourier series ,method is highly practic-
able for tw:o-dimensiona,l problems Qbu:t is 'of limited us.efulne,ss 
in three-dimensional applications o. Many ',large three~dimensional 
antennas possess narrow 'beams in the vertical plane Q for 
example q and wide beaIT\;:l in the horizontal planeo The Fourier 
series method may then be used by measuring at field poi,.nts 
corresponding to the nea!'~fie,ld of, the vertical plane pattern 
and to the far-f,ield OI the horizon,tal, plane patt~rno The, 
i 
auto,-correlation, technique can be used~: ,in princ'iple u to 
,infer the, radiat;L~n pattern of, any ,planar aperture ante.nna y 
\ 
bHl,\t: is mo;re appropriate for narrow beam ant.en,nas 0 
A newmethod u si,milar to the procedure out.lined by: 
James and Longdon20 0 ~nd called, the Near-,Field Technique 
(N. F 0 T,o ) 'Q is presented· whereby the, complet.e radiation .pattern 
of a ,generalQthree-dimensioncH u wide beam ant,enna can., be 
inferredfromlimi,~ed near-f,ield measurements. perfoXPled 
in one plane., The measur,ement and, computational proced'qxe 
is formulated for an arbi tra-rily sh~ped a,ntenna wi th.the: 
class of waveguide aperture antennas' being,gi ven, spec.:Lal 
attention. It;is demonstrated that a,col;lseS{uenqe 'ofapplying 
the N .,li' 0 T. to an, aperture ant~nna ,is that anesti)n.ate ,can be 
made of the hig);!,erorder mode,sexcited,at the apertu,re 
discontinui ty., The accuracy pf ,the methpd is. disc:ussed 
with particuJ,ar regar.dtothesampli~g of the near-.field 
pattern" The desigpof .the sampling probes isou,tlin:ed o 
, , ." . ... " ' 
and, finallyu an appraisal of theNoF~To is, g:i.ven'~ The, 
expe'rimental and computational re,s.u:ltsof an, application, 
of the N.FoTo to a wa;veguide aperture antenna aXle' pres,e1f\'i;ed 
in Chapter. 4: • 
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202 Formulation of the NoFoT~ 
2021 Field representations o 
Consider an arbitrary antenna centred at the origin 
and totally enclose~ by .a surface S such that the region 
exterio.rto S is source free~ ;as in Figure 2010 T.he total 
field, at any point in a region can be. expressed i.nterms 
of the sources within the region and' th.e values of the 
I ,; • 
tangential components. of the fields over the boundaries 
23 . 
of the volume 0 Since the region exterior to .s 1..S 
source free p the toj:al ";field from the ,antenna cem, be 
completely specified in' term$ of the tangent;ial components 
of the fieldon BoThe field "On S gbeing pieoewis,e contin-
uous g may be' represented exactly by a, complete D denumerably 
infinite, set of orthogonal vector eigenfunctions24 0 
Becau,se ·of the infinite ord,er of this field repregentation~ 
solutions to problems invo:l ving its use are. not generally 
amenable to purely analytical tec:;:hniques~' S.uch problems D 
however,u :can be sol vee!,. by applying approximation :methods 
on high speed digital computers,o The set representing 
the fiE?ldis truncated to. approximate the true field. 
on S ,to within .a 'prescribed er~ bbun.d p by 
N 
~ An!ri {r,~x~ ljJJ 
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where g(r,x,~) is the approximation to the true field on S, 
An are the complex amplitude constants, !n(r,x,w) are 
orthogonal vector eigenfunctions, and the coordinates 
(r,x,w) describe S. 
Two representations having the form of (2.1) will be 
considered: one in terms of spherical vector modes for 
arbitrarily shaped antennas, and the other in terms of 
waveguide modes of prop~gation for the par~icular class of 
aperture antennas. 
~) Arbitrary antennas . 
.For an arbitrarily shB:ped antenna the most convenient 
form for the enclosing surface S is a sphere, with the 
fields on S represented, via (2.1), as a set of spherical 
vector modes 25. Th t d'" t 11 ese vec or mo es represen a waves 
crossing S, whether inward' or outward travelling with respect 
to the 'antenna. In the present case the region exterior 
to S is . source free implying that only those modes .correspond-
ing to outward travelling waves need to be considered. 
Therefore, the. electric and magnetic fields at any point p, 
coordinates 
E(p,S,~) 
-n 
H (p,S,~) 
-n 
(p,S,~), on S are given by 
N 
= I: [a
emn ~mn(p,S,~) + b !!emn ( p , S , ~) ] emn 
emn 0 0 0 0 
( 2 • 2) 
0 
N 
= JE.. I: [a' n (p,S,·,;,) + b . m .... (p.S,,;,)] (2.3) 
. W )l . . emn -amn . 'f emn -awn ' 'f " 
emn 
o 
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where the a and b are the suitably ordered complex modal 
errm emn 
o 0 
amplitudes of the transverse electric (TE) and transverse 
, 
magnetic '. (TM) spherical vector modes m and n 0 respecti ve-
-enID -Brnn 
o 0 
lyv given in Appendix 10 The radial f~nctions included in 
this representation are spherical Hanekl functions of the second 
kind which satisfy the radiation condition at inf1nitY0 A 
complete knowledge of the modal. strengths at one point in a 
region is sufficient to specify uniquely the fields everywhere 
in the regibno ConsequentlYF the modal amplitudes in (Zo2) 
and (2 0 3) specify the fields everywhere exterior to S to 
the same accuracy as the fi~ld representation on So ES.timates 
of the fields interior to S are li~le to be less accurate since 
the effects of the neglected higher order modes become 
increasingly more significant as the an.tenna is approacihedo. 
Equq.tions. (2 0 2) and (2 0 3) ,may now be considered as the electric 
and magnetic field representations at any field point 
P(p,B,t) on or exterior to S~ 
The fields E and H are dependent upon the 2N complex 
-n .,....n 
coefficients a and b 
, enID emn For a pract.ical antenna if although 
o 0 
the func;:tional forms of the vector modes will·be known/i their 
relative strengths are l~kely to be unknowna Byperforrning 
independent field measurements of both, magni t,ude and phase 
of~n or!!rr' a set of linear independentllalgebraic equations 
is obtained in the unknowns a 
emn 
o 
and b 
emn 
o 
These unknowns 
may be conveniently ,solved for by arranging the set of 
simu.1taneous equ<;l.tions in matrix forma Thus 
D. 
~ 
= [ 
j 
E. 0 A" ~J J 
where Ui is the ith element of the column matrix [uJ 
and corresponds 
ith field point, 
to thefieldme.as uremen t performed at the 
and H .. is the . (i;~ j) th element of the square 
1J ' 
matrix [H J which gives the fun.ctional variation at the i th 
field point of the jth mode, w.hG)seamplitude is given by 
A., the j th elemen.t of the columnmat.rix [AJ Q Implici t in 
J 
(204) are three scalar"matrix ,e.quations corresponding to 
the three spheri'cal componen,tE; .. 0.£ the measured field~ From 
! 
a computational point .of:view,.i:b: is desirable to achieve 
such separation by' consideJ:i;ag .±he field· component-by-componento 
Standard numericalmethods,e±ther matrix inversion or iterative 
techniques 26 g permit a .urrique s.e~.ution for theAj in (204) 
provided [HJ is non~singula.ro Once these coefficients have 
been determined, the' total ra&i.a .. tion patterQ of the antenna 
can be predictedo In particular,. measurements· performed in 
the near-field. can be operated em computation,Uly to ·infer 
. i ; 
the total radiation from' the antenna. 
(b) ,Apertureantenn'a'~ 
A generalelectromagne:tic field can be completely 
expressed in terms of an electric vector potential and a 
magnetic vector potential27 . For the special class of aperture 
antennas it is convenient to consider the surface S as part 
of the aperture plane:.' Consideri!1g' the field' onS and 
I · h . I '. , . I 28" app y1ng t eequ1va encepr1nc1p e. Q the field radiated 
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by the aperture antenna is found to be the same as that 
produced by the equivalent, magnetic current sources in the 
apertlJre plane, alone. If the ,tangential ele,atric field. 
in the ,aperture, plane, external to the aperture, is zero 
as is the case for aperture antennas mounts,din infinite, 
perfectJ,y conducting ground plane~., then t;he, equivalent 
magnetic current sources exist only over. thec.apertu:te region" 
Thus the radiated field.can be fully spaci-fied by an 
elect~ic vector potential expressed in terms 'of., the tangential 
electric field in the apertureQ 
The aperture fields of an aperture antenna mounted 
in a ground plane can'pe represent.'ed' py a ,complete set of 
wave-guide mode,s of propagationsuital;:lle, to the geometry. 
In general, this set must include bothTEand TMmodes to, 
exp,ress the fie1dfully,o From· (2.1) and,.applying. the boundary 
condi tions on the electric fie.lds." ,the tangential ~lectric 
field on S for such ·an antenna is given by 
Et,(r,*),= ,Z[A,. Z'XE . 
- ,n ~TE 
n . n 
(r ,.lj!) + Bn Z x ~TM (r, 1jJ) ] , 
n 
(2.5) 
where (r,lj!) are cylindrical coordinates in .the aperture, Z is 
the z direction unit vector normal to the ,aperture plane, 
the An .and Bn are'tne ordered complex modal amplitudes 
representing the relative strengths of ,the ,waveguide., modes , 
and !2.TE (r,ljJ) and ETM (r,i)J) are theapert;,.ureelectric field 
n n 
f 'h th "d d '0 1 components. ot e. n TEan, T~mo es· respectl:vey. 
Introduce an electric vector potential·Ku such that 
scalar Helmholtz equation is satisfied by. the rectangular 
components of ~. given by 
1 
J f 
-jkR 
F = .- p (xpy) L- dSU g x TiT R 
sa 
1. 
f r 
..,.jkR e . 
F 
- 2i . Q ex l' Y L "'1'f'"""" dS U g: y 
J S u , 
whereP(xI'Y) and.Q(x,Y)prespecz:tively,are the x .and y 
direction components of the tangential electric· field :,in 
e-jkR 
the aperture l' . is the scalar. Green u s function· for 
unbounded, spaqe with, the. source and observational 
coordinat~sde fined in Figure 2,; 1, andS U is the aperture 
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domain, 'a sub-domain of~ So By s~sti tuting ,the rectangular 
components:of (2 Q 5) into (206) and (207) a:p:dtransforming 
F. into sphericC\.l components; the fields radiated by .the 
antenna cap. be determined in spher;i,cal components l'via 
E = 'iJ x F 
-\-0 
and-, H = ..i,.. ['iJ"fJ°F + k 2 FJ LOll - =- . 
- -' 
where'!.. is the vector differential. operatOL , Separation 
of tile· functional. dependence of the. sourC;:e coordi l1 a tes 
from that of the 'observational coordinates inth~ Greenus 
function facilitates the evaluation-of ,the integrals- in 
(206) and (40 7) Q This is aC(hieyed by expandil1g the. 
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GreenU s fUnction in terms of scalar sphericaJ, harmonics g 
-jkR . ( 2 ) e ... '. 
= ~jk-
00 j£ (kr)hQ,. (kp) for r ~ p 
L (2Q,+1)PQ,(COSY) (2
Q
lO) 
Q,=O " (k ) (2) (k . f JQ,P' h£ .... r) or r > p 
where y ~ r g p p and R a+,e defined in Figure 201 p j Q, (kr) and 
h (2) (kp) are spherical Bessel and Hankel functions g 
Q, 
respecti 'lTely 0 .andP Q, (cosy) -are Legendre polynomials 
represemting zonal hq.rmonics ~. This :expansion. separ.ates .the-, 
radial coordinate varia,tiDns'of the source point and the 
, ,; I' ' 
obsex:'Vation . point? Anapplic.at.ion oftb.eL~gendl?e polynom-
ial addi tion theorem29 ffl which is equivalent to expressing 
tl:1e . zonal harmollics in terms of tesse,ral harmonics 9' 
, 
tra,nsfprms the field _expressions (from (2Q 8) and(2 a 9) ) 
into forms mo,re suitable for the a,nalytic9-l integration 
over the:azimuth:al coo:):"diita.i;si Conl?idering, the fi.el,d 
components indiv:idually·aYld·imposi:pgthe appropr;Lateboundary 
cQndi tions on the. gro\lnd plane 0 .the' field variations 
of the remaining' components (normal, e:lec~ric and taIlgential 
magnetic field componen ts) are' of the. form, 
(20,11) 
where U (.p iI H is:. the field comppnent p the VQ, (p 0 41)· are the. 
functional' va~iations or modes .. of t1:1e 'field component in 
" ., . , , 
the, exterior region desc~ibed by the coordinates (p 0 ~) 0' 
and .the aQ, are, coefficients ind~penden't of the field variat-
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ions' but characteristic of theexi:erior· modes D . Furthe.r;morev . 
the· a,Q, are known' functions. of ,the modal amplitudes in{2o 5) D 
As before g . perfermi:r.g a series of independent field measure-
ments on the field components enables' a matrix equ?iti.Qn simi1-
ar to that implicit in, (2" 4) to be derived,from a sui.tably 
truI).cated . form' of ,(2 D 11) 0 The matrix [H] now contains the 
functional forms, of the exterior modes from (2011) v . and the 
column matrix [A] contains thea,Q, . coefficients as elements 0 
Once these coe.fficients have been dete;r:mined> by numerical 
solution of the matrix, equatioIi 9' ;the t,ota1 ,radiation pattern 
of the aperture anternamay be,dedllcedo 
2022 Separability.of.fie1d valuesD 
A unique solution for themoda1coe.f;Eieients ,in., <-204) 
or (2011).is 'possible if and,on1yif .. thematrix [HJis non"", 
singular" This imp1ies'tl:lat,notonlymu~t the near;""'field 
mei\isurements of~theelectric' or magnetic . field component,be' 
linearly independenti: but also the ef.fects· of all. the modes 
in the exterior region must be separab:;Le D~ To sati,sfy. the'se . 
reqllirement$ it iSi sufficient., to perform the measurements· 
along cE;l,nstant, coordiriat;ecurves:in one.' plaDe:o 'rhus iJ . 
separation of t~e a~imu~a1 an~ularvariations ,of the' 
mode.s is ,ensured by performing the measurements at fi,eld, 
points w.ith a constaI).t radial coerd,inai:;e b since for.differEHlt 
m()de indices· thea~imuthal modes are mutually orthogonal,,· 
Simila;rly ~measuring at field points wi th • constant~z:imutha1 
. \ 
angu,lar CQordinat¢ permits sE;>paration of the ~adia1' 
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variations of the field expressions p due to the 
orthogonality. conditions on the radial modeso 
Consideration must also be given to the separability 
of . the TE mode.sf.rom, the TM mode,s in the spherical 
vector mode field'representationo When performing" .. the' 
measurements, <;I.sQutl;i,ned above gtwo o~ the. three 
orthogonal curvi).inear coordinates (p 17 e d) p necessarily 
assume coris,tant values 0 From the forms for theTE and ,TM 
vector modes u ,given ·inAppendix IQthe.modal va~iati,.ons 
in the remaining coordinate, for modes ,of one type (,TE 
OJ;, TM) u become' linearly dependent upon s,t.mil~r index', 
modes -of the. other typeo For examp1.e g a, conside:r.:atioI1 
of 8 componen 1:.s. of TEand TM modes for constant ¢ ,and 8 
values' (that is u' measurements performed to separ:at?. radial 
variation~) u shows that the rac;1~al vari.;:lt.ion of tb.e . .!I'M, 
mode ,of :r;adial mode indexn, -is a lineal;, comqi:nati.on 
of TEmodes of' rfidia:I" ~ode irid;ic~s, (n-l). an~,«rl7l)o'·. 
Conseq':lently~ (202) and (203) are'rearrangedsothat all 
modes with the same functio~al depenqenc~ on tJ:!.e field" 
variat:i,on coordinate for ,each ,particuli;l.r set of ,measurements 
, , . i ' ,\ 
are grouped together- o leadillg to.the rEl~de£inilfg of "all 
the modal ,coefficients in (26·4)? AS a result. afthe ." 
measurement, pattern Q . these derived coefficients ,are 
independent of :the field, variat.ion coo+.din~te- but are -
functions of,the re,maining: two field~coordinates asweJ,l as 
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the modal ampli tuCies 0 The Y'ejoY'e.iJ the fiB ld of .t.he an teny?a 
can not .heinfe Y'Y'edsimp ly: f:('O/11 . a kno.wZ edge of. th~se 
cae ffi oi-6ntsde Y'ive d fY'omne /ill'" fi·e Zd me as uY'emfBnt$pe Y' fo.Y'me d 
on a singl,-e field. component. Since for different· fi~ld 
components theuerived coefficients have different· 
functionald~pendences.on.themodal- amplitudes p the 
unknown amplitudes can be- determined by measu~ing two field-, 
components and solvipg the double set of sj.;m,ul,talleous 
equations.~ The tal1gential·component.s of the. electric 
and magnetj,c fields are dependent· upon po:ti"l;TKand TM 
modesi:.whereas tl1.eradial: components ar.e functions of tbe 
TM modes, only "Me9-stirements' performed .. onthe~ .electric 
or magnatic radial component ca,n be used f "theJ:efbrep 
to determine· the. sub-set 'of; the b
emn 
0]:' a~mnmodal.,;amp:Litude.s p 
o 0 
respectively. This 'sub-!:)et tqgether wi th· computations on 
measurements of. a~y other field ,component .yielq..s the 
complete .. s.et of modal·amplitu.des; AltJ:lOugl;1. thesearnplitudes. 
may b~ derived. from m.easu:r:ements p~rfOl;:med.on· the two.radial 
fiel.q . components # i.t is more,convenient in p:r;actice p and 
more ,accux:ate (since then there is no n~ed to calibrate 
the sampli:ng probes as . only relativ~· meas.:urements: are' 
,,: " 
requi,':r;ed)c,: to· meq.s\lre· aradia~. and a ·tarigential component· 
of. the 5 arne' fi,eld 0: 
Separabili tyofthe mode effects causes similaJ;: 
problems i.n t1:1,e wav~guide mode field repre.?entation for 
aperture antennas" I.tmight be· thought th.,at (2" 11) could be 
rearranged into the· fO.rm 
N 
=. ): [A S (p Q <p) + BnTn (p u <P) ] 
n ' n n 
where the: An and, Bn are as in (2 0 5) gand. theSn (p viP) 
andT (p h <p) are ·the f"'!.llcti.onal variations of .the TE and n • 'n 
TMn waveguide ID0des in· the exter~.Qr .. regiqno Determina.tion 
of ~.t,he modal amplitudes wouJ,.dthen fo1.1ow directly f:J:;om tb.e 
nw:nerical solution of a' matrix equation ,as above'<> ,Further. 
investigatioureveals, .hpwever u that th,e matrixcontaini:pg 
the· Sn (p ,<p)and TI1 (p g.<P) as elements, is 'either analytically 
singular or numerically so ill:-con'dit;ioned that .. a reliai<Jle g ·. 
accurate solution for the modal a~pli tudes is. not possible 0 
As in ,.the' ca,seof the vector mode representat,ion p . it is more 
accurate to solve for.deriveq.·coeffic:ients o which. are 
functions··ofthe mGdal amp.li.tudes.o 
2~ ~3., Fieldmeasurem!";l!n't.s a 
From" (204} pto solve forN complex ,modal. coefficients p. 
N complexindepep.dent field measurementq are. require<;1pwb.exe 
a complex· field measurement is .' defitied. at? themeasm:::em~nt 
of botll the.magni,tu¢!.e and:.the·, phase o·fthe field at. a pointo· 
Trunca,tion of the set of eigenfunctions representing the 
field tO'an upper mode'indexN as in (202)0 ··(203),and.(20S) 
results; in.2.N functions being included in the. representation (I , 
implyingtb.at ,the matrix equation derived from (2 Q 4) is of 
.. 
order 2N o' .Combinip.g the simi lar index modes· of . G:!ach . type' 
(TEaI),d 2!Mi) WLth the same functionCiI variations.i.n the 
exterior: re.ga.on ~ and defining new· coefficients which are 
known .. functi:0I).s 'of the. respecti Ve moda,! amplittldes o reduces 
the matrix equation .to order Nfor all· field c.qmponehtsa . 
Hence g , .numeri6aJ. solution of an N order matrix, equation 
derived f.I;om<N .complex i:n,dependentmeasurements;·;o.fa field 
component g yields a .set of N complex coeffi:cien,ts: r which 
in conjunction with the set. of Ncoefficients cOIllputed from 
measurements Performed on; another field C0mpQnentg~' permits 
the requtre.d2N modal amplitudes to be det.erm:Lned-o:·' 
To sunu:.ua:t.ize Qde1:;erminq.tion ·of,the 2Ncomplex, modal· 
amplitudes. appeari~(l in the modal field, representationS 
(2.2) 11 (2, • ..3·)·d and ,(2.5) g, requires a total of:,2N- complex 
independentfiel¢l measurelTlEantspthat is' N'co:roplex' measurements 
for, each of the two field components 0 Since these modal 
amplitudes'c.ompletely.specifythe field raqiated by the 
antenna ,to within the acctlracy limits:i,ltlPosedby the truncation 
of the field .representation 1'. 2N complex measurements of' th~ 
near-field p.attern are sufficient to infer 'the total 
radia.tion pattern of the·antenna" 
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203 Source field distributions. 
It is well known that th,e aperture field distribution 
and the far-field radiation pattern of ~ planar aperture 
antenna form a Fourier transform pai"r21 o A. compl~te knowledge 
of one in both 'magnitude and phase over all regions of space, 
therefore,. uniquely defines th~ otheL Estimating,the 
aperture ,field distribution requires a complete knoWledge 
of the radiation, pattern, but .in practice this information 
is like~y to be incQmplete, since theradia,tion pattern will 
be known or measured only over the ,visible region of 
30 
space A meaningful approximation to the aperture field 
of an ant,enna with a nar,row beam radiation pattern, can be 
inferred by assuming ,the pattern fUnction to be ,negligible 
I , 
in the invisible region . However, for a wide, beam ant~nna , 
or an array antenna, the pattern fU,nction is not negligible 
in ,the invisible region , in which the square of the magnitude, 
of the pattern function is a ,measure of the reactive energy 
d . . d th' ,,31 b store,l.n the near-f,l.el, of , e antenna '~ It has een 
21 
shown ,that the, radiatio,n pattern of a planar aperture 
antenna is an analytic fupction, and can be analytically 
continued from the visible region into the invi,sibleregiono 
Therefore" provided the rp.diation pattern ,is accurately 
known wi thin the visible region, ,analytic continuation 
can be, used to specify completely the pattern function over 
both visibl~ and invisible regions. The aperture jield 
.distribution can be determined)Jy Fourier transforming 
the pattern functionG 
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By applying the N .F. T. f the complete far-field pattern 
of an antenna can be inferred to within the accuracy limit 
imposed by .the field representation (2.1). Fourier trans-
forming the field pattern in both visible and invisible 
regions of space then gives an 'estimate of the, equivalent 
aperture source distribution. HoweveJC p this estimate is 
likely to be error sensi ti ve, because the higher' order modes f 
which are neglected in (2.1), contribute ma.inly to the 
reacti,ve energy stored about the antenna, and they have a 
greater effect on the pattern ftinction in the invisible 
region than in the visible region. Even when a pattern function 
is known accurately in the visible region, its analytic 
continuation into the inv~sible region will in general be very 
30 difficult to compute accurately , because such a computation 
is equivalent to extrapolation outside the measurement 
interval. The Fourier transform method is useful in that the 
equivalent aperture sources so determined (effective current 
line sources) are the' sourc,es whose effects in thefar.-field 
are of the most importance. 
An alternative approach, for aperture ,antennas is to 
solve for the modal amplitudes in the waveg'uide mode field 
representation (2.5) using the modal coefficients in (2011) I 
which have been determined by applying the No F e To, The two 
sets of coefficients are related bya matrix equation 
[aL =: [GJ[A] 
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where the column matrices [1\,J and [aJ contain as elements 
the modal coefficients in (2.5) and (2.11), respectively, 
The elements of the square matrix [G] are the functions 
describing the dependence of the field on the modal indices 
in (205) and (2011)0 Provided the matrix [G] is non-singul-
ar the amplitudes of the waveguide modes can be determined 
from the numerical solution of (2 13)0 As with the 
Fourier transform method, this 'techn.ique can give an 
estimate only of the strengths of the modes whose effects 
are significant in the exterior field region. 
204 Error analysis. 
The accuracy of the N.F.T. is limited by ,two factors: 
the approximation that the pie.cewise continuous electro-
magnetic fields can be rebresented by a finite set of 
eigenfunctions, and the accuracy to which the near-field 
of the antenna can be sampled. 
2.41 Truncation error. 
The truncation of the set of eigenfunctions is 
justified since the £ield representation is uniformly 
convergent except at physical discontinuities on t.he .antenna. 
Increasing the order of the approximation, N p i.n (2 •. 1) 
improves .the accura,cy of the representation, but also 
increases the computational effort and time re.quired 
to determine the modal amplitudes" 'l'he complltat,;;ion 
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associated.with the solution of the matrix equation, 
in particular, is greatly increased, because the number of 
numerical operations necessary to invert a matrix is 
proport,ional to the cube of the order of the mat.r:ix. However, 
in practice the choice of N is govemced almost en rely 
by consideration of the accuracy of the field representation. 
An electrically small antenna radiates most strongly in 'the 
lower order modes f with the higher . order modes contribut,ing 
significantly to the total field only at points very close 
to theantennao For widebeqID antennas of t.his type, only 
a. limited number of modes are necessary to repres,ent. the 
far-field accurately I and the order of the matrix equation 
is restricted accordingly. Due to the efficiency of standard 
numerical techniques for solving matrix equations and the 
restricted order of the equations encountered in the analysis 
of these antennas, the computationa,l'effort'required by 
the N.FoT. is considerably less than for a complete 
mode-by-mode., analysis of the three-dimensional near:-field 
as would be necessax::y in the th,ree-dimensional method of 
1 ~ Brown and Jull as fO,rmulated, by Jensen'" 0 
2 0 4,2 Fie~d sampling er!:'o~ 
Ideally, the electric and magnetic field components 
should be measured with an infinitesimally small Hertzian 
dipole (electric OJ:; magnetic) to satisfy the requi,rement;,s 
that the sampling probe cause no disturbance to the fieId? 
. and that the ·field be sampled at a point in spaceo 
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To ens.ure adequate signal strength and sensitivity-for 
the detector, a practical probe must have a finite size. 
It has been shown for electric probes 32 that provided the 
probe is electrically small (that is, tne probe length is 
much less than a .quarter of a wavelength) , . the scattering 
of the sampled' f.l,eld by the' probe will be negligible. 
Similarl:Yf the perturbatiDn of the field caused by a 
magnetic probe will be small provided the loop diameter. 
is well below a quarter of' a wavelength. A small magnetic 
probe responds to the electric field component that is 
parallel to the plane of the loop as well as to-the magnetic 
field component linking with the loop. To sample the 
magnetic field only, the loop ·must be either extremely s.mall 
(diameter less than a hundredth of a wavelength) . or 
. 33 34 
shiel(jed • It has been shown 'that due to the "antenna 
effect" an unshielded probe a tenth of. a wavelength in 
diameter responds·, equally, to the electric field component 
as to th.e magnetio field component •. 
Radia,tion and., soattering effects caused by the 
physicalconneotions to the .sampling probe can be totally 
eliminated in the important; category of antennas mqunte.d 
on or above meta.1lic.ground planeso For these antennas 
the near-field components are samp~erl close to the surface 
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of .the ground plane by .a small probe penetrating 
the ground plane. Consequently, by placing all th.e 
de~ection equipment ,beneath the ground plane, the only 
dist,urbance to the field is caused by the measuring 
probe itself. 
The field component being measured varie.s across 
the finite extent of the probe, with the result that the. 
probe ,rather than sampling the' field at a point.!', averages 
the field valu~ OVer a small but,finite.region of ,space. 
This causes a small error in the .field values assumed 
in (2.4) or (2.11) 0 The order of magni tu,de of these 
errors can be estimat~d by integrating the field component 
acrO$s ,the effective aperture of the probe and comparing 
with the ,actual field value at the field point. For 
example, consider: an ele,ctric probe sampling the ES 
field component on the grounq plane. The sampling error 
reaults from the variation of-the Es component with 
elevation a~gle S, and from the ,Vector and scalar spherical 
mo.de representations ·for E S' theS dependence resides 
entirely in t~eLegendrefuncfions. In fact, because of 
the boundary conditions on the fields on the surface. 
of the ground plane, Es dep~nds only on the Legendre 
m functions. of the form P
m
+2 £ (cose) . Since 
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m [ aP m+.2S!. (cos8) ] err 
ae 8="2 
= 0, (2,14) 
the functions of low order and degree are slowly 
varying as8approach~~ TT /2 . Moreover, the uniformly 
convergent forms of the field representations mean that 
for a.wide beam antenna only these lower index functions 
contribute significantly to the sampling error~ 
Assuming 'that the modal amplitudes qetermined by the 
N.F.T. are accurate, the magnitude' of the percentage error 
is estima teq from the scalar mode i represen ta.tion for E 8 ' 
by summing the ,integrations of the P:+2S!.(cOS8) functions 
over the effective length ot: the sampling pr:obe,and 
. . " . i 
compcaringwith,the value,ofE 8 at 8=, 1T/2. T.he-.sampling 
errol;' int~.oduced by an electric probe a thirtieth of a 
wavelength long, opl?fating at ,a frequency of 2GH
z , 
and lqcp.tedata field point on the ground plane aguarter 
of. a waVelength di~tant fr,om tl;le aperturer:im_of a. circuiar 
waveguide aperture antenna (the near-field sampling 
point closest to the antenna in the .measurements 
reported .in Chapter 4), has been estimated by this method 
as less than 1% of the actua.l fi.eld 0' 
In a similar manner a loop probe measuring the 
magnetic field components on the ground plane introduces 
sampling errors .which can also be estimated by integrating 
the appropriate fi,eld v!ariatic)ns over the aperture of 
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the probe. The error introduced by a shielded loop 
probe sampling the H component is caused by the variation 
. p 
of H across the aperture of the probe. This. variation p 
is given by the .dependence of H on the angular field p 
coordinates e and ~. In common with the Ee component 
discussed above, the e dependence afH is given by p 
m Legendre functions of the form Pm+2.Q,(cos8), whereas the 
~ dependence is determined by the form of the source 
field. For the previously quoted example of the circular 
aperture antenna, the radial ma:gnetic fi~ld component 
in tne aperture varies as cos~, since the antenn~ is 
excited in the. dominant waveguide mode. Therefore, by 
symmetry, H in the regionexte.rnalto the aperture 
. . p. i 
also varies as cos¢, and from the vector ,mode field 
representation, the 8 d~pendence is of the form 
P 2n- l (cos8). In,tegrating, these . functions over the probe 
aperture A and sllmming the modes, inc1uded-in ,the field 
representation gives 
f r cos~. ~ C2n-'1 
J n 
A . . 
I = 
where th. eC2 . I are· coefficients from the. H field n- . . . p 
representatiQnderived from theN~F"T. By expressing 
, 
cos ¢ and· cos Sas functions of (r, lP) the coordinates 
of A (that is, 
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d d 
cos¢ = , and cos e = (2. 16 ) 
where d = ;\/4 = the radius of the field point), applyir).g 
the binomial theorem, and neglecting terms in small 
quantities raised to powers higher than the second, the 
magnitude of the diff~,rence between (2.15) and the value of 
H at the field point is found to be less than 0.5%0 p 
The same method ,can be applied to determine t~he sampling 
error caused by a finite sized shielded, loop probe measuring 
the H¢ component on the ground plane. However, a more 
serious source of measurement error results from the response 
of the probe to. the electric ,field. Th~ shielded probe 
considered is shown in Figure 2.2. This probe i.s of standard 
d . 33 . h . 1 (. ) d eSlgn Wlt a slng e turn or lnner conductor an an 
unbalanced shield tomatcl;J. the ,unbalanc~d coaxial feed line 
of 50 ohms nominal characteristic impedanc80 A. probe of this 
type, wi th a mean radius of 5mm and, an, Oliterconductor diameter 
of Imm was constructed and found to have 'adequate sensitivity. 
Although the shield of this probe 'eliminates any coupling 
with the'electric field compQnentperp~ndicular to the ground, 
plane, the probe may" respond to the tangential electric field 
cbmponent' parallel to both the plane of the loop and ,the 
ground planeo This tangential component necessarily must be ' 
zero, on the, ground plane r but' may increase rapidly at .pOiJltS 
away from the surface 0 Hence, measurements of the magnetic 
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field components are ·affected by spurious responses 
due to tangential components of the electric field. In 
the measurement of the H component of the circular, 
. p .: ' 
aperture antenna discussed above., the only electric field 
component present.atthe field points where H· is sampled? p 
is the E component. ¢ Since E¢ is normal to the plane 
of the loop, the measurement of Hp for this particular 
antenna is not affected ,by the presence of the electric 
field·. Conversely, the. measurement of H¢ on the ground 
plane ,is sensitiv~to the electric f~eld, as both the Ee 
and Ep components are present at the field points .wll.ere 
H¢ is sampled,and .are alignedparallel"j:o th~ plp,neof 
the loop. The shielding of the probe eli,Ihinates the 
responsedu~ to the Ee co~ponent, so that only the 
E cqmponerttcauses the.measurement error in the sampling p 
The ma,gnitudeof this error can 'be estimated 
by 'integrating the.E. comp~nent. arc,und the p'erimeter. 
. p ," 
of the loop. A simpler but more approxim~te approach 
. . 
is·· to considerthe::;;ection of the .. loop t.hat issubstant-· 
ially parallel to E as acting like ,an electric 
p. 
d ' 1 34 mh . d f th 1 . d d' 1.pO e .1,: e magn1.tu eo"·· e va tage ~n uce, l.n 
the probe 'by . ..' b 35 H¢ ,~S g1.Ver ¥ 
VH = ~lI11.JH.A . (2 •. 17) 
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where A is the area of the loop. The voltage generated 
in the probe by the electric field.is 
v = Eh , E p e 
where he is the.effective length. of the probe parallel 
to E and is.assumed to be 0.701 x loop diameter .as a. p 
first approximation. An estimate of the significance of 
the VE signal is given by comparing (2018 ) with (2017) 0 
For the circular aperture antenna the ratio of E to H~ p 
was evaluated at the .field sampling point closest to tne 
antenna by assuming that the modal amplitudes in the·. vector 
mode representations·for these. components, deter.mined 
by the N .FoT. were correct.· Thus, V;E was found .to be .less 
than 3% of VH whi.ch is the signal· it is desired to measure < 
2.5 Cri tiqU'e of the· N. F .·T. 
The N.F.T. may be summarized as follows. The fields 
of the antenna are expressed as a set of orthogonal, 
vector wave functions i or mode·s, whose, relative amplitudes 
are derived, from a limi.ted number of near-:, field measurements 0 
Provided these field measurements are linearly independent 
the matrix equation relating the set of measurements to. 
the fi.eldrepresentation can be solved by numerical methods 
for the unknown. relative amplitudes of the modes. 
Once de.termineq., these amplitudes. together with :the 
asymptotic expansions of· the modes are used to infer the 
complete radiation pattern of the antenna. 
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In conunon wi ththe Fourier series method of. Brown 
and Juli l and the matrix' formulations of tl:1e three .... dimension-
al extension ot' this metllOd3 , the ,desired accuracy of 
the field representation governs the number of ne,a~-field 
measurements required, since the determination of, N complex 
modal amplitude$ requires·a set ofN independent complex 
equations derived from N·complex field measuxements. 
Because; a knowledge of· the relative amplitudes of '. the modes. 
in the field representation is sufficient to specify 
the .radiation patt,ern'of::thei'antenna, only. relative measure-· 
ments of thenear-field-pattern.are necessary. Thus, 
accurate calibration of the sampli:ng probes is· not· 
neces$a;ry unless 'measurements are: required of both an 
electric· and ,a mf!gnetic field component. In this . case, 
the two Sets of field me.asurements must ber;elated . to 
each, other ,.-implying. the need for· calibration of each probe • 
The cietermination- ofN modal amplitudes, in9€;l1eral~ 
requires the'nllmerical solut,ion of, two matrix equations of 
order N/2, . since field· measurements must. be performed. 
on. two field components as aconse.quence of. the ,inclusion 
of the TE .and TM subsets of modes in the fielo.. representat-
ions.. When comparec;1 'with. the.solutionofa matrix 
equation of' order N, numeri,cal .-solution of these two . 
equations results in a net reduction of the 'j:ot:-a1 
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computational effort and; time involved. (see Section 2.43). 
Furthermore, upon comparison wi th . the Fe,urier series .. 
method and more especially th,e' auto-correlation method 
of Hamid22 , the No FG T ~ reguiresless' computation~ .A 
further advantage of theN.F.T. is that the complete t~rE;!e-
dimensional radi;ation pattern is inf,erred.fro:m linti:f::.ed 
near-field rite as,urements ,performed in one plane only, as 
compared with the measurement .of the near-:-fieldpattern over 
a tbree~dimensionalsur'face enclosing, the antenna in .the 
, , 
, , h' d' , I" h d 3,20. prevlous t,ree-:-' lmenSlona met 0, S '. 'This iS,of practical 
importance foranten,nas, mountE~d ab.ove" ground planes". since 
their· raqiation patterns can' be- inferred fr:om near-field 
measuremen ts performed by a small probe" penetrating W,e 
ground-,plane. With the detection'eguipmentplaoed below the 
, ground plane the disturbance of the field is minimised. 
For the special class of aperture antennas/whose aperture 
fields may. be 'represented in terms of, a !;let of waveguide 
modes ofpropagatioI} suitable to the pal;'ticular geometry: of 
the antenna, the, NoF.T. enables an estimate tq be made'of the 
higher order modes present in the aperture .. Finally, 
the No Fo T._ is more suitable for inferring tl}e fa+:-field' 
p~tterns' of a wide beam anteima than for ,an antennawi'th a 
narrow beam- radiation pattern. The latter requires .. a 
greater" number .of, modal functicns to represent the, fields 
of ;,thean,tenna accurately ,.and subsequently I the number of 
measurements and the computational effo.rt required are· 
signi ficantly increased., 
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FIGURE 2·1 AI\ITEI\INA COORDINATE SYSTEM 
Mounting 
flange --t""[ 
Nominal 50 ohm 
coaxial ai~line 
1 r 1rnm. gap 
r-2·5 mm. mean radius (= to at 26Hz) 
1 mm. diameter stainless 
steel tube 
1-o-_6R type 874 
connector 
FIGURE 2·2: SCHEMATIC OF SHIELDED LOOP 
PROBE 
Chapter 3 : Scattering matrix approach 
to the study of mutual coupling. 
3.1 Introduction. 
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In recent years ,considerable attention has been 
directed at the ,design and analysis of array type 
4-6 
antennas • The performance of an array is de.termined 
partly by the array geometry and partly by the characterist-
ics of the individ~a1, radiatinge1emertts. I Because of the 
mutua1coup1iilg effects of the surrounding elements the 
behaviou~ of a particu1~r element in a~ array environment 
may be markedly different from its behaviour as an isolated 
antenna. Moreover, in an electronically scanned array, 
since the coupling effect$ vary with the phasings of the 
e1ementexci tations ,as the radiation beam of the array 
is steered OVer the scan volume" the ,element and array 
characteristics vary with scanning. Before an accurate 
description of the performance of an array can be 
developed, theJ;:"efore i it is necessary ,to evaluate the 
effectsofmut;:ua1 .. coupling in the arr.ay. 
The earliest-mutual' coupling studies, were concerned 
. .. . 36 h 
wlth pal.rs of dlpo1e aIftenIfas. Carter formu1atedt e 
induced emf' method to .derive the se,l f and mutual impedances 
of two ,identical parallel dipoles in broadside, collinear, 
and echelon configurations • The radiation re.sistance off 
37 
a dipole in' aIf infinite array was calculated by Wheeler. I 
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who first introduced the unit, cel:L concept~ The driving 
point and mutual impedances of two similar thin wire dipoles 
d 'd b . 38. . 0 1 t' were eterml.ne y Kl.ng uSl.nga current lntegra equa :Lon 
technique. By this technique King was also able to comput.e. 
the current distributions and radiation patte,rns of tl;1e 
dipoles. 39 Allen etc aL ,in a series of stud.ies ,inves'tigat-
ed the coupling effects in large dipole ,ar:r:ays mounted 
over ground planeso The method used to.calculate the coupl-
ing effects was based upon the impedance formulae originally 
developed by Carter. By applying a bidimensional Fourier, 
40 
series for the fields in terms of plane waves, Stark 
, derived expressions for the radiation resistance and 
reactance of a.dipole in an infinite array backed by a 
ground plane. This approach extended the results of Wheeler 
by including the reactance of the array and allowing 
for arbitrary scan angles. The sho+~ dipole form of 
Carter's formulae was used by Allen4l to estimate the, 
coupling effects in unequally spaced dipolearrays~ The 
importance'of'including mutual coupling effects in the 
calculations of array patterns was especially. emphasised, 
in this study" chang42 extended the integral equation 
approach fcllowedby King'to derive an accurate solution 
for the in,fini te dipole array', and calculated the current 
distributions and the admi ttances· of typical a.rray elements. 
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Because of the period:l"ci ty of equally s.pacedarrays, 
the unit cell or periodic structure approach has . been used 
extensi vely . in .. the analysis of infinite planar. a~rays of 
waveguide '. elements. Since' coupling between ,alemanb, decays 
rapidly with increasing distance, these i.nfinite 2lJ::'rays 
closely approximi;l te the. behaviour of large but: finite 
arrays. Wheeler IS uni tcell concept was extenq.ed by 
Edelberg and Oliner43 who incorporated susce,ptance effects 
and· the variation of the element- admittance wi,th the 
. . . . 
scanning of the a+.ray" in the study of an array of slot 
antennas. Ushlg·a simi,lartechnique Galindo.and wu44 ,45 
investi,gated restricted scan planes ofinfin:i:t.e planar 
arrays of thin and thick : walled waveguides. : ,The. thin wall 
problem was. solved exactly while at:l approximate numerical 
solu ti'on wasderi ved for the, thick wall array. The results 
of these :.studies were preseJ;1ted in the form, of the element 
refJ"ection coefficients· as functions of the array scanning 
angle. A meth,od for picto:rially·representing,the variation 
of the element impedangewith ·the, scanning .angle was 
pr.esented by·Wheele:r46 •. Thismethod, known as the grating~ 
lobe series, . combines ; the effects of the .at:ray, periodici ty. 
with the impedance characteristics of the. element, such 
47 
as described ,by the impedance crater concept . The unit 
cell technique was applied by Farrell and Kuhn 48 to 
determine the coupling in aI:l inf,ini te arra,yofrectangular 
. d ., 49· 11 d .. 1 h wavegul es. Borglottl fo owe a Slml ar approac 
but increased the, generality ,of the ana~ysis to include 
recta.ngular or circular radiators in arbitrary array 
lattices~ Based.upon the analytic continuation a.rguments 
of Rhodes 47 and Borgiotti 50 for the complex power of a 
. . . 51 planar aperture antenna, ,Dlamond, formu1C':1,teda,.generalized 
analysis of infinite. pJ,an:a:r arrays, ,applicable .to all 
array problems where the fields can be specified over 
the complete aperture plane. In particular ,the 
. grating--:-lobe series for the admittance of a narrow slot 
array and,the.impedanceof a dipole arraybotb,with 
and :without' a gr~uI}d'Plane were derived by this mettlad, 
and'wE3re,shown to agree exactly with the previously 
publishedresul ts of' Ede1berg and Ol:i'ner and stark 0 
Purely analytical investigatiqns of mutual coupling 
effects bet;ween complicated elements are' generally not 
feasil,Jle, !so. tha t,experimental methods i must ,be, ,employed 
to determine the properties, of an array. Frqm the unit 
cell technique and image theory, an infinite ,array 
can be simulated by surrounding a single element with 
perfect electric or magnetic walls in the form of a 
'd 52 wavegul e . This waveguide simulator concept was 
. 53 1 54 deve,loped by Hannan et ~ al. and Hannal1. andBa four 
into a practical method ,for experimentally analysing 
large aJ::'rayS. 
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The geometrical theory of diffraction as formulated 
by Keller55 has ,been applied to determine the coupling 
in simple arrays of similar elementso By using wedge 
diffraction techniques, Dybdal et. aL 56 computed the 
coupling between two parallel plate waveguides for. various 
modes ot excitation. Although the results they presented 
apply to identical elem~nts, the '. formulation is not ,so 
restricted and.can be used to obtain the coupling. between 
elements with diff~rent geometries. . Hamiq5 7 ,cp,lcu1. ate d. 
the qoupling between two identical sectoral hor.ns by 
using. an .'. approayh bas.ed on the. geometrical theory; of 
diffraction. ' 
A feature of array. behaviour caused by mutual" 
coupling: effects that has gen'erat~d considerable interest 
recently is the appearance of nulls in element patterns 
at.scan angles somewhat less than the SCan angles 
associated with the incidence of grating lobes .. Several 
authors have, reported pattern measurements exhibiting 
58 these, ,nulls,. Bates measured the element pattern of·. an 
open ended waveguide'in a small. linear, ar:ray ,covered by 
a dielectric slab .. Lechtreck59 obtained the element 
pattern ,of, an array of coaxial horns fi tt~d with' 
radomes, 'while Hannan60 detected a pattern null fpr .a 
simulated array:of dielectric-loaded circular apertures" 
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From the ini ti?tl di~covery of these nulls ,they hav:e. be,en 
explained in tE?rffis.of 'a surfaGe-wave supported by the ar,rt:ty· 
struct:u·re 58 ,6l o Th tt 11 ' h . . us, pa ern nu ·.S occur 1n arrays w ase 
struc;:tures·· con tain dielectric m?tterial or another form 
of slow-wave loading such .as corrugations orwavegui.des 
, . b dId G ". d 62 pro]ectJ.ng a ove a groun, pane. Wu an. alJ,!! 0 
studied the. effec'!;:s' of dielect:r:ic s labs on· the :radiati.cn 
properties of an infinite rectangular waveguide a r;r: ay f' 
using an,integral,formulation~ This study showed that 
forced surface-,wClve resonances occur at certain .s.cqn.angles, 
when. a higher order mode, associat.ed with the slahcauses. 
a c6mplete',reflectian of :the incident powe'r in each e:lement, 
resulti:ng in. a null· in the element patterna Furthe;r;mo:re, 
this surface-wavelike moqe was shewn to be char.:acte::tistic. 
ofa modifi,ed' form ot the array and not: of: the ar . .r:ay"itself •. 
In a sim.l,la+, investigation of an . infinite; array ·.of .parallel 
plate. waveg.uidsp covereci by a. dielectric sheet. Knittel 
et. aL 63 invoked the. unit ceLL concept: .and also showed that;.: 
the. surfa.ce"'waveis . supported by themodified.ar:r;ay structu.re? 
and is present 'only when the array is. s.canned .to th,e angle 
c9rres,ponding to the element pattern nulL Moreover i it.: 
was demonstr;;ated that although. ·the· ·s;ctua.1 a::;,'ray st:r:uct.ure 
could not· support true surface .... waves it .. could support. leaky 
waves. The pr~sence of. suchleak:y' waves would then .accoun t 
for the .wid·t:n Of the patt~rn nulL A st~dy of the effects 
of'dielectric, loading ,plugging." and covering· on· the 
performanoe of an ,infinite array of ci.rcular waveguides, 
, , 
arranged in a hexagona;L grid was ,presen teq by AIp,J...tay 
,and,Galindo64 • Th~ three d.ielec'4ric conf;igur~tions 
cases ,afforced surface-wave re.sonances f and it. wa,s 
furthe):' observeg. that theseoccmrred at isolat,ed scan, 
1 65 '" 1<.....:1 h" ~, h ang es.' Wu 'app ~'1:Ll t e. lntegral equa+,aon approac 
tq analy.se tn,ecoupling effects in dielectrio loaded 
infinite arrays of TE mode. excited paral,lelplate wave-
, guides, .and demonstrated the existence of surfa,ce--wave" 
reson,ancesfor this type of'excitatioI1Q The "conditions < 
for res9nange 'we~e shown, to be iden·:t;ical wi th those for 
'resonance~ in iIJ.fini tearrays of the same elemen'j:,s. 
t d · h . ' 1'" 66 1. 1 . 1 t d th d Ex enlng tlsana YS1S, Wu a so ca eu a e .e e ge; 
effects in finite p~r,al;lel; plate waveguide arrays by 
comparing the, computed,: elemen t patterns and an:.ay 
reflection coefficieni;:.sas fun01:ions of ax' ray sCq,n angle f' 
wi tl1 the equivalent results, for in,fini tearrays ~ 
Wi th"the', oqcurrence, of . surfaqe..,wave r€lson~nce$, Wu 
foUnd· that the couplihg, effects had·a strong dependence 
0:(1 the number of, elernen ts i11: the, array a Thus, whe.n 
the. waveguides were loaded wi th dielE;\c1;:,ric plugs. ·more 
. ' 
e17ments were required to simu;J.ate an infinite. a:r:r.ay 
env.ironment,tf1~m when tl1e ,elemEmts ,were. no·I.:;, Ipadedw 
SeveraJ. .authors ,.have,analysed COllpl,l.ng.·l,n.;:trrays 
frGm an equiv~lent circuit v:i"ewpoin,tba9.ed upon the scatte+,-
in9 matr;Lx representation foranteIlnas int.;r;oduced by, 
Dicke 67 • The power, transfer betwee,nclosely spaced antennas 
in a compl~xenvironment, were calqulat:ed,~by,,'Raschke and 
. d . h 68 h 'f' ' 1 Hel; r~c. T e. 'groUp, 0 antennas"not::"l1,eoe:ss,ari, y 
considereEl as .an array~ was represerttedby .,a multi '-port 
ne1;wor~, 'so that,'.,the self and mu1:ual,co:up~i,ng. effects 
between the antennas were descfihed by the.scattering matrix 
of the, netw(;)J::k;. Applyi,ng a sil,l1i;j.ar m~thod,,,,Du~ort6 9 
determined .the, reflection coefficient,of,',an:ari::ay of, 
rectangular waveg,uides, as 'a function. oji,$can angle, from, 
the eqpiva,lent: ciroui t9fth~ array. Mq,i.Llpux70 , represel,1ted 
the COUpling between tWQclose,ly spaced,r.ectang1;llar wave-
. gUides, 'each ,capable, of, supporting two ;orthogon~lly 'polarizeQ, 
modes, by a four"':".port' netwol;:'k'~ Thescatte.),:!'ing matrix 
desc:t:Lb;Lng til.a· coupling' effects. was c9IDput::ed, .from the ad-;-
mittancematl;ix of the: netwbrl}:.' Altholl9,h, on~y' two mode,s, in" 
each ,waveguide were .tal<,enin,to accQ'Qnt, in. the analysis, 
the compl,.lted,cQupling values weJreshown to be'in close 
" . "; , 
agreeml=nt with exper~mentally derived, valu~s;. Howeve~, 
Maill,ollX' noted ;tba,t this fbrmulati0n was of insu.fficient 
accuracy ,to d~scri,be theel~men~ pat.tern., nulls . ass.ociated" 
with, large arrays~. Wasylkiws)cyjandKahn 71'formB,lat,~d 
elerp,entef:l;iciency and coupl'i,ng.coef;Eicients· of an 
infinite linear array in· terms of ,the, impedance matrix 
of the array, and showed the relationship between. the 
scattering matrix and the reflection coefficient.of the 
ar,ray • The' coupling~ effects between minimum s.cattering 
67 'h l' b d' d 'b' h h 72 an,tennas, ave a so . eeI'l:' stu ]':e y t eseaut ors: e 
In particu1..ar, by.emplOying the full scattering.matrix 
formalism,. as compared with the application ot: the .. input 
scattering matrix correspondipg toa multi"':'port.network 
representa~ion·, as in the previous studies" they formulated 
the ·selfanc:l· mutual, impedancesof:two minimum sc.att.e~ing, 
antennas radiating into either a "two or three~dimensional 
space~ 
73 Gately €lt. ale formulate.d a. network. representati,on 
for aI).· array of minimum scattering antennas and·showed that a 
physical antenna can be represented in ·.terms of these.' 
ca~onical arltennas.' The-performance ofa Yagi-Uda antenna 
was.· analysed usiIlg' this te<;:;hnique. 
The possibilitY ·.of· compensat,ing ,for the' eft:~cts" ,of,; 
mutual'cO\;lpling by in tercQnneOtin.g the: element.s· ,of .tqe 
ar,ray withnet,works'whqse effects are dependent upon :th~ 
1 ' d b - H 74 II" f scaD ang, e wa~propose· y annan. n an ana YSJ..s 0 " 
COUpling, in'·,finite·arrays, he demonstrated i that ;it.is, 
theoretically poss,ible to achieve an, imp~¢i?n.c!=. ~atC0-" 
for. the .array overall scanap'gles by directly. coupling 
the : elem~nts\toeachotner. . 75 Hannanet~.al. suggel?ted 
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that ,by interconnectin,g adj a~cent array elem811ts .. with 
reactive ~tri::uitelements th~, arraymat.ch could: he improved 
over a wiqera:p.ge of scal'l, angles. Asystemqtieapproa.ch 
to . th~ design of.practical compensation network,s, for matching 
an' array over a.prescribed sca.nning rangewasp:r:esentediby 
. 76 Am~tay' The networks cqnsidered int.roduqed is. ,:r:e,acbive' 
network betweeneachar:r:ay element andaste.p·changein'th$ 
cha:t:act~ristic impedaJ1.qe·of the. transmission feedi.ng 
h 1 . . '77 h d' h b L' h d' eac e ¢men t. Hannan' s owe' t ,at an array, dan. e ma'1:C e· 
ove,rall real scaD- a!1g1es' by irtcprporatip,gshunt:susceptance 
ci rc~i f,s between: all. eleme!);ts. Sin,qethis· .rila.q'uires N2 
compef1.sation circuits for anN element, artay".>the proqeaure 
.' '78, . is Clearly ·impracticalQle. Varon and Zys.man .. ·.consJ,.qered 
theproblsrn of matching an ihfinit~ phased array and 
ial-ly improved by-tne use of compensat:j.on n~tW:Drks,:, in general. 
a perfect matq,h ov~r'a' continuous scallning range can not;be 
re alized 0'; 
Various 'elemental ra,dia.~ors othe,r th~.,di,poleSf· slots, 
and wCiveguides have .beEmsuggested as' eleme.nta f0 .. :t:~pal:ticular, 
array applicationsfbutbecaus~of~t;hei,rgeoiuet.'1l':ical 
compl~xi ty very few attempts-- have been made ,to analyse their 
couplihgbehayiour. , . 79 K1ngan¢l. Peters follpwe~dan ~equi valent· 
cireui t ~pproachto describe the coupl~,ng e,f.fe.c:ts.: ,in an array 
of po],.yr0d.elements. Th!s study was significant since the. 
exp~rimer,ltaJ,.: resul,ts ol:;:ltained showed the ef:fed·t,s of·mutual 
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coupling in an array of ·directive elements < More <recently f 
80 Kyle.' has compute'd the self and mutual impep,ances .. and 
the·element patterns of log""'periodiC dipole'elements in 
small arrays ~., Numerica+ techniques were applied ,to determine 
the sQ,lution of the" equations, describing the a,r:ray!, which 
was represented by a multi .... port network. 
The coupling behaviour of arrays of complicated elements 
can be. ,evaluated by measuring the impedance and. ,;r:adiation 
characteri~tics of repres,en:tative elemen~.inth,e cOIl'lplete' 
array systernn' For allbut,the si,mple9tarrays.inv.o:lving 
only a few elements, ; such me.asurements will be impracticable f ' 
particularly during, the elefuen,t design stage of development 
when a nutnben, of' adj\l1Btl,nent.~ to each . element. are ,likely 
to be" necessary to achieve the opt.imum desig~. .Large, arrays, 
which. ,for, tpe majority. of' elements can be cons.~de;!l'ed as 
infinite arrays, can be studied using Hannan's waveguide 
simulato;t:" tecl:mique. However '1 this 'techn.ique predicts 
array] perfQrmal;1ce for oply a limi t~d number',of$can angles ~ 
whereaEi tpe procedure,;presented below pe;onit~ t.he;,a;r;:t:ay 
performance .to be, evaluated for all scan angles~ .. 
The the,oretical basis of the procedure is the scattering 
matri* r~presentation for antennas, originally ~n~roduced 
by Didke 6 7 and extensively applied recently in. connee·tion ' 
. h th I' f' ' .. .' 81,7 2 Wl t, e ana ySJ.s.o ar:r:ayso,f mln~m\.lII). sc:at;terl:ng,antennas " 0 
For· many, p:t;a.cti.cal .antent1as the minimum scaJ.tering· concept 
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can not be applied, anditis necessary to perform 
me as uremel.1tson the ant~nna to determine i.ts. p:r:opeTties. 
In tJ1e presented procedure, ,the response of, an antenn,a 
when it is irradiated by· a secondant.an,,"l.~: having 
identiyal properties is .,evaluated, wi:th._s.pecial 
emphasis on the rarge ofmeasurement.s",.;r::eq~i:red. to 
specify, the response accurately 0 Alt.h~\1ghi.appl:i.cable:~ 
in principle, to arrays of.51rbi trarY,three-:-"dimens,ional 
al'l:tennas, the method is j;ormulat~dirt .. terms.. of,art'ays 
of wide beam ant~rina,s mo~nted above perfec:tly ~onductinq 
ground planes. 
The, gene.ral scatteri!lgmatrix,forma,lism .. for an 
arbi trary t,hree:-.g.imensi:qnalradiating, .. ,system· is intrp-
duced ,andtheimportan t fe.atur,es of this . representation 
fo.r bothindi,. vidualp.n tennaS,and ar)l:ay ~~antennasare 
su,mmarized,. The" calibration Of an anten,na,inorder. to 
det~rll\ine ;i ts scat;tering prope:r:ties,is.,discussed wi th:· 
special emphasis ,on the'. experime;nta~, .. ~ffGu:t"invol vedo 
An ,alt~rnative measurem~rit :procedur;e,that requires 
. , , 
s,ignif,ican,tly 1essoexperim~n:tati,on, ,for, estimating 
mutual cOJ.lpling between identical autennasis. presente,d 0 
This modifi,ed technique accounts fo:t:,.onilyfirs,t 
order cqupling effect~ and1. t is demonat~atedthat 
the :,assumption of ;,neglecting second .and .. higher ordeer 
e:t;f~ots is equivalent to a spec£al case. of the minimum 
scatte,ring condi tiol'l:. I~ is al~ci shown that tl';e 
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modifie.d technique contains a built-in. experimental check· 
on its accuracy_ Finally, methods incorporating waveguide 
simulator te.chn~quE,ls for experimentally verifying the 
acc\,lrac~ of th~ pr~sentedprpc.edure iare~ descri.be:d? Resultq .. 
of an experimental application of the procedu~eto.a 
wavE3.9uid,eapertureaqtenn:a are reported in .Ch.apter A@ 
3 "j2· Network. description of antennas. 
,An arb.i trary ant~J1naradi,~ting into. free space -can. 
be copsidered as a,geme:r;al m\ll ti-port network as i,n,dicated 
in Figure 3.1. At theN e~Qi tation,port~, dienoted ,by 
the subs,cripta ,and. which correspond to the input ports 
of the iantenna, ,;the incident ano, 'reflected waves ,,are de.fin~d 
and, suitably orderetji to ,:Corm _,the N dimensional CQlumn 
rna tJ;ices. a. ana b, respectively. From Section ~.2 I ,by 
.. '-ct . ~ a .. . 
enclosing-the ante;nna with a,s.urface;8 of cG)nstant radial:-
type 'cgordiI)ate, the ielect:t;'om9-gnet~c fi:elds on and ex1;..erioJ:" 
to 8 ca.n be. repre~el}~edbya comple~e,denumerably 'inJinite 
se,t of ,orthogonal . vec~oi:wave ·;fun~tiions. Thess veqtOt· 
modes, r~rtesent· all the"waveq crossing S, whethe,r inW,ard,or 
but;ward t;ra:veJ.-l:i.ng wit!:lxespect to thean~enn.a, al!-d 
c6hseq:*E;!ntly" the a8sQGi~ted modal-amplitude.s completely 
speci.fy .the fie·los everyw,here. exterim; to S,g . The . radiatiol'). 
portsdel;loted by th.e 's\lDscript ~, '09rres1?ondtoeach. of 
the vector, modes at the ~J).tenna., The amplitude~ of -the 
W'ave.sincident 'from space and reflecte;dbac~ in:tospaca 
at thes,eports a~eord~red to fC)rID tlte infini 1;;e ,dimensional 
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column matriqes ~S and ~S' respectively~ The complete 
radiation anq.. scat,tering properties of the antenna can now 
be expressed in tl)eform 
b = § ~ (3.1) 
where ~ andl?,respectively, are column .matrices 
containin.·g the matrix-pairs a· and as'., ,andb . andb 
- CI.. - . .~ 1),- S 
as elements ,and§ is the. scattering matrix of the ant.enna< 
The total input power to the antenna is. a+a (whe1;ethe 
superscript + ind:i,cates the complex cOhjugate transpose) , . 
and th,eoutputpower is b+b. For a loss less antenn.a, 
power. is conserVed and ~+~ which impli~s th&t S 
is. a unitary matrix. That is, 
+ s s = !-
wher.eI is· the ;identi ty .matrix. 
- ~ 
Equation (3.l} can be considered more conveniently 
inpartttioned fq1;~, .thus, 
b 
[ 
s §os] a ~I), -1),1),. -I), (3.3) 
~ 
b· s 
- s -SI), ~S S . ~S 
where §o,l),isan.N x N square ma,trix, ~SC1.. is an infinite -
row andN 901umn matri~, ~ I),S is an N ,:I;ow and infini 1:;.e 
column matrix, and ~SS is an infinite dimensJ,onal square 
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matrix. The significance of the -submatrices in the, 
proportional form of e is as follows:' 
S qesc,ribes the mutu,al and self coupling between the Nct(l 
N exci tati.on ports of the antenna ,and hence" ,represents 
the matching of the individual antenna ports when the 
antenna is isolated. 
Sa: describes the ,complete radi.ation pattern, both, near Nf.I(l 
and far-fields, of the antenna. Thus, each column 
of this matrix represents ,the radiation due to, the, 
excitation of'a particular input port. 
~(lS: describes the receiving pattern of the antenna with 
each row correspondi~g,to the signals appearing at 
each inputpo~t due to the, waves impinging on the 
radiati<;mports« For a, reciprocal an~nna 
T S = Sa ,where the superscript T denotes the trans-N(lS ' Nf.I(l 
pose. 
§SS:, desc:::t;'ibes the ,scatteringprope-rties of the antenna, 
relating the .relative complex amplitudes of the, 
radiQ;,tion modes. that are scattered from the antenna, 
to theequivalel).tamplit\ldesof the waves incident 
from the exterior region. 
,The network representation for an array antenna of 
N elements can, be formulated in precisely the same 
manner as for an isolated ,antenna with, Ninput ports 0, 
For the array antenna, the scatteringmatrix 1 is' of the 
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same form as? § in (3.1) -(393), with~~a describing 
th~ 'mutual and self ,coupling betwee,n the arra,yelements. 
Th.us, e
aa 
is equivalent to tl1e scatteJ;ing matrix, of ,the 
corresponding,N-port,netwQrk, and furthermore, may also 
be expressed in: terms of.the impedance or adnd.ttCince ,of 
the network~' The §Sa~-§aSal1d §SS submatrices,as before, 
describe the raq.iation, receiving, and scattering 
. characteristics of the arra,y;, respsct:.ivelyo 
The rCildiation ,modes· can, becol;lsidered; individuq,lly 
provided :,that they a;r-eorthogorialwave .functio~s 
corresponcUng to 'a se;=parable ,'coordina :tesYl?tem .. For 
most,applications.involving three-dimensional ,antennas, 
it ·wiJ,.lbeiconvi?niemt to enclose the antenna by a sph~rical 
sl,lrface and express the fie,lds of the an tenn~in terms 
of ,the wave functiol),s as soci~ted ',wi th spherica;L po],ar 
coordinate,s.' The,. techniques ,to be ,diS'cussed in the 
followj;ng' se,ctions will be, based upon these spheri,cal, 
modes,. It is expected that simili?.r procedures using, 
spheroida;I. or ,hyperboloidal. wave functions cO\lld b~ 
forml,llated. HoweYer:difficultiesmight arise owing to' 
the diff,erenGes ,between scala+, and ,vector separab,ili i;.y 83 ~ 
3.3 Cal,ipratiQn of the scatte+ing properties, of 
~ arbitrar;:t antenna. 
The, electr,omagnetic propert:kes of a ragia1:~ng 
system are complet~ly specified by its, scattering matrix. 
The,refore" the mutual interaction effects bet;ween, systems" 
can be evaluated in ful1,from~a ~no~ledge'ofthe sqattering 
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matrices of the individual systems. In an ar.ray composed of 
similar antennas an estimate. of the ffi'utual coupling be.tween 
the array,elements requires the determinat:ion of the scattering 
rn~trix of the element antenna~ This der.:.erminat,icm ,is often 
d±fficlU:j.t, since the ~SS submatrix is difficmlt to m~asure 
or to compute. For t.he speoial class of canoni,cal minimufl\ 
sca~terinq antennas 81 § ~ ~ can be foundanaly:t,.icfllly ~ and. 
provided·an antenna can be resolved meaningfully into seation~ 
which hf.ahave in a mi.nimUm scattering manne;r73 ,82, ac~curate . 
pr~ctic~l results can be obt~ined from aalcul.tiQnalcne. 
However I ·.for many practicalantGlnnas, the; minimum ,~catt(;ilring 
conaep~ cannot be applied ~n~ i~ is nec.ssary to pa~form 
a ~el.riela of measurements to determine the,f3catterinq 
propertiew of the antenna. 
'I'h~ exp~rimental determine;t:.i,on of ~ 6 S for an ani:emna 
whose properties are described by (3.3), r.qui~as th~ 
antenna to be irradila.t.d by an aoaurat@ly known fi~ld<i It 
will be shown that, by a:xpr~s~in9 thi~ calibr.l}ltion field with 
r~~pect to,tha l?ha~f;) centre ofth~ ant.enna and in t.~:r;ros of 
the radi~tion mocierrJ implicit In, (3.3), there is @. ~~ries of 
melaIIDUre1mll'lnt~, performed both wit.h and,without the:Jal1t~nna 
pr~~®n~, which is suffici~nt to d~t®rmine th~ @l~ments gf §~~. 
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3 0 31 Calibration field representi.;ition. 
The necessary calibJ;:"ation field can be obtained from a 
small electric,dipole sufficiently fq.r removed so that it 
i:llum:i,.nat~s the antenna under test with an essentially plane 
wave 0 l'f the antenna .is moun ted above a perfectly conduc,titlg 
ground plane, however .. .i t is more convenient> to' use a small 
monopple penet;ratipg the ground plane~ Cc!)llsider such- an 
antenna. and re fer to Figure 3 .. 2 Q As s u.me that - the ground 
plane is infinite in extent and that its, surface lies, in 
the XrYl plane. A small; mon0pole is introduced with its, 
feed point. at the origin 01. The.exact field radiated by 
a small mon,?pole is well known and can be expressed simply 
. f h . 1 f' 83 ~n terms 0 'sp er~ca vec't-or wave unct10ns 0 At the, fie ld 
point P, ,the fields witp respect -. to 01 p. and, which are' 
independent of azimuthal variation are f' 
and 
!( PI, aI, $ 1) = E 
n 
b 2n- 1 ~2n_l(pl,alU~d 
where the ,vector moc;1es are given in Appendix, r.' The radial 
~variation!:j of ,th~ modes are, chos~m to represent outward 
travelling wa,vep re,ferred, to 0 1 ;, that,is & spheri,cal_ Hankel 
functions of the, seconp.' kind v h~~~l (kp d. By in troduping 
(3.4) 
a small sa.l1tpling probe at P (preferably arranged to be on the 
ground plane) , the unknown modal, amplitudes in (304) ,and (3 0 5) 
are determined by applying the No F,o T., presen t.ed in Chapter 2 c 
Once evaluated thesemodal,amplitudes completely specify 
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the radiation field of the monopole with respect to 010 
The above field representations are expressed l.n 
terms of the radiation modes implicit in (3" 3) by 
utilizing the addition theorems for spherical modes 
developed by Stein 84 and Cruzan 85 Thus p the field of 0 
the monopole at P which is entirely outgoing with respect 
to 01 is expressed in terms of incoming and Qutg0ing 
modes with respect to a new origin O~ (see Figute. 3~2)o 
From (3 0 4) and (3 0 ,5), and changing the mode index to \} p 
E(pz,e:d.,$z) = 
and 
L: 
mn 
<Xl 
L: 
ron 
b [AOd2V-l m ( e ,f,) 2v-l mn ~n pzr, 2"~2 
where ~ and !!ron? respectivelY'Q are the 
TE" and TM spherical modes referred to 020 
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AO,2v-l and 02v-l .. The rnn B~ ar~ coeffl.cl.ents.dependent upon 
the coordinates of 02 with respec't to ° 1 d· and their known 
forms are given in Appendix ILIo Since 02 correspondS 
t() a point in space~· the fields at 02 must be finiteo 
Hence,for p 2 < p a the radial dependence· of the vector 
modes in (306) and (307) is of the form of spherical 
Bessel functions of ,the f:i,rstkind g jn (kp 2) ~. while for 
p 2 ~. P the func.tionsassumethe fqrm· h (2) (kp 2) 0 From o .. n 
Appendix III the radial dependences. of ·the addition 
th~orem coeffitients are of the formS h(2) (kp ) and 
. I· n 0 
jn(kPo)' respectivelYf for· the two cases" 
It is convenient to express the f:i,eld~ at P directly 
in terms of the vector modes .re ferred to 02 in tl;le al ternati ve 
standa:):7d form, f 
( 3 " 8) 
and 
H_· .. ( p 2 n .e 2 D A... 2) - ~." [ a n ( p 8 "') + b m ( p e .I.) ] (3 9) 
, '/' L.. 2ff 2"'f'2 . 2ff 2U'f'2, ." W'I mn-mn.··. mn-mn 
... mn 
where to comply with the condition requiring fi.nite fields 
at 02 the. radial. functions incorpo~ated into the modes 
are of. the form· j (kp 2) 0 T.ogether with the· relationship 
. n 
o (k ) =k2 [h(l)(k ) +h(2)(k )] I n p 2. . h P 2 . n p 2 
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this implies that the modal ampli tudes in (3.6), (3. 7) , (3,8) , 
and ( 3 ,9) can be in terpreted as the complex amplitudes 
of the incoming and outgoing spher! cal vector modes with 
respect·to 02. Furthermore by, comparing (.:L8) and (3.9) 
with (3 •. 6) and (3.7) the modal amplitudes in the former are 
idehti fied . as 
00 BO, 2\1-1 a := L: b (3" 11) 
mn \! 2v -1 mn 
and 00 A 0 ,-2v-l b = I b (3" 12 ) mn v 2v -1 ron 
Consequently, provided the b 2v - l amplitudes are accurately 
known,. the radiation field of the monopole can be evaluated 
with respect to any new origin °7 • In virtue of (3.10), 
the a
mn 
and b
mn 
modal amplitudes are combined'to represent 
the strengths of the subsets of .incoming and outgoing 
waves referred to 02. Following the notation of Section 3.2, 
these combined amplitudes form the elements of the column 
matric~s !~ and ~S. Moreover~since 02 is a point in space, 
a conside:J:ation of the scatteliing matrix of freespace 67 
shows,that· 
(30.13) 
3.32 Scattered field-of.the test antenna. 
The test antenna assumed to be lossless, passive, and 
termihated.in its mat<;:himpedance p is now placed at 02 D 
The field at p then consists of the incident field radiated 
by ,the calibration monopole ,.and the. field scattered from 
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the test antenna,;" Therefore f at P the total, field referred, 
( ) [ " (3)( ) b O (3)( ) ~ P 2 g 82 , ~2 = E' a~n~mn 'p 2 , 82 14>2 + '~~n p 2 Q 82 84>2 
mn 
+ a ll m ( 4 ). '( 8 A.) + b iI( 4-) ( Q A.')] 
mn
' .,m.., P 2 Q ,2 V'f,2 ' , n . p 2 Q \J 2: Q 'f 2 
-:r.'UL mn-llln, , 
and 
+ ,amnii '_nmnh) (p 2 I' 82 I' 4> 2) + b II· m( 4) (p 2 Q 82 n ~'2 ) ] mn-mn' , 
wher,e tl;1.e supers Cl;:ipt!? (3) and (4) indicate spherical Hankel 
func;:t~ons of the first and second kinds. v respecti:velyo The 
modal amplitudes, a~ and b~ represent the strengths of, the 
incoming modes, and in the scattering mc3.trix notation of" S,e~tion 
302v. they form ,the, element!? of the co:)..Ult1nmatrix ~a~ SimilarlYt> 
the modal amplitudes a~n and brim correspond, tQ'ti:le·outgoing 
modes'arid constitute the, column matrix 960 (Note that the 
primes. are included to dis,tinguish the modal amplitudes 
in (3.14) and (3~lS) fro~ those used ~reviously}o Provided 
that mutual couplingeffe.cts between the ,monopole and the 
test ante,nna.are n<:!,gligible Qthen 
From (3 6 3) and (3016) ~ since the antenna ispassi ve 
the incoming and outgoi~g modes in (3 0 14) and (3 0 15) 
are related by 
The . field scattered by the antenna ~ts ~ is defined as the 
difference. inflS with and without the antenna presento 
Thus f 
f = b -b D = a - b U ~ S'~ S ~ S - S - S 
using (3013) 0 From (3017) and. (3018) the, field scattered 
by the antenna is related to the incident field by 
(3019) 
where IS s is the infinite dimensiona1 identity matrixo 
The modal amplitudes. in (3'014) and (3 0 15) corresponding 
are given by the elements of ~S determined by applying 
the No Fo.To to a set of field. measurements performed without 
the test antenna presento With the antenna located at 0 20 
introducing the field sampling probe at Po performing the 
necessary set of electric or magnetic field measur,ements ~ 
and following the. same computational procedure 0 permits the, 
evaluation of the remaining modal ampli'tudes in (3Q 14) 
and (3015) 0 These amplitudes, correspond to the elements 
of ~~~ so that from a set of equatidns similar to (3 0 17) 
or (3019) the elements of §S6 can be computed 0 
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3 0 33 Dete.rmination of ,the.@ 
To describe exactly the scat,te+,ing properties of the 
antenna the §iSS submatrix mp.st be of infinite order a , For 
many practical antennas. Q especially if characterif?ed by the 
wide beam radiation pa,t:terns ~ the contributions to the 
radiation field from,the lower order vector modesi.n the field 
representation are much stronger than those. from· the higher 
order modes (see Section.,2 0 4) 0 Consequently~the scattering 
properties of the' antenna are adequately . described by, a 
consideration of the ,lower order, modes only'o Thetruncatiqn 
of~~B to an N x N matrix u so that the. scattering description 
is limited to,N incidentll).odes q.nd their.intermode couplingso 
permits aI"l. apprgxirnaterepresentation of the scattering 
effects u with the, accuracy being. governed ,by the .choice of No 
Because of: the symmetry of the. full scattering matrix 
I " ' , 
of a'losslessreciprocalantenna13 2 p ' theN ord,er §~S' sUbm<;i.trix 
has, ,N (N+l) /2 unk.nown c9mplex elements 0 , Th,eseelements are 
determined fr.,orn the, nume.rical solution of a matrix equation 
derived frorn (3017)'0,' (Alternatively (3~19) could.be used 
as the. basis ~or solu;tion but~ wo.uldbeless direct) 0 Since 
(3 0 17) is an N order matrix equa tion u a set of W+l) /2 
independent matrix' equaticms of similar form, is necessary to 
solye for the unk):lowns 0 Th\:l.sQ (N+l)/2 independent val'\les 
of. the ~a and ~~ , matrices are also required o From (3011) Q 
(3012); and Appendix: III f independent sets of :the modal 
amplitudes associated wi ththe incoming waves are obtained 
by varying the relative ,position of 0i with r~spectto'02o 
For eachindel?~ndent set of these amplitudesil that i:;> each 
~r3 f tnerecorre,sponds a.particularset of the' outgoing· 
mOc'lal a~plitudes ~aQ Hence II variation of the calibration 
monopole: coordinates. allows as mi'my independent values, of 
(I 
both' ~a and ~~. as are necessary~ In effect~ thi& 
variation of the geometry is equivalent to the separation 
of the azimuthal an.d raqial modes incident .upon the antenna ~ 
in a s.imilar, mann~r . t.o th.e -separation of'the radiation 
, " ' . 
mOdE;::sin the. NoFoTo measurerhent.procedlJre (see Section 2 0 2)0 
Combin.ing.the (N+l)/2 matri·x,equations similar to (3,17) 
. , . 
anq reaJ;'ranqing g.tne e;l.ements of § sa are gi venby· the 
solution of:the m~trix equ~tion 
[h] =' [1\][s.]: 
where. [b.Jis an N (N+l) /2 order' coJ.umnmatrix. whose 
elements ar~ the, memoers of, the (N'+1)/4 valt;les of theN 
order ~ bS; matri.xp [A] is anN (Ntl) /2, order:: square matrix 
derived from· the (N'+l) /2, value·s of the ~smatr.ix~ and [s] 
is· an N (N+l) /2. order column mat:ri~ ,contaipi,ngthe N(N+l)j2 
unknown, elemen"t,sof. ~ sa 9' pr9vid~d ~J\:] is non-singular (3 c 20} 
canbe.solved nUI1lerically for [sL·' From (308) u (3'09) ~ (3~14) ~ 
and (3Q15),.inorder to maintain the,prescribGd accuraqy 
of· the sqatte,ring representat~onQ' the amplitudes of the 
incQming. and out.going wave.s must be determined, in groups 
o·f N~ If·N·il? even,therefors v . (N+2)/2 values of theN 
order~S and~a matrice$ mus;t be evaluated Q so that 
N (N+2) /2 el~men t6 of· ~ S S are computed from. the solution 
of (3020) 0 
By utilizi:p.g the N oFoT~ the Ncomplex unknowns g 
conta,ineqasthe elemen ts.. of e e and repres.enti:rgthe s tr:engths 
o;fthe . incoming modes gare, computed from a, ;set o.f N' 
independent, complex, field measu:r:ements related. to (3'0·9) 
and,(3 ,,10,) 0 A,,' comp;I.ex; field~measurem(3nt is defined ,as a 
measurement of .: bothmagni,tude and phase at a. parl1icular 
field poin t.~ Follow:i,.l1g the s a.me; l?:):'ocedure~ theN ,modal, 
af\lplitudes of tneoutgoingIrioGies contained inb~c . are 
evallla~ed from (3 0 :14) and>(3 0 15) and i"fllrther .setofN' 
field;measurements"as~umi:n:g' that ~s has been dete.rmined 
previo\;!.sly.· A considerable"requdt;i,on in theexpe:r:irrie,~tal, 
effort 'ispoBsible;"i f the, Iriodalamp;I.~1:tJ,cles' in (.3,:0;-4) and. 
(3~5)are dete.rminad.:The elements: bf~S are' cQmput~d,fJ::'om 
".; 
(3 ~ 11) . and (3.12) for each P9sitiotl . of· the. calHll::ation' 
monoPQ:I.efrath~r· than repeating, the set of N' field:measurements 
each, timeQ. How.everq,the elements Of es m\.lst be computed· 
from sets of,' Ine.asureitle:ots cqrresponding::to 'eaqh ',c.alibration 
position~ 'T,o sll.mmarize g th~ minimUIIl numper of . field me~surec= 
ments required to enable the elements of ':the § ~S subma.trix 
to be. determined are 
(i l For N odd 
(ii) ForN even 
N (N+3)l2 
N(N+4)/2, ( 3Q21) 
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304 Measurement procedure"f'or mutual' 'colipl'inqestimation. 
A knowledge of th,efull scattering matrix of an antenna 
enables an estimate to be made . of the mu.tual coupling effects 
present 1.n an array composed :of these' antennas;, For most 
antennas this knowledge can he derived only from measurements 0 , 
However v the ,determ.i,nation of· the scattering properties of an 
antepl1a. rep;r-esentedby the ~88 submatrix p in par,ticular requires 
a considerable experimental effort~as demonstr.a:t.ed in the 
preceding section" The measurements correspond to .the 
separation of the effects of each vector mode incident upon 
the antenna v and its mutual interactions with all the remCiining 
modes.. Even if only a mode;t:ate number of vector modes. are; 
sufficient to describe the scattering properties.. of. the 
antenna the associated fie.ld measurements, virt.,uallyrender 
the determination' of ~88 by experiment impracticable" The 
contributions of @88 to the mutual coupling, effe.c;ts .. will. be 
shown to be second or higher' orde.r' effects~, so thati t is 
sometimes possible to cQmpute a meaningful estimate·of mutual 
coupling, lip em the basis of· thererna.inder of the, scattering 
mat,rix f namely the S ... S Q. p., and S ... Q. sUbrriatriceso 
. ~ C1. a <, ~ fJ ct '. ' ~ ct fJ 
3Q41. Direct'path'coupiin,go 
Assume a lossless reciprocal, antenna wh,os,e inputp, 
radiation I rece;Lvingu and, scattering properties are . described. 
by (3D3). Further assumethatthe.N input 'ports of the 
antenna are mCitchedano. decoupled from each, other p 
that is S = 0 where 0 is the null matrix.' The mutual. 
~ aa 
coupling between this antenna and another antenna havil'lg 
similar characterist,ics, mounted i,n an otherwise sourc~ free 
region, can'be considered as' the reflected waves 'appearing 
at· the input ports due '.to the waves' incident upon the 
radiation ports. Th1-ls from (303) and referring to' Figure 3.3,. 
the cO\lpling sign,':ll appearing at·. the, input ,potts of antenna 1 
is 
b '. =. S c,' a 
~ a NO. S- S (3.22) 
where ~.i3' is determined lDyth~ coupling effects between 
the two ,antennas. A similar'expies:;;~on give9. ,the coupling 
signal;~p'pe~rihg c;ttthe input •. pprt.s q,f J antel'lna .2. The 
couplil'l~ si9'nC\l~a ponsJ.sts:Oftwo'parts; tJi),edirect path 
radiat;Lb~ ~X"Ollt antenna 2,' andthe:el."lergy back~,scattered 
between the two· antennas.. Henqe ~o~nsidering·the wave s,catter-
) , 
ed by antenna' 2. f 
the first term represents direct rad:t .. ation" part of whiGh " 
illuminates, antenna 1. Of ,this incident wave a portion is 
receiveq. by ,the antenna appearj,ng at! the,input por.ts as part" 
of Po.' ,and the remainder is back-sca1;:.teredQbeing contained 
in b13 together with a di:J:;-ect radi,ation term ~13ci ~afrom 
antenna 1. A part of 1::13 illuminates, antenna 2 :giving rise to 
~~. Consequently, the second ,term in (3.23) represents the 
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scattering by antenna 2 of a portion of the direct radiation 
from antenna 1, and also further scattering of some of the 
energy already back-scat1;.ered by antenna 1" This back-scattering 
process described by § S i3 repeats ad infinitum" Therefore, 
the mutual .coupling contributions due to the terms involving 
S are second or higher order effectso The primary coupling 
_SS 
effects are described by ~as as in (3.22) I with ~i3 determined 
by the radiation characteristics of antenna 20 
By expressing the field of the antenna in terms of spheric-
al vector modes and applying the NoFoToiJ the radiation pattern 
is found in te.rms of these modes, giving §i3a directly. Since 
T the antenna is lossless and reciprocal f S· Q = S v and the 
-a... ~Sa 
receiving pattern: is evaluated to thesameaccur.acy .as the 
radiation pattern. Provided the contributions of ~i3S to ~i3 
are small fit is possible to make a meaningful estimate of. 
mutual coupling effects upon the basis of this knowledge of ~ a~ 
alone. A prediction of .the behaviour of an individual antenna 
in an array system follows in a relatively simple manner" 
Furthermore, a built-in experimental check on the significance 
of the ~ i3 i3 contributions u and hence the accuracy of this 
method v .is provided by comparing the computed impedance 
of an array element with the measured impedance determined 
by applying the .waveguide simulato.rteohnique 0 , 
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3 0 42 Field representat~ono. 
As an example of the estimation of·mutua1 coupling. 
effects by the application of CL 22) consid~r an arbitrary 
antenna mounted above an infini te ~ perfectly conducting 
ground plane such that the region exterior to a su.rface 
enclosing the antenna is source free 0 The. properties of 
the .antenna are described by (303) and the antenna is 
positioned so that its phase centre is located atOl 
in Figure 3.2. The· field of the antenna is represented by 
a set of spherical vector modes in a similar manner to the 
field representation of the calibration monopole in 
Section 3 030 Hence f the electric. field at. the field 
point P is 
(3024) 
A corresponding expression repre·sents the magneti,cfield 
at P, but, fQr the present.~ase, it is sufficient .to consider 
the.electric field alone. Since the fie;ld is entirely 
outgoing wi.th respect to Or the radial .functions included· 
in the vector modes are of the form h~2) (kPl'. The modal 
amplitudes a
mn 
and b· are determined by applying the NoFoTo 
.mn 
The field radi.ated by the a.ntenna forms a space wave , 
part of which. irradiates any other antennas wi thi:n the 
same region 0.. Inpal:'ticular a second antenna is . to be 
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posi tioned at 020 To determine the wave that will be •. 
incident, upon '.this second antenna the field .at Pwhich, in 
(3 0 24), is solely outgpin,g with respect .to 0lP,mus,t·be 
referred to 02 in the form ofpoth(incomin.g·and outgoing 
modes. This translation of the fie1d-reference·is achiev~d 
by ,.app1ying .the . addi tion theorems forsphei:ica1 vector. 
84 q 85 modes 0 Cha~ging: the modal indices in (3 ~ 24) from m 
and n to J.l and Vp respectivslYuand applying the ,appropriate 
addition' theorems u tn.e electric field at P referre,d' to O 2 is 
[ J.l v , J.lV ] 
. ~ ( P 2. , e 2. , ¢.2) =. E E aJ.l v Amn' miun (P2. p e 2. u ¢ 2.) + Bmn !lmh (p 2. .~ 92 p ¢ 2. ) 
J.lvrnn 
(3.25 ) 
J.lV }.lV ' ' Thecoefficient~ Amn andBmnP,whose, forms aregj.!venin 
AppendixIIJi, ,ar~ depel1dentupon the coordinates of 02.,' 
(P
o
,9 0q ¢o') P, with respect .. to Oluand must be computed for, ?ach 
position ·of02.. The radial fUf1,ctionsincorporated,into 
(3.25) 'are generally different fJ;om those in (3 q .24;) 0 being 
" I ' 
determi!J.ed by the. relation:;i;hip between P 2 Q.nd p 0 As for 
o . 
the ,fie,ld representations of J:he calibration monopole. (306,) 
and (3.7),' the <radia1.functions included for P 2. < P ar~ of the 
o 
. form jn(kpz) t9 satisfy the condition that ,the ,fields ,be ,finite 
at ',P 2. = 0 ~. For P2 ~ Po 
( 2. ) formh. (kp2). 
n , . 
th? radial functions " are' of the' 
Once again is convenient to express the electric 
field at P directly in terms of the sJ;?herical modes referred 
to O2 as in (308) 0 The radial functions d chosen ·to sa,tis fy 
the field condition at the origin o are of the fGrm 
j (k.P2) v and subsequent to (3010) the modo.1 a.mpli.tudes 
n 
this representation and in (3 0 25) are interpreted as 
representing the st:rengths of the incoming and outgoing modes 
wi t;h respect to °20 Comparing (30 8) ,,,,i th (3025) 
the modal amplitudes in the former represent:ation (which is 
considered as representing the field of the arbitrary 
antenna) are identified as 
a = L: [ all\l All V + b' B]Jv] mn ron llV ron llV 
b = L: [ all \! Bjl\! + b AI-Hl] ron ron ll\) mn ll\l 
As before g ,the a and bare combine.d to form the elements 
','ron ~mn 
of the a andb matriaes which also satisfy (3.13). 
~a ~S . 
A second antenna with iden~ical electrical properties 
as ant,enna 1 at, 01 is introduced in:co the region and position= 
ed at Ozo Assume that this antenha is passi.ve with each 
input port termini;lted in its match impedance 0 The signals 
appearing at the input ports Q which a:re inde.pendent of 
each other v are due to mutual coupling with t;he ra.diatmg 
an te.nna l~. These signals are given by 
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(3 0 28) 
whe,re the prime denotes the waves associated with antenna 2 
at 02 rand ~~ is determined from the expression for, the 
field at Pc With antenna 2 presentpthe elect.:t::ic field at P 
referred to 02 must be represented as incoming and" outgoing 
modes as in (.3014)0 As in the previous example of the 
calibration monopole p the modal amplitudes of the TE and TM 
spherical,modes corresponding to incoming waves are grouped 
together to form the elements of ~S p whereas the amplitudes 
corresponding to the outgoing waves constitute the matriJl: ~B 0 , 
If the, secondary coupling, effects associated with the waveS 
back-scattered by the antennas are small, that is ~ S B is 
assumed to be smaLlg. then from (3~3) f>S is small since the 
an tenna is pass:j.. ve i> Therefore u ,the waves irradiating antenna 
2 are approximately the same as the waves incident upon 02 
without th,e antenna present ui oe oj 
a i ::: ~ S.~S (3,,29) 
The signals appearing at,the in,put port;s of the antenna 2r 
from (3028) and (.3 029) f are ~ as ~S p which then:r:epresent 
the .effects of· mutual couplinghet.ween the two, antennas o 
'J;'he mutual coupling effects can also be expre.ssed in t.erms 
of the open circui t impedance matrix associated with the', 
N-port network representatj"on of the .particular arrayc The 
elements of this matrix for an array of identical antennas 
are defined by 
V 
n 
1m 
th 0 
where Vn is th.e voltage at the n array ~nput port and 1m 
is the , current at the m th porto Assuming that ,each of the 
two ,antennas considered above has a single input "port~,and 
noting the relations betVleen, the incide,nt and .reflected 
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waves at the ;inp\lt ports and the port voltages and currents f 
from (3030)g the mutual impedance'of antenna 2is 
V2. 2b 2 
Z21 = I1 = "" 2b 2 (3031) 12 "'" 0 al - b 1 
where b z is' the complex amplitude of the reflected wave at 
the port of antenna 2 when open circuited u al is,th~: strength 
of the input wave to antenna 1 and is normali,zed to ' unity? 
and b 1 ~ the , re fleeted wave at the input por.t of an tenna" 1 f " 
is~ero since the anten,na is matched 0 'With antenna ,2 open 
circui ted th,e incident and reflected wav,es at the ,input 
ports are equaL From (3~3)the reflected waves, at the 
radiation ports are consequent~yp 
assuming that.~ ss is zero" Applying (303) to ,the 10s81es9, 
conqi tion ontbe scattering matrix' (3 0 2) and substituting 
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the null matrix for gsa yields 
since. the an~tenna is reciprocalo Combining (3033) with (3 0 .32) 
implies that on open circuit antenna 2 re~radia tes the 
incident wave in the same manner as occurs in the absence 
of the antennao This means that the antenna with all its 
input ports open circuited is invisible~ in the sense that it 
behaves as a point. in space 0 Consequen'tlyu the ass.umption 
that ~ S S is zero is equivalent to a special c.ase oLthe 
minimum scatterlng conditi.on o The waves irradiating antenpa 
2 are the same as those incident upon 02'p as in (3 0 29) ~.' 
so that b2 is given by ~aS ~So 
The open circuit mutual impedance of antenna 1, Z12 
is found in a similar manner with antenna 2 exci ted o By 
symmetry~ with antenna 2 identically excited to . antenna II> 
when determining Z·21 g . Z 12 = Z2 1 0 Furthe.r u' from the 
definitions of the input port waves g voltages if' and currents 
the open circuit input impedance or self impedances are 
3 0 5 Conclusiono 
Although the complet,e description of mutual coupling 
in an array ,requires a knowledge of the full scattering 
matrix of each individual antenna 0 f01::~ many practical 
an tennas these scattering matr:ices . are likely to be. 1<.nowh 
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only in: part, The, submatrices" describing, the input,. 
radiation, and receiving properties of alo1 antenna ,can be 
eva;Lua ted in relatively simple fashion, but it has b?en 
shown that :the experimental determination of the submatrix 
describing the scattering properti.es is difficult or at 
best tedious. However 11 an estimate of mutual cQupl.ing 
that accounts for first, order effects is possible whE~m only 
the inp'llt and radiationcha,racteristics are .known,. (,The 
receiving pattern is dete'rmined frpm the radiation pattern 
by reciprocity)" This estimate which is based on the 
completeknowleq,ge of the.scatteril1gmatrix r with the 
exception that the §f3f3 submat,rix describing the ,scattering 
properties of the antenna is assumed to, be zero ~ ,a~d the 
application of the ·addi tion theorems for spherical vector 
modes f h~s been fOJ:"IDulatedto det~rmine the, 'signals 
appearin9 at the ,input ports" of ,a 'second identical an,tenna, 
due'to, direct pathcou,pling, ,For a larger array ,of similar, 
antennas, ,the diredt path coupling is ,evaluated ,by. 
summat.ion:,ofthe coupling signals ,at ,the ports of.one' 
antenna corresponding, to the radi,ation fr,om the remaining 
member:s of ,the array. 
The val14ity of, the assumptipn'1:;J;lat the pe.r;-£orrnance 
of an antenna in p,n array is predicted meaningfully by 
consiqering only the first order mutual coupling effects g' 
can .. be vEllrified. experimentally by applyi,ng simulator 
techniqu~s.: A ;simpletw9 element a:r;ray .issimulated b:y: 
int:r;oducinq a large plane reflector',a16pgside thetest, 
antenna., By image tQeory 'the, ante!)na'l""i~age pair con$titutes 
a simple two., element, array. Prqvided, the, input ,ports of 
the I drivem element;., are,.matched, ,implying th,at, the, image 
elemep. t :is, also" matQ,hetil"" the·; direct· pai;;hco"U,pling 'sigpall? are 
gi ven, by following, the procedure described in Section 3.4. 
This estimq,te of mutU,al cQupl,tng effe9ts mei,y 'be. coni:paredwi th ' 
t):le actual values measul:"ed on ,the \ te)f:tant,enl,'la,. and the 
difference between the" two ;indicates the, significance, of the 
contributior),s . due to tqe scatter.ing: charact~rist.i.c5 of ',the 
al)tenna~ An adviiin tag,eof "this ,simulator is that it. enaples a 
stuq.y' to· be mad,e' of.the ef,fectson mutual coupling of va;rying 
the \in,te~-element. spaqing~ In a sj,milar manner, 'the condj,t-., 
ions ,of element excitatj,on and' arJ;."ay g~ometry correspondj,ng 
to ,certa.ili;sci,ln angles, of an infinite ; array can, be, sinn,llated 
. th . d ' 1 t "h' 53,54 us~ng, e wa,veg\,'ll' e, slmu. a. o~ tee, nlques ' '. However, 
for each arrayconfi.gur{atiol'). the, array performance :·can b~ 
predic1;.~din only: a limited number of ,scan angles 'by'Usi,ng 
ei,tl1~r of the suggested simulatqr'methods" where 
the p:r:ocedure: described iIi. S~ction3. 4) ,can be used 
tq predict ; array: ,behavioUl; over all span , angle,s, in i;:hose; 
I 
appli~a.tioI).s ',wh~re tl)ee ~ S con tribut;i,ons ,are small., 
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FIGURE 3·3: INPUT AND RADIATION PORT WAVES 
Chapter 4,: The. Experimental, and Computational 
{?eterminj:l,tion of:! the PerfQJ;:'ffiance of a Circular Waveguide 
Antenna 
4.,1 In troQ.uction 
The_ application _ to a practical, antenna of the,tech~, 
niques presented in Chapters 2 and 3 is illustrated wi tha 
c::oml:;>~ned theoretical! a~d, experimental investigation, of·, a 
circ.ular. wav~guide i aperture al}tent).a f1\;lsh mQ,unt~d in, an· 
inf.ini te, perfectly conduqtin,g,' ground --pl;;me. The 
ap~rtu~ediameteris ,assumed t<;:> be less than a wavelength 
to, ensure that' the antE;:mna,radiates ,over, a wide range ' of" 
I ' ' ,', ."
angles ,sinOe the pl:;esented techniques,; a11;houg,hfOl;mu1ated 
in terms of arbitrary three-dimension,al antenI').as", were, 
shown in Chapters; 2 and 3, to be more ,sui t~ble: :for d~termining 
the chal;:'acte,ristics, of wide beam - an tennas .. Thenecessary 
fi,e1d.measurements were ,.performeQ at- L-:banq on a( circular 
waveguide antE;mna;with ,an aperture diamete,r of~two~t,hirds 
of ·.a wavelength, flush mounte,d in a tweJ,ve wav~lengths, 
squa~eground, plane. 
Severa:). authors! have determined ,the eXqct' solution -to 
the', problem o~ ,the semi-infinite qircu1ar waveg\lide ,', antenna 
radiating: into ,free, space by applying tl;1,e Wiener"..Hopf tecl').-
. 86:-88 
nlque However r almost. all other! theo:t::etica1 studies j. 
especially of antennas m9unttpd in. ground planes, for which' 
the Wiener: Hopf, technique cannot be app1ieg, , have ',relied 
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upon the va,riai;:ionaltechnigue of Levine and schwinger B9 to 
. d .' 90-92 d h " 1d estlmate aperture a· ml ttances an t eaperture fle .'. 
method of Sil ver9 3 to dete.rmine the radiation fields 9 4 ~95> 
In bo·th. of these me.thods. the, accuracy of ,. the solut:i.on is 
dependen,t upon the accuracy of the aperture field represen-
tation. Because of the great., theore.tical anc;1 experimental 
difficult.i,es involved in obtaining definitive knowledge of 
the completE? aperture field, it has usually been assumed 
that.it can be. approximated adequately by the ,field of the 
dominant waveguide mode alone p A consideration of .the edge 
conditions at the aperture rim96 shows thi$ assumpt~on to 
be in error i' since an infini tyofhigherorder modes .in 
additiqn to the dominant mode must.be present to satisfy 
MaxwelJ,'s equat:i,ons.at.the discont;inuity. This has been 
emphas:Lsed;.by Cole et., al. 97 who have. shown the va:riational 
ft;lrmulation to b'e unstable for, relati velymoderate' pertur'"':' 
bations ,in the. assumed aperture fielc1_' F,urtherlllore ,the 
neglect of the higher order ,modes., which is inherent in 
the apertu~e fi~ld method,;result~ in the predicted radiat7 
ion patterI1,s , being aQcurate' only over 'angles close to the 
direc~ion,of'ma}}imum radiation. 
A more. accurate esti~ation ot· the aperture field,·by 
direct probing is di fficul t·, to achiev~ without. ,the physical 
dist:ontin~i ty ·of the sampling probe disrupting the.actual 
field~; The necessarily finite siz€;!d probe acts as a 
scattering ,body. so that th~ perturbed field rather than 
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actual field is measured. However, the actualrfieid can. be 
sampled in tl}e near-field region wi th a minimum of distllr-
bance by a small measuring probe penetrating the ground, 
plane (see Section 204). Applying the,near~field technique 
(N.P.T. of Chapter 2) to ,a set of these measur~ment.s permits 
the far-field radiation pattern to be .inferred and provi,~es 
an estimate of t~eaperture field, ~ndicating which higher· 
order modesexcit.ed at the . aperture ,rim have significant 
ra4iation effects. A .. first order'esti~at~ of mut~al 
coupling ef~ects is also possible by following the scatter~ 
ing matrix· procedure oLltlined in Chapter ~. 
The N.P.T. and 1;:he ,s.catte.ring matrixcoup;Ling 
tebhniqu~ are .form'\llated for the .circular .waveguid~ antenna, 
and. a, variational. expression for the -aperture' admi, ttance .. of 
the an~enna is developed.. The ~aperture, field obtained from· 
the N.P".To is substituted into. this variational expressiOn, 
wh.ich. is 'compared with the. aperture admi ttanc:;:eobtained' by r 
di re ~t me.GJ.s uremen:t. ,the reby contriving anexperimen tal 
verification· of the,N.F.T.· The results of the various 
expe:r;iments, :al1d the asspcia ted computati,pns, are; presented, 
i11. Section 4.5. 
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4.2 Near-field formulation 
The far-field radiation pattern of the circular wave-
guide aperb,lre is derived by applying the N"F.T. which was 
developed in Chapter .2. Two seriesrepresentat,ions of the 
aperture field of the. antenna will be. considers':!': one' in 
terms of circular wavegtlide modes. of propagation and the, 
other in t~rmsof spheric.al vector'moqe!?e 
4.21.Wavegu~qe mode aperture fi~ld.re1?resentat.ion 
Consi~der. an open-ended circular wayeguide flush 
mounte~ in a~ .infinite perfect~y cOl)ducting ground'plane 
as shown in Figure 4.~. The a~ten~a is excited in the basic. 
TEll mode, which. is iI}cident upon the apertUl;e plane from the 
"-
negati ve .. ~ ,.directdon, . and '. the waveguide is dimensibne.d so 
that. all other ,modes are, evanescento Tosa:tisfy: the 
bQundiilry cqndi 'j:ions in tn-e apertu]fe region r in addition to 
the .incident and reflected domipa:nt'rnoo.e, a, denumerable 
infin,ity of higher o;r'der. TE and 'I'M I'\16.des ,are e),{cited· at, ,the 
disconti~t;li ty~' These modes are .,both ,Fef1ecte,d.: l;>ac~ into the 
intet:nal ;wavegui,de sectiOn, of -the antenna and tran~mi tteo. 
" >' , " ' , ,', ' , ,{ , -
across. the aperture plane into space. P;rovtdeC)l the wave-
guid~ has per~ectly cono.ucting walls and is r~gul~r\in 
shape ,the hiiJh~r prder modes have the sameazimut:l:lal· orien-. 
t.ation as ~hei dqminant m()de, ,due to the :synunetry ',of th~ 
, ' " ; 
aperture .E~tending this symm~try argument., it can be 
shown that:. ,the' azimuthal variations' of the excited mode,s 
are 1;:he~, same ,as' that I of .. the i~ciden t mode. (ThiS result 
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follows' in .. a mor€!! rig<;>rous manner fr0m the matching of" 
modal fiE9ld components across the apertur~ plane.) 
Consequently, the ,modes present i.n the aperture are the 
generalTEln and TMln modes~ From Secti.on 202 and notiog 
the. fisl,.d expressions for thes~. mod~s9 8~. the. tangential 
components of, the. aperture e~sctriq. field ,.can be. represented 
as in (2.5) witl1 
z x ~TE (r., 1)!) = 
n 
and., 
z x ~M (r, *) = 
n 
where 
r sin 
-
h r, 
n 
J' (x) 
v " 
~ 
JI(h~r) 
+ 
.t hi 1)! Ji (hri r ) (4.1) cos r n 
sin 1)! J '. (h r) + 
.t 1)! 
J 1 (,hnr) 
(4. 2 ~ cos In' r 
J ,(~) " 
v ' 
(4.3) 
(r,1)!) are cylindrical.coordinates, in t~e,apertUJ;e, E.and.t 
" , 
are.uni t; vectors ,.an,d J 1 (x) . is the first order Besse~ 
funetion o£ 'bhe, ·first kind .. : The PQtin~c;l:t:Y 90nditions for the 
TEand, TM m(J)des, respectively" rea,uce', to the equations, 
J, '(h'~) = 0, 1. n (4.4) 
th, h' I b 'h' whose,n roots ar~ n ,and.hh , with a ei11,g t e radius of 
tile waveg,uiqe .. 
Fbllowing: the 'procedure outlined in Sect;ion .2,2." (4,.1) 
and (4./2). are substituted into (2.,5) and trGlns fopned into 
rectangular campon,ents, from whi,ch the ·re~t~n~ula.r compon~ 
ehts of1:h~ eleotric vector potential !:. are fbUnd q.s ,in 
(2 •. 6) and (2" 7). The region of integ:rati()n fpr the, vector 
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potential is restricted to the aperture of the antenna, 
since the eCJui valen t magnetic sources in. the aperture plane 
external.to the aperture itself are zero. The spherical 
components. of the radiated fields are determined via (2.8) 
and (2.9) from the spherical components of F. By using 
(2.10) and applying the addition theorem.for Legen~re 
polynqmials, the azimuthal integration over ~ is performed, 
but the radial integr~tio~ over r must be performed numer~ 
ically. Im~osing the appropriate boundary conditions 
corresponding to the various field components, the non-
-
vanishing components on the ground plane are: 
= 
= 
= sin $ 
x by' . 2.Q,-2 2.Q,-2' 
r: ju (kr)· n~l (Anh~JO (h~r) + BnhnJO (hn r )) rdr, 
( 4.4.) 
= 
a N 
fa j2.Q,(kr) E {l~'nh~J2(h~r) - .BnhnJ 2(hn r)} rdl;', ·(4.5) n=J. . 
= 
( p ; (0)·)2 2.Q, .' 
(2.Q,-2)! 2 2 ( 2 .Q, +2) !. ( P 2.Q, (a)) ;. 
= 
jk sin p 
Wll 
(4.6) 
where 
[ 
(2) + 29,+1). 
x 2 p. ~2 ~~l (kp) (kp kp 
. h (2). (k ) (k 2 ~ \ '1 
+ 2 ~+1 p . p - kp', f 
:: Y 2 ~l h ~ ~ ~ 1 (k p) (,k p ~ 2 ~; 3 ) 
, h (2) (k '(k +. 29,- 2 ) J' . + 2 ~+ 1 . p) .' P k p " 
and 
where 
d 2 Q" = 4~~1 r(2~-2)a2Q,_2X2~_2 - (2~-4)b2~-2Y2~-2J 
, l~' 8~ (29..+1) (2~""1)-1 
+ a2~x29" .4~+l -(4~-1) (4~+3) .~ 
-:"'li""~--"'- + (22+1) (2Q,-2)]· 
49,,+3 ' 
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(4.7) 
(4 .9) 
By perf,brming sets ot' near-fielq, meas'ureWents oJ:) these 
fj,eld cqrnponents at fielq points' corre~pon~1ing ,to various 
va,lues of' the radial coordinate p' ar);o with constant angUlar 
cbordinate +, (4.4), (4.6), and (4.8) can be, arrange~ into 
matrix equations similar to (2.4), and hence solved numer-
ically for the unknown modal coe cients. From (4.6) and 
(4.7) it would appear as if meai;luremerts or H1l aicm~ are 
sufficient to ,infer the ,radiation pattern~ But the square 
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matrix, ,', con t.;aining the fun cti;ons ' U 2 ~ (It p) and V 2,Q, ~kp) ,as, 
eleme,nts:" is numerically ·ill-,conGlitioned ever!. for,r€!lative~y 
sma.ll matrix orders, ,\ since thef'fe func,tj,ons ,are' so similar in 
form. ConsequentJ,y;, the numerical' so~utiG,mo;E . "the mqtri~ 
equation derived directly ,from (4.6) can nq,\:'be relied 
upon as being aec'4-rate. The, a 2 ,Q, and b 2,Q, coefficients a:re ,'. 
det,erminecil ,by; perforIT,ling measurem~nts 9n two fielGl cOIJ1.pon-" 
ents, For example',. meas'urem~ntsof.' 'th~ Ee anCi Hp compone,pts. 
'. ' . . 
anGl tl:l,e subseql,le,n t;.computation y,ield,< solution~ fer the c 
, . , 2t 
arid d 2,,Q, coefficients", which" be1ng indepel).dent functions i of: 
a2~ a~Gl b2R.,~re sol~ed simtl,ltan,etJusly fcirthe required 
coef.;Eicients. " The total far-fieldrCidiatiqn pattern ciin be· 
, ," . 
i Il fer:p3Gl irlunedli,ate;l-ysince tl;lea2 Q, ana b 2 ,Q, cOl11plet~lY sF>e~i fy 
'(, . 
the fie~q.s radiatetl by the ',antenna. 
4.2.2 'vE?dtor 'm~de, fi:eld, represi~ntat,i8.m 
As ]:;>efqre J .1 consider. the oI?en~ende~ cirq\Ua:r;: waveguide 
aJ;,1tenna, shown in Fig,qr;e 4.,1. Co~~letE~l~ ,enc.lo,se the antenna 
. ' , ' . . 
with aherhispl1,e~i9al surfac:el' S; ,beupded (,by t.he>' ~ro1¥ld plane" 
ancil :,let the spnerica.l coordina~ta~' bf,.~, field point, .\iP, , 
lyi;ng .on ,8 be (p;e,cjJ). Then the v~ctor fields at: P'are 
i .' 
, ' 
1 
giv~n,by·(2.2) and; (2d) in terms ,of spherical-yecto,r 'modes~ 
I :: I 
Invoking" symmetty, ar.gum~n ts, once again ithe p,zl.I:rtuthal 
dependence;"of theradi(3.ted field,is' ~he sam€! as tha;t of 1±h.e, 
tlominantmode. ~hUSi' 
and 
E ¢ a:. cos ¢" 
a: E 
p 
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(4 .10 ) 
sin ¢. 
Togetller with tlfe forms of the·,TE anCi TM vector mode,s given 
in Appendix I, (4.10) implies both that m = lin (2.2) and 
th&l-,t the TE and T~ modes' arE! even and odd fupctions of ¢ 
respectivE!ly. On the ground plane. the boundary conditiqns 
requJre tangE!n~i,al,electric ,fielq components to be zero 0 
H:ence, even index TE modal coefficients and odddndex TM 
inodal, coeffioients are zero for the. electric field,. 
represen ~ation. Simililrly:, applying the" boundary conditions 
on ,the 9J:"0unCi plane· to .. the m1jlgnetic field ,coJ1l.ponents, and, 
nbtingtha,t, by, the s,Ymmetry of the Gtpertu,re 
and 
a: sin ~, 
0:: H 
p 
0::, cos ¢, 
(4.11) 
thE';! complet.~ representat:i,onsfor the fields .,~adic;tted by the 
antenna are, 
E (p, 8 , ¢') 
-n' 
and~ 
= 
= 
N 
~ [ a2 n-l !!!e,2n-l( p , 8 , ~) + p 2 n!!o I 2 n (p , B , ~) J, ( 4 • 12 ) 
jE"~[a n (p 8 A.) + 
WJ..I n 2n-l-e, 2n-l' , , 'r b2n~,2n(p,e,¢)J , 
(4 .13 ) 
where. the ,subscripts e and 0 denote. even and odd fl)1lctions" 
of ~~ r~spebtively. 
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Since-the azimuthc;tl variations, ,of the fields are 
known the -near-field -measurements are perfomned on the' 
ground- plane along, curVeS of -"cons':tant,~. As discussed in' 
Sec::tion \ 202, ,two field; componen ts mus t ,be" sampled in order 
to separate the_ effects ofTE and TM m0<iles -of ,similar mode 
i~dex~ FrolU (4.12) and' (4.13) it is apparentthat,-ofthe 
non-vanishing cOIl1ponentson the, ground plane, 'it is most, 
convenient,to measur~ the" two t~mgential ,magnetic, field 
components. The me,asureijlents of Hp and H~ are performedi 
albng the, coordinates, ~=Q and ~=7T/2', respectively., The 
, , 
s9~ut~on of th~\~a~ri~ equation-derived fro~ the~s~, of Hp 
me~suremeni:.S yi~lds ,the subset: of a 2n _ l I\1odal amplitudes ( 
directly., as ttlis c9mpo:p.eht,is dependE:mt' hpon tl;le TM'modes 
on+y. The representat,j"on of the,H~ component, however, 
depends-upon' bo:th' types of 'fllodes and must b~ r!par'ranged into 
the ,form" 
N 
= jk sin ,~ {-a ~3 h
O
(2) (~p) + E a h (2) (k¢)} 
w~ 1 2n,2n ' , 
n 
where 
c-' = 2t'L 
, 1 1 ' 
'In, + 2 p 2n+ 1 (COS',8 ) , 'J l' P 2" Ii-:-"l, ( cos 8 ) ~ +-~ a 
-- '4ri+3 i sin 6 ·a,2n+,1 ,£.In-I, s~n 6 " • '2n-l 
2 -I P 2 (cose), .b2 " n - n (4: .:1,5) 
fu , th' 
and P (cose) is the,m order,associat~c1 Legendre fUncti0n 
, n "', '", ',.. -, 
th- , ' ' ' , 
of:, the n de,q;ree ~ ,Thus, the computationbase~ on th,e, seb 
, , 
of -,H~ meal;mrem~nts defines the, s~bset bf combined 
coeff;icients 02n' whiCh_lin conjUh(jtionwith"the a 2n - l 
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subset is used .to compute theiunknQwn b 2n modal amplitudes 
from (4. 15) . 
. 4.23 Aperture ··field distribution 
To evaluate the impedan<::e properties of the cir<::ular 
waveguide antenna .from its aperture admittance (see Section 
4~J) it is convenient to express the.aperturefield distri-
bution in terms of the-dominant anQ higher order waveguide 
. modes present in the aperture. The aperture field and the 
far-field radiation pattern, or the field pattern over any 
surface completely enclosing the. antenna, fo·rm a Fourier 
transform pair. However, computing the Fourier transform 
of the f~r- field pattern as derived from the N~F~T~ 
determines the. aperture field distributl,on. in terms of the. 
equivalen,t current line sources in the aperture which are 
not simply related to the vec·tor fields of the. individual 
waveguide modes. The. strengths of theseaperture.modes can 
be estimated by following the alternative p~ocedure outlined 
in Section 2.3. From (4,.5) the' unknown amplitudes of the 
waveguide modes are· related to the a2 Q. and b 2 Q. coefficients 
by two matrix equations similar to (2.13). These are 
either solved directly or partitioned into the forms 
raJ ;;: [GaJ [AJ + [Gb][B}, (4.16) 
and [b] = [F a J [A] - [FbJ [BJ (4.17) 
where the column matrices [aJ, [bJ, [AJ, and [BJ contain as 
ele.ment:s the a 2 Q.' b 2 Q.' An:' and B~ modal coefficients 
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respectively. The elements of the. square matrices [G
a
], [Gb ], 
[F aJ, and [Fb] are the integrations over the apert.Ul;:eof ·the 
products of the" sphe1:ical and cylindrical Bessel functions 
in (4.5). Provided these matrices are well-conditioned~ the 
amplitudes of the waveguide modes are determined by' the 
numerical solution of (4.16) and (4 •. 17). This solution 
effectively infers the aperture field distributi,on from the 
setp of near-field ;measurements.: 
As discussed in Section 2.3,' the higaerorde1r exterior 
region modes in (4.4), (4.6),' .and (40;8) contribute mainly, 
, 
to the reaqtive energy stored in the near-:field, . so· that., 
theireffe.c~s become increasingly rttbre sigT;lificant,as the 
ant~.nna is apprbached,which implies· tpatthe near-field 
modal.representatiops becG>me leas accurate. The a:c.curacy 
of the, apertute field distributibh deri ved, ft-om. th'e a 2 R. and 
b 2 R. coefficients·is limited, therefore, by the orderQf the 
higher. order modes included in,these fie~d re~res~ntatioh~. 
Th~ a~erture field'es~i~ateisi~prqved by increapingth~ 
number "of modes, but· the maximum o~der' of: the mqdes,cons~d-
erst!. is gC)<ve;r:ned .by the exper.imental accuracy to. Which. the" 
near.,.fie;i,d components. are sample,d. Thus., this t~chnique. 
provides .anestitnat;.e of the st:r~ngthSii '.·of 'on+ythos~ aperture 
modes \ .wh:i:ch have si9:oi ficanteffects, in t~e ex.terior, region. 
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4 0 3 Aperture admittance 
A variational expression for the aperture admittance 
of the circular waveguide antenna forms the basis of the 
experimentaL verification of the NcFQTo Miles 90 applied the 
variational .techniqu~ to determipe the charactE!ristics of·a 
circular waveguide. antenna excitedby'a scalar field, while 
more recently Mishustin92 and Sam~ddar9l formulated the 
aperture admittance· intenns of vector fields 0.' The methoo. 
presented here follows the· approach of Lewin99 who studied 
a similar problem involving a rectangular waveguide antenna Q 
Consider the antenna a::;, shown in Figl).re 401 a~d 
denote the region intE!rnal' to . the waveguide as region 1 p' and 
the· free ... space region (that is f . the region defined by z. > 0) 
external to the waveguide and bounded by the aperture. plane 
as region 2Q The antenna is excited in. the TEll mode which 
A 
isinc;ident on the aperture from the negative!. direction.' 
ThE! fields in region 1 are represented by a set,of waveguide 
modes v. which from the prev:ious section f' ,includes the general 
TElnand TMln modeso Hence, noting the expressions for the 
field components of these mOdes 98 p the tangential field 
components .in region 1 are 
= 
= 
and 
+ ~ 1.:' 
n=l 
+ cos 4> 
+ jcos $ 1: 1 
n::;:l 
4 
J (hi p) Y Z K Z 
[A 1 n en + B h J l,! (h p)e n J, n p n n n 
Y h,! , Y Z ,,,e- Jl(hnP) K Z 
[A' _, n n J' (hi ) e n _ B UJo:. n ] n 00" 1 n P n K e, . 
.. n P 
(4.19) 
~ Yn Jl(hnDp) Yn'z K Z 
- J'sin, fu, 1:' [An - B ~ h J',(h )e n,] ~ n=l oo~ ----P-,-- e n Kn n 1 n P , 
where r is the,re£lection coefficient forth~ TEll mode~: al 
is the TEll modal phase constant, and Y
n 
and Kn are the 
propagation constants of the TE ln and TMln modes, respeqtive-. 
lyo The prime on the summation sign indicates that the 
TEll mode hap been ,omitted since ,it is already includea in 
the first term 
As with the Ids in region I Q it is appropriate·to 
express tJ:1e, Ids in region 2 in terms of. cylindrical 
components 0 These components are fotind'by.introducing an 
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electric vector potential ~. as in Section 20.2.,. tr~ns,forming, 
F into cylindrical cQmponents f 'and applying the cylindrical 
- . 
cQordinatE;) forms of the,vector,opera,tors in (208) anq (209) 0 
These expressi'onsshowthat the, tangential fie14 components 
in region 2, tend to' th~ tangential aperture field components 
as z tends towards. zer0;thatisp 
-+ E 1 
P 
-+ H 1 
P 
whereE p ' E $' ,Hp al).d H$ are thE;) tangential compopents of 
tne aperture Ido 
The'"tangential field component.s mUEjt be,c0ntinuous 
across the aperture so thqit thE? two, field representations, 
must ,be ide.ntic&l at the.aperture.plan~Q· Equating the 
tangential ld,components at z .::=. 0 Q 
E ::= E I E$ E$llz=of (4~2~) p pI z=O·' 
H ::= HI' H$ - . H$ilz::=o" (4 0 23) p pl z=O' 
Ft;om these, continuity equatic;:ms the unknown modal 'amplitudes 
are, determined. in terms o;f the aperture fields by 'applying . 
the orthogonali~y conditions on the modes in the aperture 
region~ Henqe, by.combining (4 0 22) with (4019), .multiplying 
1;:ne resultant expressionl$ for Ep by s:i,n $ J l (hrii p ) and. 
E$ by PCQS $ h~Jl (h~p), integrating their. sum bv~r' the' 
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apertu:r;.:e domain and solving for the modal amplitudes of the 
TEll and TE1n modes gives 
and 
where. 
and 
A 
n 
C hn 
I = hn 
= 
= 
= 
C I hn hnf 
2 
2 2' 2 
'TTJ l (hUa) (h,O a-l). n n . 
[E sin cj> 1 n f0
2Tf fa J (hO p) , 
o p . p 
+ Ecj> coscj> h~~i(h~p) ]pdpdcj>o,' 
Sirnila:r;.:lY,inultiplying tpe E and;E,f, components by 
P. 'I' 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
P sin· cj> hm~i(hmp) and cos cj> J 1 (hmP) "" respeb~ively, integrating 
over the aperture, and solving for the modal, amplitudes of. 
the TMln modes gives 
B = C I" n en en (4 0 26) 
where .. C 
, en 
2 
Jl(h p) 
'n] j + Ecj> cos cj> p . ,pdpu.cj>o 
Changing th,e va,riables,ofintegratiQn ih (4025) and (4027) 
to, (r,w) fand S\.lbstJ.ituting (4 0 24) and, (4 0 26) intotlie 
magnetic field contin~ityequation (4 0 23) yields two 
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simult~neous equati?hs relating the Hp and H¢ components to 
the normalized, aperture. adrni ttanqe Y g defined by, 
Y 
From (~.21) and, the coordinate transformation of, F into 
cy+indrical co~ponentsQ the two magnetic field components 
in the aperture' are 
and 
H p 
= 
The L. are bperators defined by 
1 
= 
= 
. a 2 
-2 [aos¢ -'-
WJl, " 2 
o p , 
sin¢ 
--p 
...i [_ sin¢ ~ + cos 
WJl P op P 
, a 2 2 
+ ~ " + k co s ~ ] 0 f' 0 
2 ~ Y p , q> 
sih~ a 
-r~ p 
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A statiOnary expressiop for Y, that is stable for small, 
changes in the assumed, aperture field t. results from sub.sti t-: 
uting: (4029) and (4030) into tne simulta~eous equations 
derived from (4 p 23) 0 The H component equation is multiplied p 
by pE~, the H~ compone~t equation is multiplied by, -pEp' and 
their sum. is" integrated' over the aperture domain Q Solying '. 
for Y,and,expressing ~ in terms of the aperture fie~d as. 
in (206) and (2~7), the variational expression for Y is 
y = {~ J2TI fa J2TI Ia[ (E sin1jJ + E;"COS1jJ) (E~Ll - E L ) 
'IT 00 00 r 't' 't' P 3 
~jkR 
+ (-ErCOS1jJ + E1jJsin1jJ) (E~L2'- EpL4) ] e R rpdrd1jJdpd~ 
+ j 
00 
~ u . 
n=l 
joy n C I 2 
.W\.! hn hn 
WE: C 
en 
I 2'J} I· 61 Chi l'Ih12, 
en 'Wii 
where.theLi are untl~rst90d te;:> operq,te on th.e Green,a s 
function, and· E
r
, E 1jJ? ~p' E ~ are the tangenti al cOrnPonen ts 
i 
of the aperhure fi~ld. The proof bf the stationary nature 
bf.(4.32) is given, in Appendix IV. 
The form of Y in (4032) ,is simpl~fieo by substi t;.uting 
fbr the aperture, field domponeptsa Thus, from Appendix VQ 
equati6ns (V-2·) and, (V-3), the variatiohal expression 
reduces, to 
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y = 
A 2y 
[ n n 2 2 2 {y- + j'IT E 'J(hi a) (h U a-I) 
nurn n=12 Wll 1 n n 
00 
where Ynurn is given by (V-ll) 0 ' 
404 Mutual coupling stupy 
. , ' 1 ., 
By applying, the simulator-techniques discussed in 
Chapter 3" measurements performed ,on' the circular waveguide 
ant~nna, can be used to determine the significance of the, 
scattering properties of an anUenna when eval~atingmutual 
coupling effects in an array. In particular, a, large, 
pe1;"fec1;:ly cond~ctin9 Q plane reflector u, perpendicular to the 
, 
qroun~plane, and placed adjacent ,to the ,aperture, produces, 
an iJ;llp,ge' a:ptenna idlPntical with the driven antel1na except 
that itsexcitatipn is such to produce a field which callcels 
, ' 
t.l1e electric- field tangential to the'refleotor-due to the 
driven,antel1na" as ~hown in Figure 4.3. From the figure,' 
for ~. = a the excitation of the image antenna 
lag$ that o~ the dtiven,antenna 'by TT radians f while for 
~u = n/2 the excitations :of both antennas a,re in phase. irhe 
direot path mutual cbupling between the antenna-image pair 
c~n be estimated by following the proce~ure o~tlined in 
Section,3.4. 
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Ini tiallY?i cpnsiper the antenna ~xci ted·in th~ TEll 
mod!2u' and radiating into. free.:..space" The'"total fields of·, 
the an,tenna are derived, by applying the sphericaL vector 
mode' form of the NoFoT", These· fields, given,by (4.12) and 
(4.13) u are entirely outgoing, so that in the notation of' 
Chapter 3 tl1e modal' amplitudes in (4.12) and (4;,,13) form 
,the elements of the matrixb 0' -The antenna. has",a sing,le 
_(:3 
inpublPortcorresponding; to the excita1;ion .ofthe TEll, mode" , 
and sinqethl[3 input signal aitq .. thi,s, port is known II or can 
be measured, th~moda1. radi;,ation ·pattern, ~ (:30, is ;deterinin~p , 
frolll ' 
b = ~(:3 (4,.34) , 
where 'the, matr.i,x ~ci has, a 'sl,~gle ,eleme.ntu :a:L. Assumi:llg' 
1;:h?~ th~ aptenna.. is· re}Jiprocal,~ ,the, 'receivl,ng pat:te;rn. ~~(:3 
is given; b~{ t~,eit:rapspose of '~(:3'o,Q f:;i,rilila+1Yf; c~nside}:ing 
the;image ante,nna. ~as 'anisola,ted ;ra(iJ..i,~tor ,for ~' ,= Oan~, 
rr/2, ,the. input :s.i,gn~lis -a.1 and +ai ~e~~.e~ti,~elY;, whidl1 
impliestha,·t ,the: tnab::ix representing the out,goingwavces is 
-~ (:3 ,and +~ (:3' respedti vely f, ~inqe the, racli.atio;n: and. 
receJv'i~g ,patterns of ,the image :ant~nna ar,s the, same,:. as £0): 
I 
the artven· ant.enna. (The, -vesignassociated. ~i t:h:the· 
I 
matr.ix, inai.cates ,tha:t ·all: the matri'J:(:elements are: shi:f1;ed 
in pha:pe by: 1T radi:ans".) 
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Intro.duce, the plane. refl~ctor alongside the antennp. 
and con&ider the driven antenna to be, located at an origin 02 
while the image . antenna Js at ,an o;rigin °1 0 02 has ,spherical, 
coordina.tes( p 0 u eo u ~o ) with respect to °1 0, From Section 
3 0 4.p the direct path coupling waves~ .. incident upon the 
driven antenna, are; found by applying the appropriate 
addition theorems to express the field from the image 
antenn~ with respect to OZ. For spherical modes the addition 
theorems require, the ,field to be expressed in ,terms, of the 
complex forms of the vector. modes rather than "the odd and 
even function formE; 0 Hence i expressing th~field represen-
tation, equivalent ,to (4.12) for th,e image an,tenna in ,terms 
of the complex mode.s given in Appendix I? and in ,view of 
(3 0 26), P a 27), and (3.29), the elements of the matri,x a 9 ~S 
representing th,e incoming waves referred to 02 for ~ i == 0 
6.re found from 
a = -~ ~ [a2 \)-1 ~~2\)-1 - jO' b 2 \) BJ.l v 2v] mn J.l mn f \) 
and 
b = -~ ,~ [a 1 BJ.l v 2\)-1 - jO' b 2 \) ~h2\)]v mn 2\)- mn J.l \) 
for J.l = +1 anti. , 
and where 0' == +1 when J.l == +1 and 0' "'" -J. When J.l ::::: -10 The J.l j.l 
coefficientsa2v_ 1 and b 2 \) are defined in (4012), and ;(4013,) 0 
For 4> F = 'IT /2 f the elements of~S are found in the same manner 
except that the sign ofC 4.35) and (4036) is positi ve,Q The 
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coupling signal appearing at the input port of the driven 
antepna .is then given by SaD ,oO:~'"~o 
405 Results and discussion 
The experimental verifications of the ,techniques 
formulated in Chapters 2 and 3 were based upon ,measurements 
performed on a circular waveg:uide antenna with an aperture 
diame,ter of two-t,hirds of a wavelength g flush, mounted in a 
twelve wavelen<jlths square ground plane and oper~ting at;a 
frequency of 2 GH
z 
a The results obtained from th,ese 
experi,mental studies are presented in th1.S sectiono 
4051Far~field radiation pattern 
The far-field pattern of the antenna was derived by 
applying the spherical vector, mode form, bf t.he No F 0 To As 
dem(;:mstrated in Sec'tiion 402 near-fieJ,.d measurements of the 
Hp and FI$ field components on the, qround plane are 
sufficient to deterrriine the modal ~mpli tudes in (4 0 12) and 
(4013) b Using, the $hielded magne,tid loop probe shown in 
Figure 202, these components, were sampJeq. at nine equally 
spaced field points lying, on the $ :::= 0 and $ = 1T /2 
coordinate curves 0 (In practice~ the same field: points 
were used for both curves q since it was ~impler t9 rotate 
the probe exciting the TEll mode in, the waveguiae through 
1T / 2 J;'adi ans .,) ': I The dete,ction system shown in schematic 
foI1U Jri:.Figure 402, was a .standard General Radiq hsterodyne 
receiveru with the measurements of phase obtained by 
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incorporating into the received signal or probe line a 
variable phase shifter and ,a reference signal line from the 
generatoro A series of measurements in both magnitude and 
phas~ of each component WaS conducted at each field point, 
and then repeated with the probe rotated through 1T radians 
to minimize s~pling errors due to any asymmetry in the 
loopo These readings were then aver,agedo 
Errors ;i..n the field meapurements resu:l,- ted from th,e 
perturbation, of ,the true field by the sampling probe (which 
, . 
was discuss,ed at length in Section 2 u 4~, instrument reading 
err.ors., and .the presence of. standing waves on the probe 
line 0 The reading accuracy of, thesquacr,e law det;:ector' used 
!. Li I 
in the. e*periment was ±0005 dB of th~ in~icated value in ~Bo 
I 
Since the ,field values at each point were obtaine,d as 
relati ve measurements, the error for each J;tla<anitude measure~ 
I \ 
Assuming the errors to be ra!,ndom the 
, 
standard deviat.j.on at the ninth field pbint was ±0049 dBo 
For the worst case fthat is .the Bcp meastlretnen,t f the field 
magnitude at the nint;h. .fi,eld point referre~ to magnitude, at 
th,e first point was -~L85 dB, so that tl\e c'0mulative error 
represented an ,error bf 5%0 In the phase measute~ents the 
detector was used solely as a nUll detec~or, a~d conseq~ently 
the reading error did not .contribute pignificantlyto the 
phase errbro The variable phase shifter used in the 
experiment was a variable lengt~ line stretcher, which WaS 
adjusted in length until the re6eived signal cancelled with 
the reference signal to produce a null on the detectoro By 
measuring the changes in line length with a vernier, the 
phase could be measured to within ±2° between two field 
pointsg provided no standing waves existed on the probe lineo 
Hence g over the nine field points the romoso phase error was 
o 
± 9 at the ninth point ff corresponding to a phase error of 
±3 0 2% for the Hp measurements and slightly less for the H. 
measurements 0 The standing wave caused by the probe mis-
match resul ted in the point at which the received and 
reference signals cancelled being shifted witn a subsequent 
error in the phase measurement" But with the loop probe 
referred to previouslyv the VSWR on the probe .line was 
reduced to 1010:1, so that in practice, the phase.errors 
caused by the probe mismatch were small o To summarize f the 
cumulative experimental error in the relative field measure-
ments of the Hp and H. components in both ~agnitude and 
phase was estimated at 5% over the nine field pointso 
Following the procedure given in Section 402, the modal 
amplitudes of the spherical vector mode field representation 
were computedo In each set of near-field measurements of 
each field component, the data associated with the nine 
field points were grouped in nine subsets of eight field 
9 points 9 that is 0 eight field values .chosen in C8 ways 0 The 
sets of modal amplitudes computed from these subsets were 
averaged to reduce the effects of errors in the field 
measurements 0 The resultant values for the first fifteen 
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amp1i tudes cqmputed from the nine subsets are tabula ted in 
Taq1e 4 D~ together with -their standard dev:i,.ations expressed 
as a percentage of the mean magni tudeofeachamplitude 9 
The firs t mod;a1 amplitude was norma1i,zed to uni, ty 0 From .the 
table, as the modal o~der increases. the accuracy of the 
amplitude, decreases Q as shown' by the deteriorating 
correlation between the different subsets 0 This is 
attrib,utab,le to the,convergen:t form ,of the field represent, 
ation f in that, the ,higher order modes .contribute less 
significantly to the radiated field .than do the lower order 
modes 0 Conversely, because of, these smaller contr,ibu~ions 
a large standCltrd deviation, in a higher order amplitude is 
not .significanto The change in the total fLeld due t~ 
variations in such an amplitude will be very small, even 
though the proportional change in the amplitude may be very 
large 0 For: example;> the twelfth amplitude has a standard 
-6 deviation, of 52% but a mean magnitude of.006376 x 10 f so 
that the ,effect on .the total field of a 52% variation of 
this amp1i tude, will be neg 1ig ib1e 0 
The electric field radiation patterns for the E-p1ane 
and H-p1ane f corresponding to the E 6 and E ~ components r 
respectively, were eva1uqtedby sUbst:i,.tuting the tabu,lated 
amplitudes into ,(4 012) and representing the Hankel functions 
by their aSynlptotic forms o These patterns are plotted in 
Figure 404 for various numbers of modes, to demonstrate the 
convergence of the patterns with increasing numbers of modeso 
Magnitude. Phase 
. % Std. Magnitude Phase % std • Deviation Deyiation 
a 1 LO 0
0 0 b 2 0.4239 -165
0 1.3 
0 b 4 
-1 67° 4. O. a 3 I 
0.2237- -142 - 3.7 0.9326xl0 - I 
-1 I I -1 as 0.4683.xl0 - I 106 0 7.8 b· 0.; 1412:xl0 - 31° 901 I 6 I I -2 i 30.0 10.'5 b 8 -2 -980 19.8-a 7 0.609-6xl0 O. 113·9xlO -
I 
I I 
I - -3 -4 a g O. 3660xl0 - -160 15.9 - b 10 0.4177xl0 -- -146 0 , 37.1 
! I -5 I -6 
I all I 0.896,7xl0 i -45 0 I 28 .. 2 I b 12 o o6376xl0 - 175 0 52.0 I I -7 I o .;3786xlO-- 8 a 13 0.8379xlO- I, -620 43,,6 I b 14 139 0 47.6 
a15 0.2371x1.0-
9 I 
-730 60.5 
I 
Table 4. 1~ - Modal amp Ii tudes of the first fifteen spherical vector -modes.-
I 
I 
! , 
! 
I 
I 
I-' 
I 
I-' 
a 
m 
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The radiation patterns calculated by the. ape~ture field 
method, assuming the fi,eld of the TEll mode to be .the t01;:al. 
aperture fie Id p are. also plotted for comparisono 
A direct .chec~ on the compu'ted patterns is not possi,ble 
since .:there are no recorded measurem~nts of. the far~t'ie.1d 
patterns ·of· a circular. waveguide an.tenna mounted .in a ground 
plane,with the experiment arranged so that the ground plane 
edge effects are removed D In the present study, th~ lack of 
sui table .pa tt~rn rarge faci Ii ties in conjunction with t.he 
practical difficulties associated with performing far-field 
me:asu~ements on a wide beam antenna mounted above a ground 
plane (see Section 2 0 1.) I' prevented ,these patterns from 
bei,ng measured o How~verf a comparison can be made with ttle 
electrically similar circular.horn anten,nao King lOO has 
Published measured E-,.plane and. H-plane.patterns ·for a,ci,rcular. 
horI;1 excited in the TEll mode f with an aperture diamet~;rof 
1.4~ and a flare angle of.appro~imately 100~ These patterns,. 
which areals.o plotteq in :Figure 4 04 p confi,rm ,the general 
form of the ,computed patterns of the circular waveguide 
antenn,a~ Although the horn is not flanged# the ·two antennas 
a~e expected to have ~imilar aperture fi~ld distribu1;:ions, 
because of the small flare ,angle, of the horn and the compar-
able dimensions of the two apertures 0 The di fferences bebysen 
the. two. an~entlas are illustrate.d ll in particular 7 by.the 
E-plane .patt~rns a The. incidence ofa side lobe structure 
and the generally narrower pattern, of the hm;n are a 
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consequence of ,the wider aperture u while the higher'radiat-:-
ion.1evels of the horn c~ose ,to th~ aperture, planeresu,lt , 
from ,the absence of,a ground plane. 
An al:ternative check on the ,analysis v, based on the,', 
aperture field estimated .from the near·-field measurements. 
and the varia1:;iopal expression for the aperture admittance u 
is presented ,ip,th~ following section. 
4o~2 ,Ap~rtu:r;:,e field 
An estimate .of the, modal'amp,litt;l.des of the waveguide 
modes r~presenting th,eaperture field dis·tr:i,bution of the 
circular wa;veg~ide ,·.antenna was obtained ,by ,following the, 
procedure discusse.d in ,SectioTI,' 4 0 20 The solution of, (4016). 
and (4 • .17) for these amplitude,s requir~s a knowledge of the 
a2 .Q, and. b 2 .Q, coefficients which can ,be' found most c(;mvenient~y 
from t~e combined coefficients given by (4 0 5) and (4 0 9) 0 
Thes,e combi'n~d coefficients were evaluated from tl1.e vector: 
mode ,amplitude,s in ;Table .4~1 by equating, equivalent 
cG~fficients in the Maveguidemode and the spherJ.~al ,vector 
mode 'field representatJons for: the E e.' and H components ~' 
, p 
This me,thoq was, preferred to' the,. direct application" of" the 
, 
NQFoTo to t~ewaveguide mode field representation, since it 
did not ,require the ca:I.J.bration of, the sampling probes " To 
solve for the :a~.Q, and b 2 .Q, from·(4 0 5) and ,(4;9), the 
I 
coeffiCients in (404) and, (4. 8), mUst be correctly no~ali~~d 
withre~peot, to e<il,ch other., But in applying, the NoF,oT. the 
Ee and Hp' components 'must be ,sampled with diffel{.entprobes v 
so that to normalize the two sets of measurements g i tis 
necessary to calibrate ,the probe~. The matrix equations 
relating the a2 51, and b 2 JI. coeff:l,.cients to the waveguide mode 
amp Ii tuqes were solved numerically to give an estimate of 
the aperture field. The restricted accuracy of this estimate g 
discussed previously in Section 4.2 g was reflected in the 
numerical ,evaluation of the elements of the [Ga]g [Gb]g 
[Fa] g and [Fb ] matrices in (4016) and (4017).. Al though these 
matrices were analytically non~singularu they were 
sufficiently ill--conditioned numerically to require that the 
individual matrix elements be evaluated·to eight or, nine 
significant,figureso This was necessary ,to ensure .that the 
respective inverse matric~s could be computed accurately. 
Moreover v this method is limited to estimating the strengths 
of,the lower order modes onlyu since if the matrix sizes are 
increased to take into account more modes g the ma.trices 
become increasingly ill-,conditioneda: The estimated modal 
amplitudes of the most significant modes in the aperture are 
tabulated in Table 4.20 By substituting these modal 
amplitudes into (4033) the aperture admittance and consequently 
the voltage reflection coefficient of the antenna can be . 
computed q Thus v ,an experimental check on the accuracy of the 
set of estimated modal amplitudes is provided by comparing 
the ,computed value of the reflection coefficient with the 
corresponding measured value.. The measured value was 
obtained by sampling the voltage stanqing wave in the.antenna 
with a small electric field probe Q The disturbance of the 
field inside the antenna due to the probe was determined by 
measuring thech~nge .in the. antenna input po.et match as the 
probe was inse:r::ted" By .this method it was found that a probe 
a thirtieth of a wavelength long produced an effect on the. 
field that was not detectable 0 The probe was miitched and. 
connected to a standard heterodyne detectoro 
Modal amplitudes 
Mode 
Magnitude Phase! 
TEll luO 0° 
TE12 0 0 2380 0° 
TE13 0 0 01916 0° 
TMll 0 0 4383 180
0 
TM12 0 0 08175 180
0 
Table 4" 2 g Norm.alized amplitudes· of ~the lower order aperture 
modes~ 
The measured value.ofreflection coefficient: and ,:he 
values computed .for various numbers of lower order modes 
are summarized in Tabl~ 4030 
Modes included 
, 
I Reflection coeffiu..i. 
in (4 0 33) Magnitud Tlha,se 
, 
Measured 0 0 416 1640 
TEll 0 0 472 ~148° 
TEll gTMll 0 0 614 ~148° 
TEllvTE12u'l'Ml1 00360 141
0 
TEl18 TE12 ff 
0 0 364 135 0 
TMll qTM12 
Table 4 0 3: Measured and calculated values of·, reflection 
coefficient o 
The tabulated values confirm the .limited accuracy of the 
estimat~dapert~re field, but show that a reasonable 
estimate of the aperture admittance is possible from a 
knowledge of the strengths of only the .lower. order modes o 
The limitedacquracy is further emphasised by comparing the 
far~.field radiati.on pa,tterns of the antenna shown in 
Figure 404: wi ththe. corresponding pat;:terns in. Figure 4 0 5 p 
calculated by the vector potential method from the modal 
amplitudes. in T&ble 4020 Although theE~plane patterns in 
the two figures are ·of the same form rl indicating that the 
lower order modes are sufficient to describe this pattern, 
1 ... 112 . 
the H...,plane patterns are qui te di fferento Hepce v ,the higher 
order mode.[3 necessarily. present at the aperture discont.i,.n= 
uity. p ,and especially the higher orderTE modes (which alone' 
contribute to the H~plane .pattern) 9 are significant in 
determining the radiation proper.ties of theantennao' 
An imprqved .,estill).ate of the antenna reflection 
coefficient is possible by modifying the moda;Lampli tudes' 
to)llatch the ;two Ecplan.e patterns 0 Concentrating. or the 
threemod,es' TEll 9 TE12 and TMII Q the new modal amplitudes 
derived by thispatt~rn mqtching me,thod are given in 
Modalamplit'lldes I Mode 
Magni tude! Phase I 
I I 
TEll 1 0 0, 0
0 
TE12 0 0 2925 ! 0° 
I 
TMll o Q 5 875 
1 
180 0 
I 
Table 404~ Modified modal amplitudes 
Substi tution of these values. into (4033) gives a computed., 
value for H.the reflec·tion, coefficient as Oo416(139°!l which 
compares extrernely favqurably with the measured value of· 
0 0 416/164°0 The radiation, patterns. corresponding tO,these 
modified amplitudes are·plotted in Figure 4 050 As may be 
e~pectedo the pattern, matching method does not improve the 
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estimat,e of the H=plane pattern il since effects of the 
higher m:;'dC:H: TE modes are not includedo 
Al though the apert.u'.lC'e field distribution inferred from 
the near~'field measurement.s is of limi t.ed accuracy ~ it 
represen'ts a significant; improvemem: ove,r the commonly used 
assumpt:Lon tn.at the dominant TE., ~ modB i.s an aCC'drate 
, .JL ~ 
rep:resentation of t.he, complete apert.ure fieldo The method 
can be used to estimate . the strengths of.' t,he lower order 
aperture modes J and hence the aperi:;:m:;e admittance 0 As the 
result~ presented in Table 401 and Figure 404 shcw g the, 
radiation pattern can be inferred accurately from t:he near~ 
fieldmeasurements~ by applying NoFoT 
4053 DeteEJI.E:nation of mutual coupling 
The effects of mutual coupling between the. circular 
waveguide antenna and its identical image were studied 
e~peri:mentally by introdl,1cing a large plane reflector 
alongside the antennag,moni taring the inpu"e impedance of the .. 
drivE;n element v ' anq noting ,the deterioration of the match 
as the, spacing' between the antennas was reduced" Inthe 
experiment the reflector was fi:t'st placed t:eansverse to tile 
E-plane of symmetry. at various spacings from the antenna 0 
and then the measurements were repeated with the reflector 
t.ransverse to the H=plane o To ensure good electrical 
contact .with the grmmQ. pl,~ne 1:he :reflector v which measured 
eight wavelengths by four wavelengths g was bolted to t,he 
gl~ound plane for each posi on G The e of coupling on 
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the match ,condition we,re also estimated· for the two orientat-
ions of the elements by applying the direct path 'coupling 
method discus~ed in Section 4.4. The comparisons between 
the ,measured and computed values of the antenna match arE! 
plotted ,in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 as functions of the spacing 
between -the aperture, rim, of tileantenn,a and the .reflector. ' 
The ante.nna. VSWR, was cClllculated by comparing: the <?9upling 
signalS Q a~. with the input ,signal' a Q normalised ·wi th , 
_a~~~ _a 
respect to ~i by th~ lossless condition (3~2). 
The divergence between the computed and m~asured value, 
of the VSWR in the excited antenna for both orientatiClns of 
the .reflector when the ,spacing is less than a quart~r ofa 
wavelength v ,can bE;! attributed to thre,e' fac.tors, •. ThE! first;. 
factor ,is insufficient accuracy in the numeriqal,evaluation 
of,the addit~on theorem expansion coefficients. As the 
spacing approaches zero the'higherorder Hankel functions' 
contained within the expansIon coefficients assume very 
large values. Hencer the computed value of VSWRvwhich 
then de,pends upontPe, differences ,of lal:'ge quantities, is 
sensitive to truncation and ;round-off errors 0,' Thiseffeqt 
is ,minimised. by performi~g all calculations in double-
precis.ion, arithme,tico The ·second' factor is the neglect of ' 
the ~SS coupling contributions (see Section 3.4) Q These 
might ,be very strong,in comparison with the direct path 
coupling ternts' for small' antenna-image, spacings.: However p 
this, is nqtlikely .. since the;~s S qontributions 'wo~1d have ,to 
decay extremely rapi;dly- for spacings great~r than a quarter 
of a wavelengtho The.third factor is the ,accuracy of the 
elements of ~f3o: and ~o:Bo Thes~ elemen-ts were deri;ved by 
applying the NoFoTo~ so that from Section 20210 ~o:Baccurately 
represents the receiving pattern of the antenna only at 
field pointswhos~ radial c90rdinates are equal ,to or,greater 
than the radial coordinate of the ,near=,field sampling point. 
closest to the antenna~ Because of the convergent form of 
the-spherical, mode fi,eld representation ll ~o:S is accurate at 
field pgints slightly closer to the ,antenna than the 
sampling points ll but as 'the antenna is approacihedeven 
clos~r the accuracy 11 to whicl;1 ~o:S represents the receiving 
pattern 11 ,deteriorates 0' In the experimental ,determinatioI'). of 
tl').e elements of,~So: (that is& the inferring of the radi,ati,on 
patte;rn of the, antenna by applying the NQFoTo) 11 the near.;... 
field sampling point olosest to the anterma was, a qUarter of 
a waveleng,th from the aperture 0 Cohsequently 11 the, computat= 
ion of the. antenna YSWR for spacings less th,an a ,quarter of 
a wavelength is equivalapt to extrapolation beyond the 
measurement interval ll in a similar manner to the inferring 
of-the aperture field distribution from the near-field 
measurements discussed in the previous sectiono, It is this, 
third factorll,apparentlYd which limits the application of 
the direct path cQupling method 0 
1~l16 
The correlation between the ,computed and measured 
\' ,. - , 
values over the. remaining regions of Figures, 4 0 6 and 4: 0 7 
verifies that a meaningful estimate of mutual coupling 
effects is possible for the circular waveguide antenna by 
neglecting the ~BB contributiQns u for spacings greater. than 
a quarter of a wavelength. 
4 0 5.4 Suggested topic~ fpr fu~tther sltu~. 
The techniques developed in this thesis have been 
experimentally verified for wide~beam antennas as shown by 
th~ results reported in this section~ These techniques. are 
applicable in principle to arbitrary·three~dimensional 
antennas p It· is suggested that their practical1limi tations 
be, detE;!rmined by applying them to a number of antennas with 
succ~ssivelynarrower radiation patterns. 
The accuracy of the estima~ed aperture field distri-
bution eQuId be improved by performing the neces~ary near~ 
field measurements closer to the antenna. These measurements 
will also give a mo:t'e' accurat.eestimation of the mutual 
coupling effects bet~een closely spaced antennaso But by 
using measurement points nearer to the an t.e nn a the sampling 
error of themeasu:eements will be increased g since the 
interaction between the field probe and the antenna increases 
as their separation decreases 0 Hence p an experimental study 
on ,methods to improve. the accuracy of measuring the field 
i~ediate.ly surrounding the antenna is desirable 0 
Finally it is suggested that a further study,be 
conducted on the significance of the ~ f3 f3 coupling contribut-
ions p On an antenna exhibiting strong coupling effects o 
This is recommended· since the circular waveguide antenna 
produced only low level coupling signals which made it." 
diffi,cult to determine the true significance of the S 
." 6 f3 
contribut:i,onso 
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CHAPTER So 
The Coaxial Antenna 0 • 
5 0'1 Tptro dUcti on 0 
In recent years ·many surveillance radar and conununication 
systems employing. large planar array·~type antennas have been 
developed". The volumetric scan determined by the maximum and 
minimum detection ranges and the. elevation and azimuth. angular 
scans ff is a basic design consideration 'in such systems D F:or 
applications where cOmple·te hemisp'herical. coverage. is . required, 
t:Qearray system must be capable·ofscannihgin.all spatial 
I i 
directions'~ and·furthermore ff mustibe polari.zation insensitive. 
to theex:ten·t· that.arbi trari ly polarized' signals can be.trans-
mi tted, and reoeivedo' The latter is .necessary 9' since F' in ; 
. general r ·the received signal wi 11 be of eli fferen t polari zation 
from the transmitted signalbeoause of magneto-ioniceffects lQl 
and the polarization characteristics of radar targets, To 
satis:fy,these c9ndi tions 9 the individual· array radiators 
must act as isotropic point solirces'ff 'radiating equal;Ly well 
in all ,directions_and pola~izationso No singleradiator·.ful-
f · 1 h f . '. f' . 102 d h rob' t ~ s suca perormance spec~ ~cat~on g an.· enCeg co~na -
ions of simple ff. Wide beam radiators' are necessary to a.chieve 
the desiree. array s can and polar:ization capabili ties 0 
The polarization state of any plane ff elec,trQmagnetic' wave' 
can be specified completely as the sum of· ty;oorthog(:mal linear 
pola.rizations perpendicular to the direction of propagation 
of the v-Jave D The relative magni tudes and phases of the com-
ponent linear polarizations are determined by the polarization 
st~ate of the wave 0 whether linear g circular f or ellipticQ.lg 
of ei thG!: Ie ft or righ't handed sense c To transmi t or receive 
arbitrarily polarized signals f therefore g an antenna must be 
capable of radiating g with complete control of the relative 
magnitudes and phases Q two orthogonal linear polarizations 
perpendicular to each direction of propagationo Consequently, 
an array cOl1sist.ing of such antennas Q is polarization insensi t-
ive and can scan the complete hemispherical volume within 
the bounds of the. detection ranges 0 
The simplest radiat.ing element configurations consistent 
with the radiation and polari.zation requirements of ,the array 
are those composed of elemental crossed dipoles or their 
aperture dualSvmoun~ed on or above ground planes. The choice 
between the two approaches is dependen't upon the particular 
system specifications, but in most electronically scanned 
array applications the aperture~type radiator is preferableo 
With no structural projections above ,the groUnd, plane~ the 
aperture radiator has greater mechanical rigidity and simplic-
i ty r allowi.ng for inc:reased array ruggedness or hardness f 
as compared wi, th an array of dipoles 0 In addi tion u i·f the, 
apert.ure holes are small compared with the array inter~element 
spacinggthere is less tendency for the physical structure 
of the aperture array to support a leaky wave giving rise 
to the surface reson.ance phenomen(jn~03o However~ when 
the aperture dimensions and the inter-element spacing are 
of the same orderr; the aperture array is as susceptible 
to this phenomenon as is the dipole array" 
In order to develop a systematic basis for design~ it 
is convenient to delineate the design specificat.ion of a 
radiating element sui table fb:r inclusion in an elect.ronically 
scanned array 0 The array is characterised as being polarizat~ 
ion insensitive u to the extent that arbitrarily polarized 
signals can be transmitted and reqeived, mechanically hard g 
and capable of scanning in all directions 0 The specification 
is in two partso Firstlyu the element design which gives 
the constraints on the radiating element parameters both 
electrical and mechanical u and secondly? the system d~sign 
which. specifies the design radiation and input cha:r-acteristics 
of the elementu. and the conditions subsequently imposed upon 
the associated control circuitry 0 Although expressed from 
the point of view of a transmitter, by reciprocity the 
specifications are equally applicable to a receiver, and may 
be summarized as~ 
(A) Element design constraints 0 
(i) Compat.ibility with the array environment requires 
that whenever possible, the individual radiator 
shOuld be designed to minimize the detrimental 
effects on the array performance caused by mutual 
coupling between elements, and the surface resonance 
phenomenon., 'fhe radiator dimensions must be 
chosen in conjunction with the array spacing. to 
inhibi t. t.he incidence of grating· lobes 0 
(ii) The element should be capable of radiating the 
required polarizat,ions over the scan volume 
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specified£or the array p since the ability of the 
array ·to scan in any particular direction and 
polari zat.ion is limi ted by the radiation properties 
of the i.ndividual radiator elements" 
(1.11,) The hardnesS specifica·Uon for the array must be .. 
reflected"in the· mechanical. robustness of. the 
ele:ment.o 
(iv) The element should be capable of efficient operat= 
ion over as wide a frequency·bandw,i,dth as· possible, 
For an antenna t~e bandwidth can be defined variously 
with respect t.o radiationupolarizationg or 
impedance characteristics 10 4 u but for the· purposes· 
of the present design the impedance definition 
will be appliedo 
(v) To reduce the cost per element and hence the 
total array cost g the radiator should be of simple 
construction in ac.cordance wit1:l (iii) u and to 
minimize .the circuitry requirements u should use 
the simplest possible feed. and excitation 
configu:rations 0 
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(B) System design constraints 0 
(vi) Further to (v) u compatibility of the radiator with 
a large array system requires simplicity of 
circuitry and a minimum of circuit elements 
consistent with the attainment of the specified 
array performance. 
(vii) Under the various ,modes of operation of the radiator 
corresponding to particular radiated polarizations~ 
constant power must be absorbed from the generatoro 
Exp~essed,in terms of the array performance u this 
c~ndition is equivalent to stating that the input 
power to each radiator is independent of the scan 
angle and the radiated polarizationo Furthermore, 
it is desirable from an efficiency viewpoint u 
that this power be the maximum possible which the 
, generator can deliver. 
(viii) Provision for high power handling capability when 
transmitting and for low 19sses,when receiving 
are also desirable ih the system and. element 
designs. 
From this specification an optimum design for an an'tenna 
suitable for inclusion in a large array will be developedo 
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The polarization condition and the hardness specification 
govern the ce of the basip antenna element. Thus u ' a 
triple:=polarized radiator g which can radiate' three orthogonal 
line,3~r polarizations (for example g three mutually perpenqicular 
dipoles) 0 . s fies the polarization condition (ii). This 
follows as the t:hree radiated polarizations can always be 
resolved into two resultant linear pol;:u::izat,ions transve:rse 
to each part,icular scan direction. Then given complete 
contrql of .the magnitude .and.phases of the signals correspond'-
ing to any two such transverse linear polarizations, any 
b 't 'I 1" d b t' . d ,. d lOS ar l.'rar~ y po ar~ze wave can " eransm~ tte or rece~ve . 6 
The hardness specification (iii) is, sati$fied by an aperture 
radiator. If this is f:Lush mounted in a, ground plane the' 
mechani·cal rug-gedness of the element w.ill be, even further 
improved. ConsequentlYg a triple,..,polar:ized g flush rnounted g 
ape:rctureradiator is . the .most sui ta.ble element for the. 
array applicationq 
The simplest antenna element commensurate with this 
desqrip,tion is a coaxial' waveguide aperture radiator ut,ilizing, 
three orthogonal waveguide modes of propagation?' the transv.erse 
eleGt~omagneticTEM mod~g and two space orthogonal transverse 
elept:ric TEll modes; The TEM mode. apertur~ field radiates 
ina manner similar to a·vertical'monopoleg while the 
ra,diation field of the TEll moqe' is simi lar t,q that of a 
ho:r'i~ontal dipole mounted over a ground planeo It will be 
shown that the coaxial ant;ennaproduces, the n~cessary 
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polarizations v and that proper control of the relative 
strengths of the modes radiating, thesepolari'zatiorts~ ensur~s 
that any arbitrary polariz~d signals can be transm,i tted 
or received" 
A review of, Ii t~rature relevant to the coaxi,al antenna 
will be given Q covering both tl:leoretical studi,es and 
applicp.tion notes 0 The derivation ,of the field expressions 
for the cQax~al waveguide modes of propagation will be 
presented'ina summa:rized, fOrInp and finallyu aco:mparison, 
between the coaxial antenna and the equivalent multiple 
dipole antenna will be giveno 
5 p 2;" Literature review for the, coaxial anten,na, 
Almost all existing .st~dies of ,coax;ial antennas have 
been concerned \wi th determin~ng tl1eantenna ij 5 input,and 
radiati0n charq.cteristics from a,knowledc;Je of the aperture 
fielddistI?i~utionD which,has frequently been ass\.lmedto be 
the field of the dominant; mode alone~ Schelkunoff106applied 
the equivalence principle ,to calculate the radiation, from 
an open.-:"ended coaxial waveguide" supporting thl? 'rEM ,mode " 
This method relied on representing the far-field form of; 
I ", • 
the Green Us function by only the, fi rst, two terms in its 
powe;r series expansion fwhich is valid prov.ided that the. 
waveguid~ radius is small compared with thewavel.ength~ 
Hence,i higher order ,modes present in, the aperture were 
strongly evanescentu and only the TEM mode contributed 
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significantly to the far~fieldo Applying the variational. 
t h 0 f' , d S h" 89 0 d 107 d .ee nl.que 0 Lev1.nE; an C wlnger v LeVlne an Papas' an. 
Marcuvitz108 fo:rmulatedthe aperture admittance of the semi-
infinitegTEM mode coaxial waveguideqflush mounted in an 
infini te perfect:ly conducting ground plane 0 Numerieal 
results for various aperture dimensions were obtained by this 
rnethod g assumi.ng the TEM mode to represent the aperture 
fi,eldo As the ratio of the radii of the outer and inner 
conductors increases for fixed outer conductor radius p the 
higher order modes in the aperture become progressively 
more strongly evanescent 0 Consequently the accuracy of the 
tabulated resul ts improves I? as the assumption that, .the TEM 
mode· field represents the act.ua.l aperture field becomes more 
accurate 9 
The·narrow gap coaxial antennag or annular slot antenna Q 
has many vehicular .and airc:raft applications l09 I? and was dealt 
with by PistQlkors 110 who assumed the slot field to have 
the same distribution a.s theTEM mode field in coax:l..al wave-
guide~ For very small slots g . the radiation field was shown 
to approach a sinusoidal variation with elevation angleo 
Following pistolkors' method v Rhodes1ll designed an· annular 
slot antenna fed in the TEM mode f01:" a VHF mobile applicationo 
This demonstrated the similarity in perfo.rmance· bet~een the 
annular slot ant.enna and t.he more commonly used vertiqal 
'"'2 
monopole antenna o · Cumming and Cormier;"J.~ tapulateddesign data 
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relating the slot and input admittances of small, cavity, 
backed u annular slot antennas to the aperture and cavity 
dimensions 0 These calculations were based upon the dominant 
mode'fieldso The, radiation conductance of a hemispberical 
cavity backed annular slot antenna was calculated by 
Wai t ll3 ~ but ,the analysis v which allowed for thefini te 
conductivity of the cavity walls y was re,stricted to narrow 
slot antennas. The effects of cylindrical and coaxial 
back-up-cavities were'incorporated by Galejs and Thompsonl14 
into the ,variational formulation for the slot admittance of, 
annUlar ,slot antennas 0 However p as with previous studies, 
only contri,butions ,from the dominant mode field were con ..... 
sidered" 
Cohn and Flesherl15 developed an iterative method for 
evaluating the integral equation formulation of the radiation 
and aperture characteristics of a flush mounted coaxial 
antenna supporting the'TEM mode? Expressions for the aperture 
aqmittance and radiation field f based upon the dominant mode, 
app:toximatiQn~ were giveno These were shown to be most 
accurate for the case when the waveguide radii are, small 
compared with the wavelength" which is equivalent to consid-
ering all modes of higher order than the TEM mode as being 
strongly evanescentu The dependence of tbe approximate4 
radiat,ion pattern on the ra,tio of the radii, also was 
demonstratedo A similar iterative method and a variational 
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technique were used by samaddarl16 to calculate the apextu:r.::e 
admi ttanceof a' TEI-i mode v 'coaxial antenna v', flush mounted 
in an infini te gr.ound plane', covered by a plasma or dielecttic 
layer 0 The, results 'of the two' appro.acheswereshown t9 be th,e', 
same for any particular order of accuracYi that is p for any, 
particular'roodal representation of the aperture field 
distribution~ Sarnaddar i swork ~ to a degl;e,e t paralle,led that 
of Y~hand Wai tIl? 'who studied the radiation from a di,electric 
coated o .. flanged (ground, plane mounted) v coaxialant:~nna, in 
a warm plasIllav'andformulated a variational expression, for 
the aperture admitt.anGe'following the method of Levine 'and 
Papaso, This analysis was 'primarily concerned wi ththe 
radiation and admittance effects in the plasma regiono 
However p as with the results obtained by Samaddar~ admittance 
expressions for thelimitingcase o when the ,antenna radiates 
directly into f.l;'ee' space rare, implici,t in the general expresS- .. 
ions, 
118 Ling' etd a10 developed a general methodJor caldulating 
th~ far-field radiation patterns of arbitra~y, soalar, apert~r~ 
field distributions' for, va,rious, shaped aperture' antennasg 
inclu<;J.ing coaxia,l~ The net radic;l;tiQn' pattern of the aperture 
antenna, was found byrepr~senting the aperture field 
distribution asa set of characteristic solutions to the 
scalar Helmholtz equatiqn o and applying the well known 
bidimensional Fourier tr.;ins fOrm rE;.:lati,ng th,e 'apertuxe and 
f f ' Id d' t 'b t" 41 S' 'h h d d d' ar-1.8 ' , " 1.S r1 U ,lons 0 1neet e met.o spen s upon a 
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complete knowledge cofthe aperture field representation v 
which c~n be derived only from a known aperture illumination 
function v the,roe<thod is better sui ted to. the antenna 
synthesis'problem than the analysis prol:;>lem p The'TEl1 and 
TE12 modal radiation patterns fbranunflanged coaxial 
119 
antenna.were calculated by~cheffer pusi~g the aperture 
f ' Id th d f' S'l 93 ~e .. ' me .. 0 o. ~ ver . 0 Fora moderately large sizeq 
aperture (two-and':"a ... half wavelengths . diameter) Q<theagreement 
obtained between the calculatedapd'meas·ured field patterns 
of these· two modes was good in. directions close. to the ma,in 
beam axis but deteriorated for directions off":'"'axis~ as a 
120 
result ,of the errors inherent. in the aperture field method. • 
Recent applicat~ons of coaxial antennas include .that,of 
Jamieson and Bates1211' who designed a coaxial antenna capable 
of ·transmi tting an.d receiving' a.r.pitrarily polari z.ed sj;;gng.lp,o' 
A feature of th:is design r whJ.ch was based upon an e~perimental , 
study.at .L~band., was . the use of bothTEM and TEll .modal. fields 
to achieve th;e desired.polg.rizq.tion diversification. Koch 
and Scheffer122 adapted a four ring' coaxial antenna as<a 
'.
feed radiator for parabolic' reflector antennas.' Each 
coaxial region between pairs.· of conductors wasexci t.ed in the 
TEll mqqe' and the phases of eacl'l. region adjm:;ted so that the 
total aperture distribution generated the'optimum spherical 
sector shaped radiation pattern. Experimental, results on the 
matching of elect.ric fieldexc:i·tation probes for a coaxial 
cavity radiator illuminati~g a'parai::lolic antenna have been 
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presented by Malowicki123 o For this application, ,the high 
power handling requi:t"ements of t.he ra,diator restrictecithe. 
shapes .of the probes 0 The input VSWR and QEmdwidth behaviour 
were shown. to be strongly dependen·t upon the probe shapeo 
To sumrna:;ci:ie v theoretical.studies of coaxial antennas 
usually have dealt with simple structures supporting-a single 
propagating mode v whereas practical antennasuand in particular 
the -triple~polarized coaxial' antenna u may involve electriQally 
short~ mul ti-::mo de structures 0 Therefore~the techniques, 
reviewed above will be.useful onlyas:a ba:sJ,sfor the design 
of,a practical antenna~ The- optimum, antenna design, defined 
with respect to the fulfill~ent of the design specification, 
has in general to be deri ved.experimentally. 
5" 3 Coaxi al. waveguide ·mod8's '.' of propagation 0 
The solution to thehomogeheous bounda:ry""value proplem 
of determining the' field configurat·iqns characteristicofa 
coa.xial waveguide r is found. by solving }1aX>'[e, 1 1 ij s eqqations 
subjeyt to. the appropriate boundary conditions existing at the 
waveguidewaJ.,ls 0 Assuming. that. the. guide' walls are perfect 
conductors rand that the. dielectr.iq within the. guide_ is 
homogeneO\lSp isotxopic 17 and source";'; free ~.of permeab,ili ty c ].l, 
ano. dielectric constant. 8iJ then the differential fo;rm of 
Maxwell Us equations in a source free region.are 
1/ X H _., Ju:sJio 
~o 
V x E := = j IJl !lH Q (501) 
V 0 E = 17 0 H "" 0 0 
= 
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where time· variations of· the form e j wt are' understood. 
Introduce a cylindrical polar. coordinate· system. (r ,Y ,~) such' 
that the axis of· the guide is parallel to the z-axis as 
shown -in FigureS ~ 10 Since the. guide is. homogeneous in the 
z-direction, the z-dependence·of all field components is.of 
the form e +yz,. where the upper sign corresponds to propagation 
in the pos i thre . z-direction v and the lower sign corresponqs·· 
to propagation in the negative z-direction g _ and y .. is the. 
, 
propagationconstant~. Fromt)1e cylindrical components 
of (5.1) g the tr·ansyerse field components E
r
, E1j!' Hrf and H1Ji 
can be expressed solely .:in terms· of, .the two· iongi tudinal 
fiel<;i components E
z 
and H
z
l24
0 Further substitution in (Sol) 
yieldsthes6alarwave eqtlatiqn in cylindrical c90rdinates~ 
a.2u +..J}~ + a2T) + .2.£. + .k2U· = 
ar2 r 2a1j!2 az 2 raJ; 
o . , (5.2) 
where U is eitherE
z 
or Hz. . Since the transverse compo~ents ' 
are entirely derivable from E
z
. an.d Hzv two sets of independent 
solutions. of (5.1) arepossible~ transverse-el~ctric (TE) 
modes derived from Hz with E
z 
zerog,anq transv:erse magnet.:j,.c 
(TM) modes derived from Ez with Hz zero. In addition, there is 
a solution corl;.esponding to the case when both E
z 
al),.d Hz 
are zero. r.rhis is the tran.sverseelectrornagnetic (TEM) mode. 
Hence, a wave representing the general soluti.on of Maxwell's 
equations· in a coaxial guidegis a line.arcombination of. all 
three .. fundamen tal mode categories 9 
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5.31 TEM mode 
The TEM mode which is the principal or lowest oJ<de;rmode . 
in cpa~i~i~,waveguide,hasboth electric a~d magnet~cfields 
entirely transverse to the direction of propagation, and is 
analogous to a' plane wave' in the unbounded medium o It can be 
125 
shown, t.hat. the non-zero field components Erand H1jJ 
are axially symmetric and are gi vemby, 
E 
r 
K -yz 
r e u (5.3) 
whereK isa constant fora particular waveguide. TheTEM 
mode propagates without attenuation for all freqlJencies 
(dielectric assumed perfect and lossless) "with a propagation 
, 
cons.tant equal to ,the wave number in the unbounded medium. 
Unlike, all other waveguide modes" therefore g the, TEM mode, 
does nothave~a cuto!f frequency~ 
5.32 TE and TM modes. 
The field vecto+:s'for all the h~gher order modes are 
found by imposing the boundary conditions 'appropriate for the 
, 
TE or TM set of modes., to the characteristic soluti,on~ of 
(5.2). By the method of separation of variablesQ these 
solutions are found to be of the general form 
whe~eJm (hr) and Y
m 
(hr). are the mth brder Bessel and 
Nel:lmann fu.nctions ~.respectivelYe A and B are model 
coefficients,· and h is defined by 
where k is the wave J;1urn1::ler in the unbounded. medium. 
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(5.5) 
rl'heboundary conditions. require. tangential electric 
field components to be zero. on the, guide wa'lls. For theTE 
modes/this· condition is. equivalent to thetran~cendental' 
equation 
B 
-1\' (5.6) . 
where the prime on the functions denbtEl.s diffe;renti~"t;ioI) 
with. respect to the argument, hi corresponds. to' the ntl1 root 
, n 
of the equa ti on r apd a apc;;1 b a):'e de fined ih F.~gure 5. 1-
Similarly, for TM modes c the boundarycondi tions ·reduce to 
B' J m (hna) 
it = Y (h. a) m n 
The denumera.bly,. infini tesets of values -of h v . and ,h 
n ";n 
(5.'7) 
satisfying (5.6) and (5.'7) u respectively, correSipond to the.,' 
denumerablyinfini te' sets of TE andTM,modes r'and furtherIllot'e'l. 
it ,can be shown124 that the fi.eldcompo;nentsofthe. general 
modes;. denoted by TEmn ,and TM~p ". which aremernbers of these· 
sets; can be derived from 
h ij 2 -y z 
H '. n. rnn [A (h'ij, B (hi ),] ',I. Z - jwtJ e· '.' J m · nrt +, YiTi. n r CDsm'f 
(5.8) 
for TEmn mqdes, and from. 
h 2. -Y z' 
E n mn·· - ....--- e 
z· JUlE 
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, [A; Jm(hnr) + BYm(h.rir ) laQsmljJ 
(509) 
for. TMmn modes~. The moda!", propagat.ion aons;tant"Y
rdn is, 
defined by ,(505) q and the autoffwaveJ,.engthis, A~n =,21T/hv 
with h given by-the roots of (5.6) or' (507). 
5.4 ,Coaxialaptenna- three d'j.polecbmparis'on~ 
An array element.consisti~g ofthreecoinaident\mutuCJ;lly 
perpe~dicUlar:dipoles·moUi1.t~d abQve.a\groundp1~ne is electri9 .... 
ally similar to' the three'mode coaxial: antenna. :Bot.h radiators' 
are capable.of radiating in. all spatial directions, and, being 
t:ripl~ ... polarized,a1so satisfy the; pOlaJ:'i z~tion. requirements 
of tnearray 0 However the dipole .riadi~tor:has particular. 
inherentdi,saclvantages when compared to the coaxial antenna, 
, . ' 
qui t~. apar.t from its obvious (lack, 0 f .mech,anical ,ruggedness. 
In thei'dea1 radiatorfthe '. thr~e' ¢i~pb1es which are 
, j .; I 
oll'thogona1 in space have coincident feed points, and'because 
of the symmetry of this conflguration·no,mutui3,;!.,co1,l.p1ing 
b h 1 126, '. . occurs, etweeh t ~threeeementS; • Howev~r~;1npract1ce~ 
the structure supp0rting·tPe ra,diator alJove, the gl:'oundp1ane p 
al,).dthe transmission 1inesconnectipg each dipo:!-e, to· the trans"" 
mi tter/t;:eceiver, .. intr,oduce . asymmetries into the radiator .. 
geometry". The. fields radiated by .the, dipole,S i l1(luce current.s 
inthese.structures·which in turn.radiate p coupie with the· 
. . 
dipoles.,ano.. consequently modi'fy . the radiation pattern and 
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impedance .rnatchof the r:-adiator 0 This coupling is dependent 
upon the mode of operation of the ra'diator u determined by 
the relative strengths of the signals fed to "the three dipoles 0 
Furt.hermore g if the ground plane is not flat g for example 
when the radiator is mounted on a vehicle or aircraft, 
then the mutual coupling between tne dipoles is·likely to 
be increased g because of multiple scattering effectso With 
the coaxial antenna o on the other hand p orthogonality condit~ 
. f h 'd- d 127 h 1 I' lons or t ewavegUJ. e. mo es ' ensure t at ml.ltua _ coup 1.ng 
between the three modes in the antenna is very lOWe Alsop. 
coupling effects due to the interaction of the physical· 
structure of the feed circuitry with the radiation field are 
eliminated in the coaxial antenna ?since the _ circuitry and all 
connections to the antenna are shielded from the field 
by the ground _planee 
The effect of the ground plane upon the pe{formance of 
the dipole radiator can be evaluated by replacirg·the ground 
plane with the image of-the radiatoro BeGause of mutual 
coupling effects between the radiator~image pair 0 the driving. 
point impedance of the-radiator differs from the expected 
free space value of the self impedance of; the radiatoro 
These mutllal coupling effects p which are in addition to the 
coupling effects discussed above p are functions of the radiator= 
image spacingb HerCeg the driving point impedance, which is 
the combination of'bhe self impedance and themutual-· impedance 
between the radiator and its image"varies with the mounting 
height12S o Simple array theory predicts that the net radiation 
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pattern and gain functions of the radiator,...image pair ,are 
dependent upon the mount,ing height r but formollnting heights 
less tb,.6J,n or equal ,to a quarter of -the op~rating wavelengthI' 
thel39 . properties ',remain substantially constant129 o 
Furthermore q in the array applicatio:n Q mutual coupling 
effects betwee.n the radiators cause' the. a:rray driving 
impedance to vary with scan angle a and it has been shown129 
for dipole arraysuthat for each value of array spacing p 
there is a cor:t.esponding optimum mounting he~.ght:atwhich 
the maximum i~pedance mismc;ttchincul:"red during scanning 
is minimaL The optimum radiator 1T\0unti:ng. height fO,r a 
. given application is determined f~om the' impedance and' 
radiation charac.teristics of ,the radiator when isolated 
and' when incorporated in tl1e array environment 
In comparison u there are no sim~lar.ground""plarie-:::induced 
, 
mutual cbuplingeffects to be considered in the operation 
of the flushmou,nted coaxial' antenna;, W;hen this antenna 
is in an arr'ay configuration, it will neve:r:thelesse.xhibi t 
impedance variations with scan ap,yleit because of'~e mutllal 
cQupli-ng' between the individual ,.elements in the '.' arrayo 
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601 Introduction. 
pattern of a coaxial waveguide ,antenna 
supporting the TKft1 mode a~one 1/ can be calculated· approximately 
by applying . the equi.valence.principle method of schelkunoffl06 o 
This :nathod :;celies upon the assumption tha,t "the far-field 
form of the Green 'J sfunction can be represented by only the 
first ,two te:tms .in its power series expansion f ,which is valid' 
ei ther fmc propagation directions close to .the axis of.' the 
guide~ or if the guide radius is small compared with the, 
wa.velength. Furthermore, the radiati:ori patte:r:ns of coaxial 
antennassupporti l1g higher order. modes ,can not·be·calculated· 
by. tl\is tSQhnique •. A mO;r'e accurate estimation of .the TE;M modal 
radiation ,field was shown to be. possible by using the electric 
and mc::tgnetic vector potentials ~ethod~lS 0 • Thefi~ld pa.ttern 
calculated for the TEM mode. is valid for' all propagation, 
dir'ection,s and is not restricted to any.par.ticular· rarlge of 
guide dimensionsd Higher order modal radiation patterns can 
also be calculated by this method u whichis'rigor:ous,provided 
t.he antenna is flush mounted in an . infini te, perfeCt.:l.y conduct:-
ing ~ ground planeo The. approximate solution for theradiatiori. 
from an isolated C'oa~,ial antenna without a. ground plane can 
be found119 by applying Silverus aperture field method93 o 
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The approximation.results·from.theas8umption that-all 
tangential components of the.electricand magnetic fields 
in the aperture plane are zero outside the aperture itself Q 
Consequentlyp the c<;llculated solution is most accurate 
when the radiation is concentrated.close to the direction 
of the guide axis p a' characteristic of an antenna with a· 
la.rge aperture 0 The aperture field method solution is 
not. rigorous p and may be considered as a compromise between 
tl1esolutions obtained when the antenna is flush mounted 
in a perfect electric. ground plane ttan.gential electric 
field components zero) Q .andwhenflush mounted,ih a perfect 
magnetic ground plane (tange.ntial magnetic field components 
120 
zero) 0 
The radiation pattE!,.rns.for each mQde of the coaxial 
antenna can be calculated, exactly by app;I.ying the far-field 
form of the vector potential method discussed in Section 2 0 20 
To recapitulate Ii theequivaJ.ence principleaI1d the ,boundary " 
condi tions existing over the aperture plane v show that the ". 
tota.l field from the antenna may be. specified completely_ 
by an. electric vector potential expressed in terms o·f the 
tangent~ial elec·tric;:·field in the.aperture" By subst~.tuting 
for each modal aperture field and applyi~gthe usual far~ 
field approximations g' the far~field form of the electric 
vector potential, and hence the electric and mag,netic ' 
fields can-.be determineqo In essence g .the method ext~nds· 
Schelkunoff's technique .to all flush mounted aperture 
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a.ntennas l1 equalling the rigour and range of validity of the 
previous ly tmtlined electric and' magnetic vector poteptials 
methocL A significant advantage over the latter method is 
that inst,e,aq of potentials of both type.s f only a single 
vector potential is required tu determine ,t.he. fields 
uniquelyo 
The radiati.on patterns corresponding to'tn.e dominant' 
modes in the ,coaxial antenna will be. ca.lculated from a 
single e.lect:ric vector potentiaL It will be shown that 
these modal patterns represent the radiation patterns 
of ,the ,ant.enna to a first: approxima·tion onlyo The complete 
radiation patterns can be determined' by applying the, 
NoFoTo introduced in Chapter 2g and the formulation of this 
technique for the, coaxial antenna will be presentedo 
Modifications to the radiation patterp.s caused by alter.i.flg 
the antenna mounting will also be describedo 
6_~ 2Far~field modal' radiationpatte'r'ns 0 
6 0 21Far~field v~ctor potential 'r'adiation f'orffiula o 
Following ,the notatJ,on of Chapter 2 an electric vedtor 
potent.:ial F is int~oducedwith rectangular components 
F and F satisfying the scalar Helw.holtz equation 0 , From x y '. 
Appendix II Fx and Fy are defined for the coaxial antenna as 
2 3 
[" fa -jkR 1 1 Ey (r i !PoQ) e rdrd !p, 'IT R 
b 
21T fa 
1 -jkR 
and Fy Ex(ro!PoO) e' rdrdWy R (6'02) 
0 b 
\.;here the source and observational coordinates are defi;ned 
in Figure 5010 
x and 
EX(r,woO) and Ey(rvtJigO) g respectively, are the 
components of the aperture fields correspond-
ing to the modes in the antennaD 
In the.far-field the GreenQs function assumes the 
limiting form 
e 
-jkR 
= 
where cosy = 
.-jk (p-rcosy) 
e 
---p 
sin8cos(tll-!P), (6.4) 
as in Figure 501. By substituting (603) into (601) and (6o 2,) , 
transfo:r;ming rectangular components ofF into spherical 
components and applying the vectorrelation130 
E = v X ~I 
the far-field, spherical components of the electri,c' field for 
each modal aperture field are determined, Only terms that vary 
_1 
as P need to considered in (6.5) Q and hence g 
'k -jkp 
Ee ;;; ~ 21TP 
an.d 
-'k E = _ jkcos8e J P 
IjJ 27TP 
2rr fa 
o 
. [-:Ey (r i1 ~ u 0) qos ~ 
b 
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(6.6) 
(607) 
The rn~gnetic field components can be found in asirnilar mannero 
. 6.22 Modal radiation patterns. 
(a) ·TEM mode. 
From section 503 the sole ta~gential component .of the 
aperture electric;: field-for the TEM mode is 
(6.8) 
Substituting rectangular components of (6.8) and (6.7), using 
th . 131 e ex.panslon 
jkrsin 6cos(IjJ-1jJ) 
e.· . = 
00 
L; Em jm J
m 
(krs,iri.6)cosm.(ljJ-ijJ) ,. 
m=O (60 Q) 
where Em i~ the Neumann f~ctor,and the integration formula 
(6010 ) 
th~ far-field electric components are found to be 
-J'kp· 
e' psinB [Jo (kasip8) -Jo (kbsin8)], 
and 
E~, :::;0. 
Due to the symmetry of the TEM mode apertuxe field no 
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(6.11) 
radiation can occur in the direction 8= 0 0 , S.ince for' small 
values of 8 ·theascending~eries form of the Bessel functi,onJ32 
shows that 
ztb2. '-a·2 ). 2 8 J
o
(kasin8), - J (kbsin8) ;:;;. k- 4 - sJ-n /I-
o· , 
(6 0 13) 
, 
i . , 
the limi ti¥g value of (6.11) as B +0 is zero" . Hence'~ to 
a ;first· approximation /I \ the TEM· modal radiation pat~e:r:n 
varies-as sin8 and'is analogous,to the radiation pattern of 
, , ' . 
a vertica~ monopole. Tl1E¥ pattern. given by (6.11) is normalized 
.\ 
.. 
and -plotted in Figure 6'01. 
i 
(b) TE 1 1 mode 
Consider the TE 11 mode, to be' exci ted such· that its 
.-
aperture' field is polariz~d prec1on\~nantlyinthe l. direction" 
From Section,S. 3 tHe tangential oomppnents of the aperture· 
electric field of. this mode a~e 
As above p substitut.ing the rectangula:r components of (6014) 
into (6.6) and (607) v using (609) and the Lommel integration 
133 formulae ~ the far~field electric field components are found 
to be 
and 
where 
The aperture electric field of the TEll mode is 
I 
syrnrnetrical about the plane defined by ~ == n/2; whioh is 
therefore designated as the E-plane.for this mode 0 Similarlyv 
the ~ = 0 plane is the H-plane 0 Upon subs ti tuting these values 
of ~ into the above expressions, it follows that (6.15) 
and (6,16) are p respectivelY9 the E-plane a~d H-plane TEll modal 
radiation patterns. The TEll mode radiates in a similar 
manner to a horizontal dipole oriented in the same direction 
and mounted above a perfect ground planeo Normalized field 
. . 
patterns corresponding to (6.15) and (6016) are plotted 
in Figure 6,10 
The modal radiation pattern for the TEll mode oriented 
in the x direction is the same as that" for the y direction 
oriented mode v .except that the E~plane is the ~ = 0 plane 8 
and the H-plane is the ¢ """ n/2 plane"· 
603 CO'axial antenna radiation patterns 0 
The modal radiation patterns discussed above represent 
the complete radiation patterns of the coaxial antenna to a. 
first approximation onlyo As discussed in Chapter 4 g the edge 
conditions at the aperture rim require a denumerable infinity 
of higher order modes to be present at the discontinuityu 
in addition to the dominant modeso Consequently~the aperture 
fields of the dominant modes alone are insufficient to 
represent accurately the actual aperture field of the coaxial 
antenna. 
6031 Aperture higher order mode~o , 
The necessary infinite set of higher order modes must 
include u in .general 0 all· TEmn and TMmn modes 0 But in. the 
coaxial antenna g because of the symmetry of the aperture? 
the excited higher order modes will have. the' same. azimuthal 
orientation and dependence as the dominant modes. The circul-
arly symmetric TEM mode exci te.s only those modes that 
are fully· symmetrica~ and independent of azimuthal variations 0 
I 
From Section 503 the only modes fitting such a description 
'" 
are the TMon modes. The TEll mode oriented in the y 
direction excites higher order modes of the form TEln and 
~ i. 
TMln oriented in the y direction o Similarlyp the ~ direction 
oriented TE 11 mode excites TErn and T~ n modes oriented 
in the x directiono 
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The complete aperture field of the coaXial. antenna 
can be represented v . therefore q as; the, field.s of ,the dqminant· 
TE~ and.TE 11 modes plus the fi,elds of. the denumerably 
inf1ni te. set of ™O n f TM1n., and TEln mooeS o. All modes 
are both reflected backintQ the antenna anq transmitted 
acrQss tl1e'apertureplane intospace q so that theradiatton 
pattern' of. the antenna and its. apertUl;e admittance ,differ 
from the values' caJ.culated: on the assumption tpat the· 
coaxial waveguide ' supports, only. the dominant modes;, , 
I 
Since anacburateanalytic:solutionfor a,prci:cticaJ, 
coaxial aperture. antenna design is impraqtical ras discussed 
in Chapter~5r;the aperture field di~tribution, as r~presented 
'by:the set,o£ waveguide'modal functionsqcan not he 
determined,analytiqallY,unless a pri@ri' knowledge of the 
radiation field exist::; , such as, inthean'tenna:synthesis . 
problem o A complete description of the ra.dia:t;ion, from the 
coaxial antenna requires eitller far":'f~eld\measurement of the 
radiation ,pattern. .or'the: inf~rri:pg'ofthis patt~rn·from 
measurements.performed at or- near,to the,antel1nao Far-field 
pattern measurements and direct sampling oftre . aperture 
f~eldiare difficult.to achieve accurately for such a wide 
beam antenna u due to the reasons . stated in ,Chapters 2 and 40 
But by representing tl:1,e . fields as' a set of ,spher-ica],. 
vector modes ~ ,performing limite,d fieJd meetsuremep ts, in ,the 
near field of the cO.axJ,.al ant;ennagand applyi:ng the ,N 0 F 0 To . 
in Chapter 2 v _ the .-completeradiation. patt;ern: can be. 
de te,rtnined • 
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From .the- vector potential, expressions for the electric 
field co~ponents of the modal racHation patte+I'ls an"d' the, 
dependence 9fthe azimutha+ variations of -,the highel;" order 
modes' in the , aperture ,up oIl the forms· of the dominant modesu 
the electric field radiated can be considered in two parts 0 
The f~rst· varies as' sin!/> or- cos!/> Q' and the 'secorid,-is' 
constant wi 1;:hthe. aziluuthalcoordinateo Tpus u theE e 
and Ep. field componentseachhaye -terms proportional 1:;Q sinp 
and f:tlrther·ter;ms independent of cp u ' where,asthe 'E cp fie+d 
component has terms propot'tional t9 cbs.!/>Jn addi ti<:m 
to. thetE3rms independent of· cp ~' A Similar setaf: condition.s ' 
applies ,for the >magnetic field coroponentsjl' where. He .• ' an¢! 
Hphav:ethe same azimuthal depende;nceasE ~Qand H~ hal? 
the same' azimuthal del?endence " asE eaIldE p ~ Together 
with. the forms ,··of theve'ctor mpdesand the . application of 
, 
the app,ropriate boundary' condi,tions exi~ting· OJ:], the ground 
plane,.these azimuthal variations of theLfiel<i C0rnponents 
show that the fieldS .', radiated by the coaxial. antenna, can 
be represented fully by 
!(p,8 u p) = 
\ 
00 
(6.],8) 
00 
and !! (p 9 e g ~) ok \' = ~. L w~ 
n""'l 
+ b 2 = 1m 0 2 -, 1 (p ~ 8 " ¢ ) + b 2' ~o 1 2 (p pep ¢ ) ]p n -€ Q gn . n 'g g n , 
where the form of the vecta,r modes are given in Appel1dix I g' 
and the subscripts 0 and e denote odd or even· functi(:ms of ~ p 
respectivelyo From (6018) and (6.19) the non~vanishing 
field components on the ground plane in the near field are 
00 
~-, 1 (2) 
E e =' I ,'sin~ {·-aZh-lP 2n~1 (O)h 2n,..1 (kp) 
n=lL 
b 2n . ( 2 ) ,[ . ( 2 ) ( 2 ) ] 
+ 2 (4n+l) [2,n(Zn+l)P 2n (0) ~P2n (0) ] (2n+l)h 2n_ l (kp) -2nh2n+l (kp)} 
,k H =.-.;.;;;. ¢ 001-1 
and 
( 2 ) 
'k ~, " 1 1 h2n~1 (kp) 
H = ~ L [a2 lCOS~ 2n (2rr,d P 2 1 (0) ~~k=p~-P 001-1 n- , n-
n=l 
(6022) 
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Following the No F 0 To '. procedure the modal amp Ii tudes and hence 
the complete. radiation pattern can be determined from measure-
ments performed on the tangential magnetic: field components 
on the. ground planeD 
An inspection of (6021) and (6022) shows that .the two 
azimuthal modes included .in the field representation (m=O 
and 1)· a.re associated wi th different orthogonal radial mo(jes Q. 
Hence~ it is not necessary to separate ·the,azimuthal·modes by 
performingmeasurernents of each component in both the 
~ = 0 and 1T /2 direct.ions 0 The a2n~1, and a 2n can be deduced 
with respect to a l from H component field.measurements . p 
in the. ~:= 0 direction p and the b 2n- l and b Zn can~ be deduced 
with respect to a l fromH~ componeht field measurements ih 
the ¢= 'IT/2 directiono Further from (6.21) and (6~22)v in the 
direct,ions ¢ = n/2 for H¢ component and ¢= 0 for Hp component 
all the radial modes are included in the field representations, 
whereas in the directions ~ = a for H ¢ component Q and¢ == 7T /2 
for H component v only even index radial modes are includeda· p 
An appl.l,cation of .,the recurrence relat;i.ons .for the radial 
modes 134 to the elements of the matrices formed from the 
field representations (as occurs in the NFT) p shows that when 
all radial modes are includedgmatrix elements in adjacen't 
columns only differ by a factor l/kpv where p is the radius' 
to the field point corresponding to the row of the matrixo 
. I 
\ -
When only the even index modes are present p adjacent elements 
differ by a factor 1/(kp)2. Thus, the latter matrix will be 
better conditioned numerically than the former ,for the same 
matrix order o 
The sets of a 2n and b 2n- l modal'amplitudes can be 
determined with the maximum numerical accuracy from H 
p 
measurements in the ¢=rr/2 direct,ion and H.p measurements 
in th~¢= 0 directi,on il respectively a But since the NF'Trelies 
on relative field meas uremen t,S i/thetwo seteof magnetic 
field measurements must be normalized with respect to the 
same reference measurement for the b2n~1 to be determined. 
in proper rela.tion to the a2no The remaining sets of 
a2n~1 and b 2n modal amplitudes are found subsequently from 
H component measurements in the ¢:= 0 direction' and H p p 
component measurements in the ¢= 'IT/2 direction v respectivelyo 
By separating the. terms corresponding to the known modal 
amplitudes. from those of the unknown modal amplitudes,i/the 
matrices to be inverted numerically in the solution for the. 
a2n- 1 and b 2n consist of the odd index radial modes onlyo 
Consequent1Yil these matrices will be as.well cqnditioned 
numerically as the even mode matrices discussed above 0 
To summarize iI the determination of N complex mo.dal 
amplitudes in the vector mode fie.ldrepresenta.tions (6 0 18) 
and .(6019) requires N total. field measurements of the 
magnitude and phase of the H¢ and Bp field components on the 
ground plane 0 Performing measurements. of H~in the <Ii"'" 'IT /2 
direction and H in .the ~::oi 0 direction enable,s. all N modal p 
amplitudes to be determined from· the numerical solution of two 
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matrix equations of order N/2. Th~ numerical accuracy of 
this solution can be improved by measuring both. field 
components in both ¢ directions 0 a technique which requires 
the numerical solu·tion of four mat:r:ixequations of order N/4 0 
This method also reduces the totaJ computat.ionaltime 
and effortgas the number of numerical operations involved 
in the inversio!l. of a mab::ix of order m is proportional 
to m3 0 Moreover if since each field point. is used twice p 
once for each field component" only half the number of actual 
field points required in the first method are necessary 
to deterrnine the same number of modal amplitudes 0 
6 33 Effects of order modes 0 
By choosing the coaxial antenna waveguide dimensions 
so that only the dominant TEM and TE II modes propagate 
freely and without att.enuation F all the higher order modes 
excited in the aperture are evanescent. Apart from the domin-
ant modes the lowest order modes present :in the aperture 
are the TM.o 1 ~ TMll 0 and TE 12 modes 0 Comparing the c'Utoff 
wavelengths of t.hese modes with tha't of the TEn mode shows 
that .even these three modes are well into the cutoff region6 
H~nce~ all the excited higher order modes are strongly 
evanescent o The modes contribute gin pa:rticular if to the 
reactive field surrounding the aperture of the antenna, so that 
their effects on the radiation p3.tt:,ern are limi tedo BeCi?use 
of· the similarity between the modal radiation patterns. 
of the TE 11 mode in the coaxial antenna and the TE 11 mode 
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ini the cylindricalwa'treguide {j aperture antenna (see 'Chaptel;' 4) 1/ " 
an indication. of the actual performance of the former. can. be· 
gained ,from acomparsion with the radi(ition p~tternofithe 
latter 17' as derived by applying the NoFoTo , It·is apparE}ntv 
therefore o· that of -: all' tq.ehigherorder mode,S excited. by. 
the TEn mode p the TE I Land ,TMn mo4es alone wi.ll account for: 
almost· all of the di fferenc~s :between, the act.ual radiation 
pattern of the coaxialanten,na fed in tr.e TKn.mode.g .. and. the, 
TE],l .. modal raqiatj,ori pattern. plotted in Figure 6 0 10 Similarlyu 
the differer'lges. between the actual radiation. patt~xn· of the 
coaxial antenna fed in the , TEM mode.p·, an<;l the . TEM ·modal. 
radiation pattern plotted in Figure 6 0 1 g ,will be caused almost, 
entir:e;Ly by the. TMo 1. mode o By virtue qf:this similat.ityp, 
it/is ,anticipated that· the radi,.atiolJ, pattet'ns.ofa,practical, 
.. 
coaxial antenna of, comparableperforrnance to the circular 
antenna di·sc1.lssed in Chapter 4 p. are likely to be :o.f the: forms 
shown in Figure. 6~2o 
Inside th.,ewaveguide section; of :the antenna u ,tqeexcited 
higher· order modes are, . confined to .the immediate vi.cinity 
of· the apsl?tu;reo The modes il. bei;t1,g' strongly .evanesqent Q • 
have large attenuation con~tant~so that"penet~ation of 
refl~cted modes :back into t,he waveg·uide region .is limi.t.edo 
HeIl,ceothe. ,most. significcmt· effect of .. the higl\er order,apert-
ure . modes is on the aperture admi t·tance .. of the. an.rennp-o 
The extent '. of this effect is di;fficult to estimate theoretically iI 
becaUSe t,here is no def;nit,e knowledge ·of _the t.J:iue aperture 
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fielddistributi on q' and furthermore ~ the geometry of the 
practical. coaxial antenna precludes an accurate theoretical 
analysis. In practice, apertu~e admittance effects must be 
accounted· for· experimental.ly Q . 
6.4 Ground.plane.effectso 
The .l:adiation patterns of the flush mounted coq.xial 
.antenna on the ground plane provide only a single electric 
field component Ee y due to the TEM .mode. In most a~plications ~ .. 
this ,singJ,.e field polarization will be sufficient Q since for 
propagation directions close to the ground plane'q only 
vertical polarized fields can prop~gateo However Q in certain 
circumstances, notably when the. antenna is elevated above tQ.e 
ground plane, ·or when the ground plane is imperfect permitting' 
tallgentialelectric field components to exist across its 
surface J horizontally polarizeds~gnals may be present for 
these propagation directions 0 To. transmi t. or recei v~ such 
signals, the coaxial antenna must be modified o Bymounting 
the antenna .above the ground plane D .as sh9wn in Figure 603 9 
ra9-iationwill continue into the . shadow regions bel(Jwth.e 
aperture plane'in the same mCinner. as for dipole .antennas 
. . 135 136 
mounted above a ground plane ~ 0 Raising .the an te'nna 
also' alters its impedance Q and. the optimum height must be found~ 
experimentally. 
The modal radiation patterns calcul'ated for the flush 
mounted antenna are not va~id representations for the radiation 
fr0m the raised an:tennao The vector potential method used 
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in these calculations was based upon the boundary condition 
that tangential electric field components in the aperture 
plane were zero outside the aperture of the antenna. 
This condition does not apply to the raised antenna. 
It has been shown that the radiation patterns of aperture 
antennas not mounted in ground planes f and whose aperture 
dimensions are greater than a wavelength p can be predicted 
with reasonable accuracy by the approximate method of 
Silver, even for the shadow regions beyond the aperture 
1 94,119 pane 0 Although this method is inconsistent, in that 
the far-field expressions when evaluated in the aperture 
plane do not reduce to the initially assumed boundary condit-
ions (that is, all tangential field components are zero 
in the aperture plane outside the aperture itself) p it gives 
a more accurate estimation of the modal radiation patterns 
for the raised antenna than does the vector potential method. 
However, full scale pattern measurements are necessary 
to specify the complete radiation patterns of the raised 
antenna. 
6.5 Conclusion. 
The usefulness of the coaxial antenna depends upon 
its ability to radiate at least two independent linear 
polarizations transverse to each direction of propagation. 
From the modal radiation patterns of the TEM and TEll modeS g 
it is apparent that by utilizing these modes the coaxial 
antenna fulfils the polarization reguirement c with the proviso 
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noted in Section 6.4. The aperture higher order modes modi fy 
the shape of each modal radiation pattern but do not introduce 
any cross-polarization terms into the radiated field, since 
they have the same azimuthal dependence as the corresponding 
dominant mode. Hence, the control of the far-field 
polarization states of the actual antenna can be described in 
terms of the control exercised over the three dominant 
modes. 
Although the radiation from the coaxial antenna can be 
specified completely by applying the N.F.T. discussed in 
Chapter 2, it is possible to estimate the radiation pattern 
by comparing this antenna wi th the cylindri cal waveguide, 
aperture antenna. Extending the results of Chapter 4, the 
higher order modes present in the coaxial aperture having 
the most significant effect upon the antenna radiation 
pat.terns are the TMo 1 mode for the TEM modal pattern and the 
TE 12 and TM 11 modes for the TE 1 1 modal pattern. Since the 
TMO 1 anc;i TEM modal .. radiation patterns are similar, the pattern 
\ 
of the coaxial antenna supporting the TEM mode remains ·of the 
same form, whereas the pattern when the antenna supports the 
TEll mode is similar to that given in Chapter 4. This first 
approximation to the aperture field can also be used in a 
variation formulation to estimate the antenna's aperture 
admittance·. Inpractioe, such a calculation .is of limited 
value, since an actual antenna is likely to be of complicated 
geometry and design details must be acquired experimentally. 
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CHAPTER 7 
~:lstem Design. 
7.1 Introduction. 
The system design was defined in Chapter 5 as that 
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part of the total antenna design specifying the radiation 
and input characteristics of the antenna element together 
with the conditions subsequently imposed upon the associated 
control circuitry. The system consists of the. generator 
or receiver, the antenna, and the inter-connecting feed 
cir.cui try which provides the means of control over the antenna! s 
mode pf operation. For convenience i tis assumed. that the· 
antenna is matched to the feed circuitry, and consequently 
any matching networks required, will be regardeo. as part of 
the element design. This particular division is justified 
since the.antenna input impedance is a function .of the 
antenna design rather than of the circuitry design. Hence, 
the system design falls into two sections, the .far-field 
radia ti.on of the antenna v and the design of thefeed-circt1;i try 
extending from the transmi tter or receiver to .the .input or 
excitation ports ·of the antenna. The design will be de$cribed 
from the perspective of a transmitting sys:tem, but by 
reciprocity it applies equally to a receiving system. 
If the coaxial antenna is to be sui table ·for inclusio;n. 
ina planar array f, the optimally designed sys.tem must satisfy 
the design ·constrain ts outlined in Chapter 5. To comply 
with the maximum power condition p the total input power 
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to the. system must be independent of the mode of 
operation of the antenna. Thisi,s equivalen.t tq requiring 
the, sum of the individua,l powers associated with each mode 
in ,the. an:tenn,a to be 'constant and at th,e same time ,independent 
of which partiqular modes are excited at any, given instan~o 
Thus, provided the input power is independent, of. the feed 
circuit:r:y parameters u the power condition ,will be satisfied. 
In an array applicationti t.he cost per element is largely 
determined ,by ,the complexity. of the ·feedcircui try., If the 
array contains, many elements p it is essenti,al tnat .tllefeed 
cireui try be as simple as the desired. a:r:r,ay performance; wil~ 
permi to The simplicity of the antenna excitation aff\ects 
the 'circ1.J.it.ry design as. well, as the elementdesign Q. and once 
again it is important p from a cost point of view,., ito operate 
wi th the simplest possible exei tation configuration. Fin.ally., 
the polarizat;i..on diversity condition Q ,defined as thecapab,il:l1::iY' 
of radiating at least :two orthpgonaJ,. linear polal;:'izations 
transveJ::se to any dir-ection of. propagation, should be 
satisfied. This is not as. general :a capability, as, .being able 
to radi.ate any polari2;ation. state in any direction ,.but it 
is as useful in practice. Given signals in any two 
orthQgonal polarizatiQns p,i t is always possible to.. compute 
the signals which would have 'been ·transrititted in any other 
1 ' t' t t 105 ,. po a~~za 10n s a.e, • 
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T.he ,polarization structure of the coaxial antenna: 
will-' be discussed in relation to thefielqsofthe domina.nt 
modes ..It will be shown that .~n the. design of, the system 
circuitJ:;y. to -control tnese modes v ·the cire,ui try simplicity 
and the .. polarization diversity design constraints can not be 
satisfied simultaneously.. Two compromise system desig·ns 
will be. presentedo In the first· systemQ the emphasis is_ . 
placed on satisfying the former constraint, while 'the second 
system.is designed in accol;dancewith ·the latter cqnstraint. 
The parformance of these systems wil;L beevaluatlSd,with 
speciaL,regard .to thEj control exercised over., the pola:ri,zation 
st~tesradiq.tedby the. antenna" 
7~2 Polarization structure. 
7.21 Pola:ri'z'a:ti'on vect·.ors Q ,· 
" 
The transformatiQn of -Po set of r~ght-handedi cartesian 
coordinate axes thro~gh the Euler angles 13 7 can be, .divided 
into three sub 7'" trans formati ons corresponding to the rot.ati,on 
aqout ,each indi vidual axis 0 Each rotatipn is, described 
bya matrix of the form 
Sina] 
cosa_ . 
(70 l) 
where a ,is the angle of rotation~ Cornbini~g ma,.trices of 
this. forl1l,the. complete transformation of the,s,et of: rectangul-
ar coordinate uni t vectors '(~Q~9,~J through the Eu~er angles 
(¢,e,tjI) to give the set pf unit vectors (,iu!lf,,i),, .is described.· 
by the matrix equation 
i coSljicoS8cos¢-sin~sin¢ cOSljicos8sin¢+sinljicos¢ 
n -s-inljicos8cos¢-cOSljisin¢ -sinljicos8sin¢+cosljicos¢ 
S sin8cos¢ sin8sin¢ 
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-cosljisin8 
sinljisin8 
cosa 
( 7 • 2 ) 
where the first rotation is through ¢ about' the z axis ,the 
x 
-
X 
" 
z 
-
second is through a about the y axis v and the third is through lji 
also abou1:,thez axis, and the positive direction of rotation 
is defined as in the sense of rotation of a right":"'handed screw •. 
, 
WhEm co~pared with the sphericC:il coordinate sys.tem,i tis' 
apparent·th~t the Euler a!lgles' ¢ and a are equivalent to the. 
spherical .. azimuth ·and el.evation angular coo~dinates ~ r~spective ... 
ly. From (7~2) withlji ass.Uined .zero v in a spherical'coordinate 
A " 
system (p,8,¢) ,.t is the e directi,on unit vector, .!l. is the ¢' 
" ' direction unit vector, cl.ndl is thep direction unit.H vector. 
Consider, an arbitrary antenna radiating into space and 
.. 
located at the or~gin, .o. Then, in Figure' 7.1, I: corresponds 
" to a particular direction ,of propagation, and the vectors ~and 
" I correspond' to. ,the directions of two orthogonal, . linear 
pola;rizations ,transverSetotne. direction of'propaqation and 
which. describe the polarization state·of a wave propagating 
" in the I direction.. lfthe antenna is ,to be 'capable of trans ... 
mitt:Lngor receiving any polarizationstatl;!, in any direction, 
I 
then it must be capable 'of radiating tWb li'near polarizat-i.ons 
cOJ;responding, to .the directions off,;, and, n for· all propagation 
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directions. From (7.2) it can be shown that for these 
polarization vector~ to exist for all scan angles (that is 
all values of ~ and 8) D the antenna must radiate three indep-
" " 
endent polarizations parallel to ~D X,.u and!o For example, , 
the fields radiated by three coincident and mutually perpendic-
" .-
ular dipOles oriented in the ~Q X,.u and !. directions u can 
be resolved into two linear polarizations transverse to any 
propagation direction. 
The radiation patterns of the triple polarized coaxial 
antenna analysed in Chapter 6 show that this antenna is also 
capable of radiating the three required qomponent polarization 
vectors 0 Each dominan.t mode exci te13 higqer order. modes in 
the·apertureo' However, since these modes do not introduce 
crossi'polarization terms into the radiation fields as.sociated 
with this ,or any 'other dominant. mode, the far-field polarizat-
, 
ion vectors are completely determined, by. the, input siC]nals 
to each dominant ·mode at the excitation I ports of the antennao 
Proper control of the relative strengths of the three 
dominant modes ensures that any arbitrarily polarized 
signal Cc;in' be .transmi tted or recei vedo 
7.22 Polarization group structure 0 
To establish the ,existence of a groupu certain conditions 
must be. satisfiedl38 0 Rotational transformations about 
coordinate axes o ,as represented by (701) and (7 • .2). D fulfi.l 
these conditions arid form a rotation group f with respect 
to multip~icationu. for all values of the Euler angles u 
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modul0 21T. The angles ~ and 8 specify a particular 
propagation direction I of the. field radiated by the antenna, 
and from the group structure 6f (7.2) with.ljI,assumed zero, 
there.are two and only two transverse, linear pol.arization 
vectors .associated with each i direction. This is because 
with 1/1=0, each value of ~ and 8 in (7.2) uniquely determines 
"-
the l' and !l. directions' as well as the r; direction., 
The polarization state of the total aperture .field 
determines the polarization state of the radiated field •. 
Consider'propagation in the ~ direction v and represent 
the directions of the polarization ,vectors corresponding 
"- '" 
to the apertu.re fields of the two TE 11 modes by !,and ¥..O 
With'ageneral phase shift CI. between these vector-s,the 
transverse polarization vectors in the far-field, ; 'and.!l, 
are as shown in. Figure 7.2, wh~re X in gener,al is a fupction 
of the Euler angies ~ and ljI. The resultant .electric field 
. . 
in thefar-fiSld is 
(7 •. 3) 
and the general loells'of .(7.3) on any plane transverse, to 
the propagation direction p is an 'ellipse of ellipticity 
dependent upon the ratio a~b.' The orientation of t!:le major 
axis with respect to the £,.direction is a function of (h 
For a=b v the limiting polarization states of· (7.3) 
in the· far-field is summarized in Table 7 a L 
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i: 
. ct Po.1ariza, ti.o.n . . s,tate . 
-1f linear 
-1f/2 left~handedcircular 
0 linear 
1f /2 right-harided circular 
f 
i linear 1T I 
Table 701~ ,polarization stat~sfor 8= 'OQ, 
An elliptical polarization state results fox allintermed-
iate a. values and also whe,n tne two component linear 
polariza tioI).s are not .eq.ual in magni tude 0 The polari za tions 
correspond,blg. to -TI <: a<: 0 form. the left~,handedpolarization 
st~.te subgroup u while those correspondi~g to 0< 'ex < 1T 
form the right-:handed polarization state subgroup 0 Th~se 
subgroups are orthogonal, since a member of one is orthogon-
alwith, the equiva.lent member of the other sub-:groupo' For 
example, if .the two TEll modes are~xcited SO that. the, 
antenna radiates· a left':'"handedo' ci'rcularly. polax;ized wave 
in the ~.'direc.tion i' : then' a right"':'hC!.nded u' :cixcularly· 
polarized wave incident upon the antenna from the z. 
direction will not be acceptedo 
The' polarization . stat~ locii' for all scana~,gles can 
be developed in a similar mannero In general, for, ea'ch 
direction of propagation l,; u theli,near. polarizatior):s '. 
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radiated by the antenna· in the·~,Q'x., and z directions 
will be resolved into two equivalent linear polarization 
components' that are transverse to 1;;., The .:t:elative 
strengths of ,these two. components will the,n .define the' polar-
ization-locus corresponding tothepa~tic~l~r direction 
of propagatioJ'l. 
7.3 System circuitry design. 
The polarization versatility condition and. the control 
circui t1;'y complexity specification. (see SectiEmS .1) are two 
of ·the more' restricti vedesign .constraints to be cqnsidered 
in the system des~gn.· It will be .shown that, in fact Q . 
these. are, mutually opposing,. so that acomp:tomise design. 
, " 
will be 'necessary. Two d,esigns will be ,developed~ In the 
first, ,the satisfaction of the circuitryspecifi.cation 
will be emphasised, and in the ,second' the .compromise will 
favour the, design of a system capable of complete polarizat-
ion· state con trol. 
7.31' Simple four-port system. 
Waveguide modes 'of prop~gati.on can be excited conven ... 
iently.by e.ither ,electricprobesmotlnted paxa·llel t.othe, 
electric field of'the mode i or magnetic propes whose. loops 
are,oriented in·planes normal· to the magrietic- field of 
the mode :t39 • The three dominant modes in the ,coaxial· 
antenna are excited .and de,tected' by four such probes, " 
equally spaced around theci:r:cumference' ofa,cross-sec.ti,onal 
plane,of'ttl-e. antenna. The eilectric probes and, the planes 
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of the ·;magnei:ic. loops are oriented radially oA,complete .. 
discussion of .. the particular probe design will be delayed 
until Chapter. 8;' al1-dfoF the present,. it :will su~~fice to' 
reg.ard ,.the input terminalp .of ,the' four 'probes as the 
input or exei tatiori ports of-the' an tenn1;l." 
Iftwosignals'o~ equal magnitude arriving'atdiam~tric­
ally opposed probes from a common feed point, are" in phase 
with each other,· then. the TEM. mode is excite.d, ,and ··convers,.ely. 
if:the signals.are exactly out. of phase;. ,the TE.ll mode. is 
eJ(ci te.d~ ... ,For the reciproca1c6ndiitionof; reoeption., . 
. ' , 
only tl)osesignals at the probes.·.which are in.phase.,w,i1l- be·, 
passed onto thereceiv~rbytne probes ppasedfor 'rEM 
mode excitation~ Similarly ,only· out·· of phas,esig'nals will 
be de,tected by the <recei ver· coupled ... to . the propes phased 
for '1'1311 mode -excitat~on~ To excite the third ,mode, 'a 
v~riaQle phase shi'ft,er is placed' in the; feed ,line. connected'. 
to the .,input. port'o.f one of the ·.two ~robes exoi ting· the 
T~Mmo4e ~' Varying· the phase :shi ft contin:uous,ly between 
ze~o and, 'IT ,ra,dians cohtrols therelatiYE!'~qnitudes .of the 
modes' ex,ci ted by, .this set·. of. 'pr;o~es fro~ solely T~M mode .... 
corr~spondin9 to. zerO' phase di f:ference ,. to TE i 1 .mode' 
I .' 
corresponding to' 'IT rG!-di aI;l,sphase di fferenca 9 
To achieve as. simply a~ pos's,ible' domple~i.nd~pen~eilt ;'. 
control,of the.relativ.e strengths of, the s~gnaJ,!;i .£edto 
the i:qputc>ports f'tp~. two· sets of .probes are c,qrmected: to 
the .sum al1d difference·outp'utar:ms· of ".a ri~ghYQrid140, 
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as shown in Figure 703. The, 'generator signal is,di.v:ided 
equally between the two channels of equal electrical,length 
which fee'd the input ports of "the hybrid" One channel con,,:,,, 
taiQs~'v~ri~ble phase shi£b a. When at=. , ,0, ,the -Cwo equal ' 
input signals add in the sum outputpor-t and,' 6%actly cancel 
in the difference output portq ' since theelect.:r:icE,ll path' 
lel'lgths from, each input. port to, the', S urn' poxt are.equa 1, 
andfto the difference po,rt,a:;re differem.t, by ,a ,half a wave":,, 
length ~ When a =.'IT the signal,s cancel., in the. sum port and, 
add' in the, difference porto' In terJ:\lediate,vq.lues of'a 
divide the input signals: In::oportionat~ly be,tweenthe two 
output ,ports, and "hence between the' two sets' ofpr6bes. 
wi th r~ference,to Figure 7.3., probes 1 a:nd 3' exci t,e the· 
" TEll, mode;orientedin,the~direction'whilt; probes 2,and 4 
" exci tethe TEll mode" oriented in the,:::i, di,recti,oJ;'l.Q' The phase.: 
shifters Y and: 6 placed in I the feed li;nest,o the inp\lt'po:J;:'ts 
of prob,es 1 ,and' 4 f ,are adjus'ted so that either probe~, lanSi 3 
or' probes 2 and 4 excite, the, TEM mode. A,t any.: given -instant, 
the TEN mode is, e~cited by only-pne'se~ofprob~si Thus~\y 
and 6 ~~e'restricted,t6 ther~nges,_ 
(i) 6 = 'IT , , for 0 ~ y < 'IT 
(ii) O~ 6 .~ 'IT v for·, y = 'IT 
The relative magnitudes of all' t!treemodes""are contr,olled 
by the Q,y,and ,6 phase shifters,and the ,relative phase 
of, the "signals fed to each set of prob,e's is con trolled by, the. 
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S phase shifter Q However,' when probes ~l and 3exci te both ' .. 
the '!!EM and TE:!.l mode:;, the value of y determines, ~lle ph,ase 
as well as the magpitude of'the TEM mode withrespectcto 
" the .x direction oriented 'TE 11 mode Q Sirtl;ilar1y, .when probes 
2 and A·· exei te both. TE~ and,TE I 1 modes D <5 . determines both 
the magnitude and' phase, of the TEM, mode, with respec,t.to the. 
A 
J: direction oriented TEll, mode~ Thephase.s of "the.,modes. 
excite.d by the same probes, therefor~ can "not be speqifiea 
independently of their' relative m~gni tudes. The.: .modes 
excited by 'one set of probes can be fully controlled:with 
respect to the~ode: e:x:ci ted by the >other prob.es.f' ',' since the· 
signals fed t'o· each. set O'f probes .are fully controlled in, 
both ' magnitude ard phase. Because ,there ,ison+-y limited 
provision for,independent'phase and m~gnitllde.cOiltrol, between 
the, three modes i the re,lativestrengths of the far"'!'fie,ld 
polari?a tion, veqtors associa1;:,ed wi ~h tq.ese modes, arecorre,spoJ;'id-
ingly interdependent" and. the polarization. sf.a,tes ,for eacJ:l' 
scan a~gle can not be chosen arbitrarily. 
Th~ pri,ncipal feature of' the "system, c:i,.,rcvitry:. shown 
in Figure· 703 is tt).at .l,. t is .the simple~t· possible' de~ign" 
consistent' wi th·inqependent control of the·sig'n~ls f~d to" the 
il:1putpo+,ts' of thE;! probes.: But because ,of '~the inheren:t: 
limii;.ed c9n.trol ,of the relative. mo<i~,l streng:t.hs, the polarizat~ 
ion·, versati 1i ty of, thesysteItl is r~str.i.ctec;1. 
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Complete satisfaction of the polarization req1,lirement 
discuss~d in Section'S.1 canb~ obtained for the coa~ial 
antenna,.at the' cost ·of increased complexity of the feed 
ciroui try.' Thus; the sum output port. of the ring hyprid 
in the'simp:te four~port system is connected to tl1e set of 
" , 
probes exciting the ~'. direction oriented TE 11 mode p ,and the 
difference output port is connected to a feed.'lin,e v which' 
in turn feeds an additional ring hybrido, The difference. 
port signal' froin the first hybrid then di videsequally 
between, thei;.wo input ,channelsof,the ,second hybrid Q ' and 
a,variablephase shifter Yi in/one channel)coritrols, the 
relat,i ve o\,1tput, signals· i1) the s~ arid·.,difference, ports 
of this hybrid., The sum port" is connected, to' a s,et of 'probes 
,.. 
exci ting the y d.:i,reci;:.ion oriented TEi:l. . mode g and the 
difference'port'is connected to a set,of probes e¥citing 
the TEM mode 0 Each mod~ gtherefore U " is ,exqi ted by a separate. 
set of probes Q 
The, tWo phase shifters ~ anp."e are placed in :the respect",,; 
ive sum output lines of eachhybrid g as shown in, Figure ?4 u 
to cbntrbl;indep~ndently, the relative phases of ,the signals 
exci ting the three modes 0 The two phase shi ftBrs 0. and Y , 
then completely control the relative magnitudes" of., the 
three signals, so that the rel~tive strengths of the three 
modes in the. antenna can, be varied continu01l,sly, over all 
v:alueso Hel1ce~these, four pha~e shifters ~ f1Jlly control 
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the reLative strengths of the far.,..field polarization vectors, 
permi ttiilg the coaxial antenna to transmi t or receive 
arbitrarily polarized s~gnals for all scan a!lgles,within 
the ", bounds· imposed by the, radiation patterns discussed 
in Chapter ,6 Q 
Although the complexity of the. feed,,;~circuitxy has been 
increased.in; this .systemD·,th~:!:)implici ty of "the . f,ou:r:probe 
excitation of the antenna can be maintained by utilizing 
the same probes for the exei ta.tion of both the TEM mode., and 
" 
the l.,direct.ton oriented TEll modeo . lritJ;:'oducing . a furthe'r 
ring: hybrid al).dfeeding .. the TEll mode signal into the·;differ",. 
\ . " 
enc~ port and. the" TEM mode' signal into .the sum .port F gives 
complete. isoLa tion between the, two input channels 0 The TE n 
mode sigI1als divides· equally in magni ttl de between the two 
remainingports.butwith the signal appei;lringat.one.port 
lagging the signa.l attl(.eother. port'by 'IT radians. S.imiJ,arly, 
the TEM modesignCil di vide9 e,qually /. providing outputsigna~s 
of equal magnitude and in phas.e with each other~ The, two 
out,put .ports are· cpnne cted to' the two probe" ports 0 • 
To· recapi tulate u tlle modified system ,enab.les. the coaxial 
antenna .to satisfy the fu1.1 polari:zationve.r::sati,li ty design 
specifica1;:ionby inc::reasing the complexity of the s.ystem 
circui try Q Moreover ~ ... the simple, four. probe exci1:at:i,.on of 
the. antenna· can" be maintained at the cost of "additional.ci:!;:,cui t 
elements. '.' The' alternative methndo.f exei tati.on requires,.Six 
prOlJes, ;.that,is Q aset at two probes per modeywhich .s~gnificant-:­
ly increases the complexity of the antennaelement'design 
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problemo 
704 system performance 0 
7 41 Maximum ~·,...t.TC>·""· condi·tion 
The power absorbed from the generator is the sum of 
the powers associated with each mode in the antenna o Each 
modal power is a function of the values of ,the Pllas.e shifters 
cQntrolli~g the modal. magnitudes;,. In the simple system p ' 
the a phase shifter determines the powe.r,of·the signals 
fed to each set of probes D and the y and.6 phase shifters 
determine the respective modal powers 0 'l!hea.and y phase 
shifters in the modified system completely specify the 
modal' powers D • such·that whE;!n OL == 0 all the: generator 
" power, is absorbed in the TEll mode oriented in, the x 
direction v while for a=1T the power is divided between 
the TEM mode and the :i,'. direction orien.ted.TEL'l mode u 
depending upon the particular value of y 0 
By allowing for the phase shifts in the input.signals 
fed into a rhlg hybriddue,·to the di,ffe:r::ent electrical path 
lengths around the device uit ca.n be, shown,. thai;. the ,magnitudes 
of the bvo output port. signals are proportional to D 
(i) 
'Ii (ii) cos2 
~ for the sum port 
- for the difference port 
where \) is the variable phase shift, in one input channeL 
Th(3 power associated with each output signal is proportional 
to sin2 (.v/2) and oos2 (Y/2).g respl?ctivelY17. so .. that the i;otal 
o~tpu1;:· power' from the hybrid is a const'ant independent of \J .. 
In the' simple.system v ,since the input; power to. the· set: of; 
probes axei ti~gboth 'the TEM-mode and one of 't:heTE n modes 
is .not .de.pend,entupon tl\e setti~gs· of "the .y 'orfj phi:l,se shift~rs, 
the total il'lPllt power to the· system is constaptfoI: all. phase 
shi·fte-r se.ttings. Similarly,· the· power abs.oxbad from the '., 
generato;J::' by the modifiedsYf?tem is indep.endent of thethJ;ee' 
particul.ar,modal powers ~ The constant power.,ab~oJ:bed by 
etlch' sys.tem wiil' be'the maximum powei deli verabl'P by tfie· 
" 
. genere:t;.o)::.,_provided that. the ,system cir9uitryis matchep- ' 
to . theLge~e:tatorim:pedance. 
The. maximum ,pOWer condi tion.,of ,the system,des~gn 
specifica1;:ion' is satisfied completely by, ~ach:of' the '. fe~d' 
, ' 
circui try sy.s telUs' des cribed ci.bov€ 0 Also the ref;i.nement· 
to., the' mOdified, systeltl u ;pe:t;mitt,ing the' reten'l:;ian of',:.th~ 
four pro:Qe" exel ta, 1;:i on .' of ,the anienna:u,' by iI]. troduc.ip,g' 
a' ~ero OJ;:' '1T:t:adian Pllase "shift: onlyu ··does: not affect the, 
power: absorbed by, the system. 
7 ~ ~2· Polarization. s ta te con trol 0' 
Control 0;1: the far-fieIC~ polari'zation state is. achi,eved 
. , 
by,i;:he individual cqnt.r:'ol of the component~ linearg p01aF~.zat ... 
ion vectfPrs;. , The relat:i, ve· strsr,lgths of these ·'two componen,t 
vectors are directly- related tome st.rengths o~ the· three, 
dominant modes, in tlfean tenna u . 'Which in turn are determined 
by the, system. circuit;yo Wi th all three modes excited, 
'. ~ 
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the general electric. field components at a point ~n the' 
far-field. are as shown in Figure 7 0 5.0 The field component 
" parallel to thep direction is the radiation field due to 
--){ '. 
" the )( direction oriented TE 11 mode 0 As shown in Chapter. 6, 
A " 
this field has in-phase components in the !,and! directions 
which combine to give a single linear polarization vector in 
" ~e £x direction determined by the relativE! magnitudes of 
the two, componen:ts 0 Since these magnitudes are di ff,erent 
functions of azimuth angle ~, ,the direction of E.){ also 
A A 
varies with ~. For ~= 0 Px is parallel to the! directiOn, 
" "-
whereas when ~= TI/2, E.x is parallel to 10 The phase 
shifter settings of the system circuitry determine the magnitude 
a and ,the phase ,factor exp(j~V). Siridlal:'ly, the field 
compone1'lt'pa:r'Cillel. to £.1 is the radiatj,on field .due to. 
" the .l'direction oriented T~11 mode. As before, c and yl. 
are set by the system circuitry. The field component parallel 
" to the e direction is the radiation field due to ,the TEM 
"" 
mode •. ' This component is always parallel to .~.,I' since theTEM 
mode. radiation field has, only a si;hglE3 E e cOl~ponent wh,ich is 
independEmt.of azimuthal angleo' Once ;agail;l,'the magl;lit~q.e 
and phase Cfthisfield component'are func:tions of thetnode 
radiatj,on pattern and the system cirCUitry settings. Hence, 
the resultant electricfie14 at a point in the far-field is 
('7,,6) 
where v and X specify the directions of·E.x and E.yi respedtivelyu 
wi th respect to eo This. expression is of the same 
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form as. (7.3), and for 8= O@ (7.6) in f~ct reduces to 
(7.3) ..The locus of (7 Q 6) on any plane transverse to the 
direction of propagation is an ellipse dependent upon the 
relative. strengths· of the three component fields •. 
It has been shown that the polarization capability 
of the simple four-port system is limi ted. When both TEll 
mode.sare excited@since each mode is fed f.rom. a. different 
set of p~obes~ the magnitude and,phase of each mode are 
controlled independentlYf and in the far-field. all polarizat-
ion states are available. However@ because the radiation 
field due to the TEll mode tends to zero for both field 
components as 8~~/2Q the magnitude of the resultant far-field 
polarization approaches zero for directions close to the 
. ground plane. When all. modes are exci ted p for. .. these directions. 
the far-field polarizati,on state approaches vertical linear, 
which is the component due to the TEM mode. In·the remaining 
directions for which' all modes contribute I only particular 
elliptical states areavailableo Thesystemcircuit~ 
providesfull'control of ,the relative magnitudes of the 
three component ,linear polarizations Q bl;ltthephas.es are 
partially dependent upon the magni tudes Q as discussed in 
Section .7.3. From the circuitry of this system". for each 
. , 
value of .b. in· (7.6) there corresponds a particular value for 
each', of' c, S '., ,and Y~uwhenprobE;ls2 and' 4 excite the TEM 
and TEll modes simultaneously. SimilarlYQ when both modes' 
are excited by probes 1 and 3 Q each value of b determines 
the values of· a Q Ct' Q and So 0 For each value of the 'relati ve 
, 
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magnitudes, therefore p the only independent phase 
variations are those due to a~ in the former and yl in the 
latter 0 'Inspection of (706) shows that these are .insufficient 
to provide complete phase variations of the fa:t:~field 
polarization vectors 0 This means tl}atf qorrespondi!lg to 
each magnituderqtio; only a limited range of polarization' 
1 
states ·ispossible with this system. 
The far-field polarization state performance of the 
simple four-port system is' summarized in Table . .7 020 The. 
modal fields are the dominant modes excited in the antenna 
and the subscripts x !and y denote the orientation of the 
TEn mode " whether parallel to . the x or i' directions, 
respectively 0 
I 
Elevation Az~muth. Modal f:i.elds Polarization 
angle. angle states 
'8=0 
- (TEll)x & (TE 11 >'y All states 
0 <: e <, 1T/2 0 
'" 
~ ~ 21T (TE l1)x & (TE 11 >'y All states but 
, decreasing 
I magnitude 
: 
0 ,< e <: 1T/2 0 ( ~ , 21T All .modes Restricted 
elliptidal states 
e = 1T /2, 0 f. ~ ~ 21T TEM Vertical linearo , , : . . . , , , . , , , . , 
" 
Tab-l'e' '702: Polarization state' control. of the sil'{lple· 
, 
four-port'systemo 
, 
i 
I 
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The polarization state capability of an antenna in 
particular directions of propagation can be recorded conven-
141 iently by mapping the surface of the polarization sphere 
onto its upper and lower equatorial planes. The upper plane 
corresponds to the left~handed polarization group whilst 
the lower plane corresponds to the right:-handed polarization 
. group. As an example F the polarization s.tates associated 
" 
with the radiation from the TEM and ';l direction oriented TEll 
modal fields in the ~ = 0 plane are plotted in Figure 7 0 6. 
In plotting th~seas £unctions of the elevation angle~ it 
is af3sumed that the individual componentm~gnitudes are given 
by the modal radiation patterns discussed ,in Chapter 6. 
This requires the system circuitry settings to be such that 
equal signal strengths are radiated by both modes in their 
respective directions of maximum .ra9iationo Con,tinuous 
variation of the circuitry elements controlling the phase of 
each component ,poHlri zation e;nsures tha tall polarization 
states corresponding to each magnitude ratio ,are available. 
By varying the magnitude as well as the phase of these 
signals, all polarization states are available for all 
elevation scan ,angles Q . 'ivi ththe exception that the limiting 
values of 8= TI/2 and 8= 0 permit only vertical and horizontal 
linearpolariza:tion states, respectively. Also for scan 
angles close to these directions F the.sensitivity of 
the polarization state control' is correspondingly limited. 
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The polarization state' diversity of ,the modified 
system,.is compll=te u ' sinc~ the'inpu~ signals 'associated 
with each far.,..field cQmponent polarization are fully 
controllable in pothm~gnitude,andphase .. Not.onlyare 
tl;lese . signals - ae-coupled, from, each othexu but. al:t;mthe 
magnj.:~ude and. phase of each signal areunralated"The 
far-field polari:z:ati;on state performance of the modifi~d 
system is summarized in Table '7 0 3 0 . 
.. 
Azimuth, ahgle~ Modal, fields'-Elevation a~9'le Polari,zation 
! states 
e = 0 - (TE11)x& (TEll)y Ali sta:tes 
I 
0 < e < rr /2 0 
" 
~ <: 2rr All modes' All states· 
e = .rr /2 -0 ~. ~ ~ 2rr TEM , Vert:i.cal 
i linear 
i 
Table, 7;. 3: Polarization stq.te cort-g-olof the modi;fied system o 
AS for the simple ,sYi3tem Q in the. p~opagat.iondi:~ections· 
cloSe to' the ground planeD thepola;rization states' approa9h 
vertical linear as the. hori;?:onta;1, components progressively 
approach zero.· Furthermqre v . if only· oneTEi 1 mode is excited 
together wi th theTEMmod~Q. the limiting . polarization 
state in thee = 0 direction is hori;z;ontaL' 
The mQst' import2!.ht system des~gn constJ::ainfs were 
. , 
deemed to' be the" maximum po~et '. cortdLtion u .. the mini.mum-, 
circuit-complexit.y conditiCmva~dthe requirement for full 
p 
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polarization stat,e versatili ty ~ Both the syst.ems 
considered satisfy the'first constraint entirely, but it 
has been demonstrated thatth~ second and third constr~ints 
are, mutually exclusive to the extent t,hat. t~ey ,cannot. be 
fulfi,.lled simultaneously.:. Each sY$tem is ,a compromise 
solution to the, design problem u with thesi,inple,'four'-port 
system ,meeting' the requirements of the fLrs,t, ,and' second 
constraints,. whereas the, modified system s.atisfies the 
first and third constraints at the cost of the second. 
T.he circuitry,shown in Figure 7.3 istha .simplest 
, , 
system permi tting indep'ende'nt' 'controL of the signals 
fed to eachset,of p;robes~ Althoug,hthe, relative, ,strengths 
of the modes ,exei ted by the ',same probes, ar~not . independent f 
the d~gree of control OVer the resultant 'far:..,fi,eld 
polariza,tion states that is obtained for thewhol,e system 
is adeg;nate for many array applications Q Frequently p the 
actual polarizationsta~e ,of a signal neeanot·be known, 
as ,it 'is sufficient ,to adjust ,the system parameters to 
maximise the stre!lgth of the s~gnalo In such'instances 
the simple -system would be preferred u especially if the 
antenna is in an array involving a large number of elements~ 
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Complete polarization versatility demands an increase ln 
the complexity of the system circuitryu and", .. the .. s.implest 
circui.try consistent with this' requirernentisthe."modified 
system shown in Figure 7040 As a direct consequenice of 
the need to isolate each input signal~ the three modes are 
excited b~ three separate pairs of probes. " ,Euxther extension 
of thecircui try permits the four probe excitation of the 
ant,enna to be retained; while preserving the independence 
of the control over the three input signals.o .But'because 
of the .significantly, greater cost per element "when compared 
with the simple system u the modified system ,in either the six 
or four probe configuration p would not be ,cons,idered for use 
in a large array application. The system is useful ," however I 
when the antenna is required to radiate ,a specified polarization 
or detect the particular polarization of an incoming 
signal. Examples of such applications inelude polarization 
sensitive radar scattering measurements 142 p andradar 
, t ft' th t" f f t 14 :j rneapuremen S 0 propaga lon pa ,magne O-lonlC e ee s 0 
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CHAPTER 8 
8 0 1 
In Chapter 5 p tile element des~gn was defined as that 
part of the total antenna des specifying the electrical 
and mechanical' parameters of +..:he elemenco For the coaxial 
ant.enna this includes the design of the waveguide sections 
supporting the necessaty TEM and TE11 modes g the choice land 
design of the excitation method for th~se modes7J and the 
design of any required matching networks o The coaxi;al 
antenna can be considered as having input pOJ:'ts corresponding 
to the signals' fed to each dominant mode [I and ,output ports. 
corresponding to the radiation fields associated with each 
mode.. In general u mutual coupling will occur between 
these various ports.' The element design must therefore 
attempt to elil\Llnate u or at least compens.ate for u their 
effects. Hence ff the element design falls .into three distinct 
sections ff the. waveguide deSign p the method of exei tation 
and probe design p and finallyv the design of t.he compensation 
networks 0 Once again ff the design will be described in terms 
of a transmitting ant~nnao but it applies equally to a 
receiving antenna. 
The complexity of the coaxial antenna design limits 
the application of l:,'l,nalytical techniques 0 and it is more 
convenient to deri VB the optimlliLt dE';si.gn experimentally 0 
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This de~ign is' based upon measurements performed on a 
prototype· L-band coaxial antenna,. flush· mounted in a nine. 
wavelenqths square. ground plane. 
The',des~gn constraints outlined in Seotion _5 Q.lwill be 
applied to the design of'the coaxial antennae In particulari/ 
the requ:lrement fcpr compatibility with an,a~,ray environment· 
and -I a, predete;rmined array performance p will,b~ shown. to 
constrain the. waveguide design by imposing maxim:um and, 
minimum restrictions on the antenna aperture dimensions. 
The design specification for the probes derives almost 
entirely from tl;le bandwidth condi.tion r,equi,r.ing efficient 
operation ove;rthe f:r:equency band considered.. .By specifying' 
tl1e input match i this ccmdi tion also defines .therequired 
performance of thecompensationnetwo~ks. Because of the 
constraintrel:jtricti~g, the
i 
C0mplexity. 'Of the antenna· exci tat-
ion method" the' optimum elein~nt' des'rgn will ,b~' de'veloped 
prin.c,ipally for thefo\lr probe system cons:i,.de1r.ed i11 
Chapter 7. However 'v a quali,tati ve descript;i,.on.of the design 
for thealternati.ve six probe system will be .presented. 
Considerable attention will alE! 0 be' £ocu!?sed'con 'the" effe,pts. 
of cross-coupling between· the anten~a input ports. The' 
detrimen~al effects on the antenna performance will be 
discllssed,'anq the design of, compenationnetworks will be 
givend Finally ,.the overall perfG,rmal1ce,ofthe.,coaxial 
dI:J,tenna will be evaluated specifically witn. relation to 
the bandwidth conditi6n~, 
8 u 2 The 
In the coaxial 'antenna t,wo types of mode propagate v . 
the TEMmode and the two space orthogonal TE 1 1 modeso TO 
provide an independent tuning facility for the'l'EM. mode,v 
the an1:ennahas beert designed in two principal . .s.e,ctions, 
linked by a short transitional section of waveguide. v' as, 
shown in Fig:ure 8010 In the maih section both types 
of mode ,propagate free1Yp,:Out, in the tuning, sect.ion ,only the 
TEM mode can propagate 0 By varying the length, ,of the tuning 
section'v' extra tuning of the TEM mode can be achieved 
independently of. the other two dominant modeso 
Analytical·technig;ues have been develoI?edt~o .evaluate 
the admittances of step discontinuities' in coaxialwave-' 
. 144-146' .' "" ' gUlde, i but have dealt Wl th structures supportlng the 
TEM mode as t1;1e sole' dominant'wave,,' The coaxial antenni3:~ 
however q is ,multimQdalwith thr:ee dOl;l1.inant .moqeso To 
accurately estimate'the effests of waveguide steps that are 
electricallY,cldse to each otherqreqriires that. there b~ 
negligible coupling between the discohtinuities o In the 
c0axialantenna o ,the transition section not 9n1ycon tains 
two. closely spaced st~ps wh.i:ch exei tee ~ at . least" in partu the 
same higher order modes il but is also furt}:1er. compl;Leated 
by the presence of the excitation probeso Hence~ ,the optimum 
dimensions of each wav~guide section can be derived most 
I ' ! 
c0nveniently by experimentationo. 
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8 0 21. The' mai'n 'sec't::ibno 
f -.. ; ; 
Apart from tpe need t'O discriminate aga.inst the· 
undesi.rable higher order modes u th~ mO$t important: 
feature,.of.the main secti;on design is the choice of the 
apert.ure'dime.nsions ~. I,f theTEM and' TE 11. modal a,per:ture 
fields a,re,to radiate efficiently p then the Ciperi;ure 
106 diameter cannot be very much. less than a wavelength .. '0 
Conversely p' .in order to inhibi 1: the incidence.. ot, .gr.ating 
101::>es whsn.the antenna is included in, an array. 
the maximum, aperture dimension should not excee.¢L.half.a· 
wavelengtho The most, reasonable design comprom:i£?e 
is to choose' the 'diameter to be . h~lf a wavelength, This 
permi t8 the respecti,ve radiattone,ffi.:cien'c~s to remain 
substant~allyunalteredp ap is ~pparent from the radiation 
expressions developed in ChapteJ; 6~. Furthermore 0 theradiat-
, , '.! I' 
ion patteJ;ms corresponding, to each lllode, are signifigantly 
broader· for the half wavelength diaItle.ter a~eI!ture,than for 
a. fullwav;elength' diamet~r aperture p thusgiv.i'J.1.g a more' 
complete' cov~rage of' the radia,ted' half space;,' 
After· consideri,ng' the cui;off ,wavelengths tor the 
various ,modeS 0'· th~ diameter of the inne'rcond'Uctor was-
I 
chosen as a quarter ofa' wavelemgth o Wi th an .out~r conducb')r 
diamet~rof half a wavel.engtl;lf all modes'e.xcept, the TEM 
i 
ahCl TEll modes are· strongly evanescent in this rE?giono 
, , 
Th~·higherorder modes' in this sectiona;re:gene:r:ated by the' 
discontinui.1:.ies at the· aperture. and at the waveg,:uide step 
junction· to the tuning sectiono '. In Chapter 6 it ,was showrl 
, 
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that .. ". because of theapertU;'J;e symmet:rx 11 the aperture higher 
order modes'ha.ve the same field symroetJ::'ies as the .dominant 
modes uexci ting them 0 Hence , the e,xci ted modes are' the 
TMOno , TM1n and TE in modes c In voki)1.g the s arne , symmetry 
argumento the modes excited at the circularly syrrtl.U,et;r:ic step 
junction will also be theTMO.; TMI and TEl modes 0 The n n n 
charac1:eristics of the dominant modes and .the lowest order 
evanescent modes of each type,), present in. the main section 
are summarized in Table B.L 
~ 
Dominant Phase constant Gu;ide Evanes cen t, Attenuation cutoff 
mode wave'" mode const.ant wave ... 
le!lqth,. Jength , 
TEM 0 0 314 rad/cm 200m 'rMOl l:OQ5 dB/om 5.030m 
TEll Ou159 rad/om i 39 0 4Scm TMll 10.55 dB/om 4. glom 
" ." 
TEn 11.07 dB/em ' 4. 79cm' 
~-.pp 
Table 8.1: Mode cklaracteristics' in mai!n waY~9'uide seotion 
(frequently' of opelrat:i.on :=, 10 S Gl:i2:) 0 ' 
Inmost' applications;. for reasons of.· economy and conven ... 
lance, it will be desirable to keep th, cmaxialantenna as 
" I 1 
physically 'small ae possible~ While th1s'limits the oveiall 
length of eaohwaveguide seotion, the main secti.on must still 
be of suffioient, length to prevent the higher order modes 
excited at one discontin~ity~ from coupli l1 9", with similar 
modes excit.ed at:, the otherdiscont;l.nuitYe If the section 
is too short~ the .streJilgths of.the evaI),eqcent modes increase '. 
with respect to thestreJilgths of thedominant.moo.eso. Since 
more of the incident energy is· then coupled ,to·th~ reactive' 
fields in the antenna q ' the 'input impedance '.ma,tch.,·i:f'r .. degraded p . 
and since the'ape:rture' field distribution.~s..a.lso altered Q 
the radiation pattern of the an.,tenna is modi;fied~ 
Bychoosi~g the le~gth of the main .seotion to be, half 
a wavelength Q' virtlJally complete isolation: .is, obtained for 
eVen the lowest order evanescent modea' Howeveruto allow 
for the mounting. of ,the probes' and the' transitd,on to the 
tuning section p t~e outer condu9tor extendedfurt~er than 
the inner conductoro. The optimum overall length of this 
section~ whibh was chosen inconjunction~iththe .probe' 
designp was derived experimentally 0 A discussion of the 
b<isis of this experiment.will,be delayed until Section 8,,3.:, 
8 0 22 The' tunin'gS'EaC'1;:$bn", 
To min;imi:z;e the effects of i;.he'step junctj,.bnd,\sconti:p':'"" 
ui ties Q .,' the oharacterist4.c impedances· of the . two .,waveguide· 
sections should be identical.' However Q the main seotion 
is mul timoda1 9 and 0 rather than havinga. single' cnaracteri'st".. 
~c impedance ii: it has a wave impedance associated wi th each 
dominant modeo' Th~tuning section supports the dominant TEM 
mode only i so that ,its characteristic impeqance, is the 
wave' impedance' of the TEM mode ~. This will. be matohed 'to' the 
wave impedance of the TEM. mode in' the main. sect.ion 9 ; provided 
the conductor radiiratio~are the same for both sactionso 
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With·the 2g1'rad;i,i ra:t;.io in mind Q an exam~nati6n .of .. the cutoff 
'. , 
wavelengths o;f.the modeS ledt() the otl:.b:~rconducto:l::·.diameter 
, '. 
being chosen as' a'quarteriof a·wavele~gtho Th~lowest 0:i=der 
evanescent'modespresen1: in this' seotion: are:.ths,l:1. .. the. TE i 1 
and TMo 1 ..mod~s· whose'salient chara:ot~ri~tics., are' summarized. 
in Table 9.2. 
: 
Evanescent, mode. Attenuation const.~nt' Cutoff,wavelength' 
, ,,' 
. ' 
,-. 
-
. 
TEll 3.83 dB/~m 1106 em 
™ol 21.53 dB/em 2051 'cm .' 
'. , 
.. 
- .= ~, 
Tabl~8.2~, Mode \ chatac't;:eristios in tuning, section o ' 
.Aswith'the main section'i the overall ;I.eng~h of.the 
, , 
tuning s'9otibn was optimized' experiment'a.lly" . The ' .. dependence' 
of 'the .input impedance. of ·:the e?C9itat;Lonprobes upon the 
lengthpa:;:ameters of,bo,):h') seqtions' wi,ll be" disC\lssed in' 
Section 8~3o.' 
8.23' 'the' traI:1s'ition': seot·~2P:.L. 
For this section the ou.ter conductor diameter was half 
". I 
awavelen9th'an.d the inn~r conductor diameter was an e~gh~h 
i 
of a' waVelength.. In a coaxial wavegUide of these, dimensions 
only the TEM mode can prbP~gate f~eely,,· The symmetry o;f the 
r~gion, ensures' that in ~ddition to theTEM- mode the highe~ 
order'TMOn~ TMlh and TE1n modes are'presento' The TEll 
mode';is the lowest order evanescent, mode v and .wi th a small' 
" 
" 
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attenuation constant is just beyond cutoffo Hence v more 
power must be supplied to t;heTEll mode'at excitation than 
to the TEM mode' if these two modes are to .radiate equal 
,powero To prevent excessive loss of the energy.associated 
with the TEll mode~ it is essential that the .transition 
section be kept as short as possible. As mentioned previous-
ly, this length was determined by experirnentoThe 
characteristics of the lowest order evanescent. modes are 
summarized ihTable, 8 0 3 0 It is apparentthat.apart from 
the TE 11 mode v' all h~gher order' inodes are' strongly 
evanescent within this regibno 
Evanescent mode 
TE 
TMll 
TE 12 
Attenuation constant Cutoff 
00 
6057 dB/om 
7 0 ,23 dB/em 
8025 da/cm 
7 0 67 em 
'70 06 em 
6 0 28 em 
'Tabl~ 803: Mode characteristics in transition se9t.iono 
The complete waveguide design for the coaxial 
antenna operating at a frequency of 105 GHz is, given 
in Figure 8 010 
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80 31 M.e thod of mode exei tati.on b 
In Chapter 7 it was shown that the three dominant modes 
in the coaxial antenna can be excited equally well by four 
elect:r:it: or' magnetic probes" To exei te thE:: .modes -the elect.ric 
probes are aligned in the direction oft.ha predo:minantelectric 
field polarizat~ion of each part.icular mode" Ear.ths TEM and 
TE modes g therefore ~the probes are ori6nted in ,the :r:adial 
direction o, ,with the probe port mounted on the . outer conductor 
of the main waveguide section" Conversely iJ,themagnetic 
loop probes are oriented so that th~ plane of the loop i~ 
transverse to the direction of the magnetic field of each 
mode" For the TEM and TEll modes the plane of the loops 
is radially directed with the probe ports mounted on either 
the.mafn section outer conductor or the rear wall of the main 
'sect,ion,,' The lattEfr mounting ~ in conjunction ,with the. use 
147 
of a non-contacting short circuit plunger' a.s.the rear 
wa:ll g permitted the length of the main section to be varied 
in a simple and continuous mannero Furthermore II ,if the probes 
are mounted on the outer conductor· side walls p it is neceE$sary 
to optimize both' the length of the main s ect;.i. on p .and alSo 
. 3 1 
the spacing of ,the' probes in front. of the rear wall 
Since cbntinuous variation ofthis'spacing is not possible 
without major modifications to the ahtenna~· the rear wall 
mounted magnet.ia loop probes were chosen as the meth6d·of 
mode excitatibno 
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8032 Magnetic loop p~obe impedance. 
The optimum prope design was- derived experiment~lly 
in conjunction with the-optimum waveguide desig.uv·upGm the 
basis of the input j:.mpedance matchof·an individual probe 
with aU remaining probes correctly terminated. The· .. 
resistive component of th~input impedance represents-the 
power radiated into the antenna and propagati~g _away .. from· 
the prebe in the dominant ,modes ,whereas the t:eac.t~ve:; com-, 
ponent represents the time averagereact.iveene:r;gy,st.ored 
in the antenna.' Reactive energy is associat~d with the 
standing wave patterns . of:the. dominan t, modes in the: wave~ 
. guide sec.tions·, so that the dominant'modes as well .as .' 
the evanescent, modes contribute to thereactivecomponento 
By tuning th~ le~gths of each waveguide· section (facilitated 
by inc0rporati~gnon-contacti~g short circuit· plungers 
in·. the original design) , 'the' standing wave pa;ttern§ are 
adjusted,. until the reactive energy associated with the 
dominant .modes cancels l at least in partg with tl1ereactive· 
energy of the evanescent modeso 
For'an electrically small. probe 'with' diameter less 
than a.quarter of·a wavelength, the self~induc;tance-of the 
probe ,due to the flux link~ge resulting from.the .magnetic 
field excited by the probecu:rrent itse1f,predominates' 
th ' . d t' ff t f th . t d 148 over e·1..n . uc -1.. ve . e ec 0 e evanescenmo es. . o' 
Varying .the lehgth of the tuning section affects theTEM 
mode only, since the evanescent modeS decay to. negligible 
valUes at the short circuit position, while varying the 
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ll?ngthcof ,themail1 section effects~ principally theTEM 
an.d TEll- modes o Thus~, the section lengths ,are tuned-until 
the reactive energy of the dominant modes becomescapacd;tive' 
and' can.celswi th ·t,he inducti;v~' energy corresponding to the' 
self~inducta~ce of the probe~ which. to a £irst ~rd~~o 
remains independent of. the lengths oithe waveguide I3sptionSa 
8 0 33 Grounded' and' cB12aci ti V2 loaded loop probes ~ 
TWo types. of :)..oop probes were investi:gated for the coa,xi.al 
I 
an.tE;!nna o ' These were the, grQunded loop and the capacitive' 
lo",!-ded loop as shown in FigUre 8 ~ ~L 11) the former,the loo~ 
is fed' from. standard 50 ohm coaxial lil),e\andterI\1inatE~d, 
on the waveguide walL Provided the lobp is small the current 
distribution aro$1d the loop calt be assumed.touniforma 
For the latter l00p p however p the fl:'eeendis ,not teJ;minCl:ted ~ 
fdrcingthe'current to be, zero, at· this point ,and the current 
distribution' arouridthe loop to 1:>e n.on-lmiform,~ similar to 
th t · d' . 1 ' b 148 S· e. curren '$tanlpg wave'on gn e,ettrlc pro e 0" lnce 
. 
theself .... flux linkage due t9' this current wi:!;l be less, than 
that linking, with the equivalent grounded IboPo.ithe.loaded 
I loop will have' t.he smaller self~inducti,'lllcen ,Furthermore g' 
the loop.terminat;ionalso determines the resistive'component 
of the .. loop impedance~ since this component; is dependent 
upon the cU:rre!nt~tanding wave whJch'is ctirect,ly related 
j 
to ~he loop termination 0 ' 
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Exe~~m:entalevaluation of loop probeso 
As disctlssed previbU!?ly the optimum probe' design was, 
derived.experimentally upon the basis of the probe input 
impedance match with respect. to the, genera:tol: impedance of 
50 ohms o In this section the resul,ts ob·tained ,from this 
experiment, performed at 1 0 5 GHz will be pr."esented f,Dr several 
loop probes 0 In particular 11 ,the impe,dance characterist~ics 
of grounded ,and loaded loops will be compared 11 • and the, effects 
of the' probe and waveguide geometries on the 'probe impedance 
will be discussed. FinallYq the impedance variation 
as a funct:ion of frequency will begi van for selected prol:>es 0 
(a) Effect of loopterminq,tion;:l,; 
~-.,J, " 
It has been shown, that the self-inductance of small 
loop. probes·· is dependent Upol,1. the . loop terminatiol1o 
Table 80,4 gives> a comparison between the measured input 
impedances of grounded and capacd,tive loaded loop probes 
of the same basic geometry [las depicted in Figure 80 3.0 
Loop' 
termin-
ation d 
Probe parameters 
I 
" 
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Probe 
im:pedi;ince 
ohms 
smml1.7Cmllo Oem 
I ' 
2mm o 
.2InIn 
3 0 7cm 52 0 5 + j 155 
13.5 j 320 
ft 
! " lm.."ll 12.5 - 'j 24 u 
( a) 2mm 2c7cm 200cm o 200 +j 170 
o 5mm 24 + j44 
L5mm \ .25 0 5 +, j 30 , 
(b) Grounded 205 l.Ocm 0 + j 
" I " 
Loaded lmm, i 27 0 5 + j 
• 
,ILoaded 2mm 
i j I _,136 + 
I f 
.::Fable 8.4 g, Probe impedance' of-grounded and loaded' loops 0' 
It is evident that the introduction of' capaci ti ve, loop 
loading, by altering the probe current distrib'Utior:l.17 'greatly 
reduces both components of the probeimpedanc8. Consequentlyu 
the loaded loops are hetter sui ted to achieving ,match, 
impedance of'50 ohms ,than areth.e grounded loops. 
By comparing, the impedances of simil~r probes, 
in Taple 8040 it is apparent th.at the probe impedancej/ and-
],20 
45. 
32.5 
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especially the resistance component,. is a function .ofthe 
probe perimeter. This is analogous to the radiation resistance 
characteristics of isolated loops in free space~49D The 
probe impedance is dependent upon the current distribution 
on theloop,.which for both grounded and loaded loops of 
type (a) and (b) is a standing wave~ For a grounded loop g' 
the current standing wave approaches the small loop approximation 
of uniform current distribution, as the loop. becomes more 
uniform in shape and as its.diameter decreasesbHence, as the 
perimeter of either type of probe va:)::,ies,. the current standing 
wave pattern varie~~ causing rapid ch~nges of the probe 
impedance. 
The meas:ured impedances of threecapaci tive loaded Joops 
of different thicknesses are·plotted in Figure 8.4 as 
functiops of proqe perimeter. All impedanceva~ues,were measur-
ed under. conditions' of optimum t\.1l1ing of' the·main and tuning 
wClveguide;, sections Q These· condi tions were determined 
experimentally ,by varying the tuning length of each section 
until the best possible probe match was achieved. Furthermore, 
the ,coaxial feed line·to·the probe being measured was adjusted 
to be an integer . multiple of .half· a wavelength, so that the 
impedance measured at the feed line terminal was .the impedance· 
of the probe. The probe impedanpe is shown to .depend 
strongly. upon the .. probe perimeter for all . three probes, . wi th 
a resonance condition occurring for a particula~ perimeter 
value close to a quarter of a wavelength. The effect: of 
2=80 
i:n.creasi,ng t;he probe thickness can be gauged_by ,comparing 
the impedances of the two type (a} probes in this figure,; 
Thus p fo:rall valueE of p:(obe perim~ter considered the 
pr'obe with a se;ction diameter d "" 3 0 2mm has a lower react~ 
aDCS; and d. higher resistance than the. corresponding .2mm 
sect.ion diameter probe 0 In gene1:&.1 pas the thickness 
of the p:r;obe increases ~the of change of p,robe, impedance 
with change ,in probe perimeter g decreases 0 The pr:obe 
thicknes.s also determines the impedance at ;resonance 0 From 
the magnit:llde of this ef:f;ectg it is reasonable to assume 
that thedifferenc~.s bet.ween the impep'ances' of the 4mrn sect-
ion diameter. probe f and the 30 2mrn section diameter, probe p • 
are primarily ,due to the increase in probe th:Lckness rather 
than the slight. difference of shape 0 The effect' of probe 
shape on the impedance function ,will be dealt ,with later g 
in greater .. detail o in relation to the frequency characterist-, 
ies of the probeso 
To summarize f loaded loop probes 0 when mounted .,in the 
coaxial ap.tenna [; are resonant' ,for probe perimeters of 
approximately a ,quarter of a' wavelengt·h 0 The actual re.son""' 
ant probe' perimet;er is a function of ,the probe .. thickness 17 
which also determine;s the probe impedance at resonance o 
This result for the coaxial antenn'a probes ~ complements the 
quarter wavelengt,p resonance condition prev:iou.s ly reported 
for simple gJ.:"ounded loop probes moun 1:ed in :t:e~Gt,a.ngular 
. 148 
waveguldes o is. 
thatth~ resonancecondi re fers in. the t.ance 
to capacitive loaded, loop probes ~ whi Ie in the lat~ter case 
to grounded loop probeso Reneeg,the resonance of loop 
probes is dependent upon the enclqsing waveguide cavityo 
It has been shown that th~ tuning effects caused by 
varying the lengths of the waveguide; s6::Jtio.rls.,;:esul t 
changes to the standing wave patte:tns of thedomitlant modes 0 
Sincetheene:rgy associated with the dominant modes 
con tributes to the radiate=d and reacti va ener.gies in the 
antenna Q the tuning lengths of the waveguide s.ect:ions affect 
both components of.the probe impedance 0 
Fi.gure 8 a 5 gives the meapured impedance. 'va.riation of a' 
type (.b) loaded leop probe as a function of the tuning· 
section length Lt~,' for constant main section lengths r..n~ 
The' impedance funct,ions 'are shown' to· bere,pe'ti tive g with' the 
resonance points"-wher~ the probe impedance approaches 
the 50 .ohm ma;t,ch impeda,nce.g . occurring· at,L t values a half 
a wa"elengthapa,rta These correspond .. to the ranges 
(2n~lPJ4 .. ~. L t < n-;\/2 (n an integer) for:: which the tun~ng 
react~nce of this cS6Q1;:ion is capacitive 0 ThIs is frequency 
depe:p.~ent~ since it is proportional to tan (BLtJp where 13 
is t.he TEM mode phase constarit and is di.rectl1' .proportional 
to the frequency 0 F"rom the Fi,gure p ,theopti,mum tuning 
lengths required are close to the quarter wavelength limit 
Given ,l::his 17 'the p.~obe impe¢lance 
! 
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will be.s.t.r.ong;ly dependent, upon thefrequenc¥ 8 .si.nce .tan (i3Lt ) 
varies most rapidly as . SLt approaches 'IT /2 radians'o,.In 
praqticeu the shottest.resonantlengthl' n=dq, would be" 
preferred .. asthe operating lengtho This choice minimizes 
the sensi.tivity of the impedance to changes ,in the operating 
frequencY'u·,as well·, as reduci.ng the overall physical length 
of the ante.nna g . and any energy loss. due to attenuation. 
in the tuning section guide walls 0 
The measured impedance variations of three loaded 
loop probe!;> of the' same length are, plotted againstLmQ 
in Fi~ure 8,;6 q . wi th Lt adjusted for the best probe mat9h 
in each case Q • As expected" the inwedances of all, three propes 
are m~:tkedlydependent uponLmu ,Yielding optimum val:ues. 
close! to three, quarters of,a wavelength for. this section" 
I '[' . 
length" 'The figu;re also de{nonstrates tt).e eff.~cts ,of; probE;!. 
geometryo., .Comparing the respective . imped,ance f,unctions of 
the two type (c) probes u sho~s that.the reactance g in 
pat'ticularf oft;:he thicker d=4mm probe. iR' considerably 
less sensitive ,to,changes in thEi:.tuning.length,t:han is the 
d=2mm probe reactance o Hence'~: the effect. of :i;n.cre=asing 
. . . 
the probe :thickness. on the impedance=tuning length >.reJtaticm 
is the s.arne as for· the iIl].peda.nce<;=probe perimeter relation 
mentioned.earlier" SimilarlYb tne effec'tr.of probe shape 
is shown .b.ycomparil1,gthe impedance function of the .d;::;.:2mm type 
(0) probe: wi th that of· the same section diameter type (b) 
probe Q Over t!te rq:pge ofL
m 
values cbnsidered u the" impedance 
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of the .latter does not.vary.as rapidly as the impedance 
of the former (; indicating that theprob~ impedance is . 
determined by .the probe. shape as well as byi ts. thickness 0 
Because ofthedifficulties'in separating.the indLvidual 
contributions'to the probe impeqance of each change to 
the. probe.geometryp this description of the effects of 
changes to.the probe:thibknessand shape necessarily must 
remain qualitative ,in natureD 
To sumroarize u varying th,e wav~guide section.lengths 
Lm and Lt· tunes bot):1 components·, of the prbb~ impedance! 
and for each. particular 190P probe there exists,an.optimum 
length for each section p where the probe most closely 
satisfies. .. thematch condi tiona' The quality of. ,match 
achieved.i.s .. a function of the probe geometry" A .. design 
value of 'three quarters ofa wavelength can be assumed for 
LinP provided.theprbbes to be used, are'ofsubstantially 
the same shape as, the probes considered above;, FinaL 
tuning of the antenna in a given. application would then be 
accQmplishedby adjul?tment of Lt~ 
(d) _xrequency charac:te,ristics, of optimum loop probes..!,. 
I 
From the. results, discussed previously ga quarter of·. a 
wav~length'.is the. optimum perim'?ter for loaded loop probes 0 
The i Il1pedance· of" several probes of this length g and of 
section·. diameter d=2mmp were measured as a function of 
frequency about" the operating frequency fo ::::. 10 5GHz 0 The re~ 
suI t~.of this ef{petirnent .inwhi.ch the wavegu:i,de :section len gt,1-),s 
were .' optimi,zed: for each probe at f~? aregi ven in 
F~gure Sa7 ~ .8d96 
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In. Figure 8 a 7 the stro~g· frequency depena:enct? of the 
imp~dance· for .,a, typical loop probe in the ante,nna isdembnstrat~ 
ed o ThetutUn.geffects of the' waveguide 'qect.ions' axe ,apparent 
in the re;stricted region cJ-oseta fog where the inductive 
probe' reactance variations have been almos.'\::: completely 
cancelled by..thecapacitive cqntributions f:t;'om' the 'tuning 
sectiohD This.highlyresonant impedance cha:r;acteristic p . 
which is somewhat reminiscent of the electric dipole' impedartce 
h t · t' 150 . t th " th > , c,ara9 erlS LC !J restr~cs' e operatl,on of . e COaXla;.t, 
antenna .to a narrow frequency band centred a:t: foo conce.nt:i::'at-
ing on the ba1;ldfrQm 10'4 GHz to 10 6 GHz 9 ,t:n,e resistance and 
reactance characteristics' of several selectedprQbes are' 
plotted inFigu~es808 and S09 respectively~ These plots 
show that ,changes to the' probe shape significantly modify 
the " impedance,char.a.cteristics., .;md- eff~ctive banq.widths 
of. the. probesudefinE?d upon the basis of the maximum per,missible 
VSWR incur-red ove~ the' fr~quen:c<y: bamL As before p " it! i9 
diffibuJ,.t,to· develop a. complete. quantit.ative .description 
of. the. effects of probe .shape" ' However" from the results 
obtained i tis. possible to fOrTIlulateanempi.i):'ica:t1y based 
design inqicating the "Optimum choice of probe shape from thOSe 
shown in Figur.e So 3 0 Incorpprating the bandwidth .c+iteribn~, 
the optimum .p:rcobeis now defined as the probe most closely 
satisfying the match condition over the widest frequency. bandp 
From the figures·u and assumipg a'perrtd,.ssible VSWR of 10 7'5 g 1 u 
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the optimum propes tested were the type(b} and type (d) v 
implying·tb9,t .. asubstantially symmetrical J,.oop geometry 
is requiredo"' The relative bandylidths of the tvw type (d) 
probes sh:owthat~ within the physical lim:i,ts imposed.by 
the waveg.uide walls~ increasing the loop diameter Dincr-eases 
the effective. bandwidth of t:he' probe 0 This may be further 
increased.by. .increasing the.probe thickness 17 but from 
Figure 80 6. fit can beseem that. this will havethe .. additi.onal 
effect of degrading the' probe' match at f Q By comparing 
.. • 0." " 
the t.ype . (.d),.,probe • of, D = 10 6cm with the type (b) probe., . 
it is evident,. from therespecti ve tUning se9tion lengths 
r~guired,that,the.formerprobe has the lower self,..,induct?ince. 
This fol'lewsfromthe· variation of thetunirg reactance., 
with Ltv,since-,the larger' the value of Ltv within ;the,ranges 
discussed' previously ~ tnesmaller the .capaci tive .tuning. 
reactance1 indicai:irg. a smaJ.ler value of inductance to be 
tuned. ' .. Wi th;alLparaIi1et~rs apart, frem,'probe shape. ,r.emainirg. 
constqnt ~this;implies·a .reducti-on itt the ·probe seLf-induct'! 
ance~. Furthermore v the· lowertun:i,.'ng reactancealsosigni ties 
that tbis probe isle~s'sensitiv~ to frequency fluctu~tions 
than is.the.type (b) probe~ The VSWR"sinqurred bytl1esetwb 
probep over the'. freql,lency ban¢! of oper'ation are plott!9d 
in Figure 8?lO. The type (d) probe wi,th D = 10 6cm is 
clear,ly the' optimum choice' for the coaxial antenna:p " sinc~ it 
has a wider lo75~1 VSWR bcmdwidth u and'also is bettermatphed 
at fo u than t;he type (b ) probe o. 
(e.) S~aryoflbop probe de sigB., ° 
The optimum probe design hC'l,s been defined as the 
probe incurring the minimum VSWR with respect .to~a matph 
impedance of 50 ohms g over the frequency band ,of operatioll o , 
Capaci tive loaded loop probes Ii because of the.i.e inherently 
lower input impedances·~ were found to be. mo:r:e suitable 
than grouno.ed loop probes fo.r satis,fying this. match 
conditiono.It has been establisheo. that theform?-r p:r:obes 
are resonant ... for a mean probe pe:rimeterof ,a quarter of a 
wavelength p;. with the probe reSi.stance at; resonance:' being a, 
function ,of.the, p;t'obe geomet:ry 0 This compares wi th .. a 
previously.' .repor-ted resonancecondi tion feu: g:r:ounded ·loop 
probes 0 Furthermore!1 for' each probe o there· correspond 
optimum,. lengths for the main., and tuning wav.eguide: sections [1 
so that the optimum :p;r."obe design m).lst be derived in cOJ:1junct-
ion with. the optimum waveguidedesigl1 0 
The effects of probe shape and thi9knesson the probe 
impeqanc? .have been studied in re~ation .to.the optimum 
choice' of .wav.e,guide 'section lengths, and thi3.;frequency. 
characterist.iqs of the probes 0 ,For theprbb~sj,nvesti9'ated? 
a design· .length of three quarters of a' wa"elength, has. been 
shown to .beoptimtlmo Final tuning in, any givEm. ,application 
would.be ,. achieved by adju?tmentof the tuningsecti6n leng-tho 
The highly resonant, nature of the probe impedance -. frequehcy 
characteristic restricts the operation of',:t.heco$xial· 
antenna toa nar.:1~OW frequency' band cen'{;::ced on f. "'" 10 5 GHzo 
. . . 0 
However p i thas been shown tha,ttne bandwidth of the op~imum 
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loop 'prQbe."defj.ned ' with. r£?spect to., a permiss.i,.bleVS.WR 
of 10 75 gl jis 5% q which cOmpares favour~le with the bandwiclth 
of the, equi:yalEmt dipoler antenna o ' 
It has,' ,besl,1.shown' thi:\t 'the, experimelltally :cleriv~d, , 
optimum' pro,be' d$sign. for t;h~ coaxial 'al1te,nna .iea res6na"nt 
capa9i'1:'bte,~oaq.ed'v ,loop, probe wi:~a quart.erofa,wav:elength. 
, ,< t 
perimet~*~.,,~. ,~}:l~.: opt.imum,prbbe , shape g:, based UPPl:J. t;hec::ritf?ria; 
of ,probe~,:ma:tcn';and p~ndwidth, • was· 'fotino" to be of type', (.d), 
thedesdgn. detai,ls of which are "givan, in ·Table;805jP together. 
I, • , '," 
with the' associated'.optix:num waveguide, sect.i:-ol'l. .1~ngths a" The' 
VSWR incu,:r.:r.eo" ;bY"thisprbbe,,' as a function of f:tZequency.,,:' 
isplotted';in, F.igu~e '8,o;L0 i ·and cbmp~red, with, the.perfG,rmance' 
. . 
ot asit:nilar ty·pe· (b) ·pr6be Q whose,' design is, also.g~ven\in 
Table 8 0 5 u 
Probe Wa~egui,de' 107·5 :1 Type, P robe' 'pa~ame ters p ar,ame te rs 1:.danc~\ vewa, 
,,"" ",' " at: ' "" Band ... 
", 
d 0, h' x 9 Z L, Lt, f" (ohms) ~icith ' " 
'm 0 
" 
(d) 2mm l.6~[~cm 2= r.lllllll,. 5cIr\ l50m 504cm 47.35+1. 3J5.~% ! ' ! (1;1) ~mm lo3cm 2 0 5 em 5mro Smm Scm 150m 502cm 41~0 +J 90,9 500tl 
............ - ........... ~~~ ,--» 
Table 8.5 g Optimum probe'designQ 
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804. Coupling networko 
8 0 4lLoop probecross~coupling effects 0 
L 
The.orthogonality conditions for waveguide .modes. of 
propagation~27 ensure that ideally no crpss-coupling can occilr 
between tq.e different modes in the coa;x:ialantenna o • In partic-
ular the,re ,will be no coupling· betweerl the· two TE 11 modes, 
because _of.theorthbgonality~ across the antennae cross-section, 
, . . . . , 
of the tl::igonometrical functions describing the different 
orien tations' of thes~ modes. However~ energy. conversion 
from one . mode to another can occur if there are .iI)1perfections ',' 
present.in the waveguide geometry, conductivity,or.method 
of"excitation~ For most'practical waveguide,antenn~s,such 
effects~will be negligible. providedcare.istaken in the 
antenna.construetion~. In the coaxialantenna,.it,will be 
essential .. tomaintain the' precise location ,of the excitation 
probes to minimj,ze any crpss"'"COl,lpling. between the two TEll 
modes v . which, ,is .likely . tO"be 'the· prin~ipal .coupling.effect. in 
~. I . . . . 
, 
tl;le. antep,nao. Any coupling bet\Veen these mod~s.an4·the,TEM 
mode will be negJ.,igible, provided. no'asynutletric~l'discbntinuit;,.., 
ies are, present. Therefore, since the .signalsassocip:ted 
with each . mode will be in¢lependent of .the,s.ignals associated 
with' the,: ,remaining modes v . negligible coupling, wilL occur 
betWeen the i-nput signals to each set of probe~ 0 Thiscondi t;"" 
ion.applies eqUal1,yto.both. of· the cirauii:,ry systems 
considered ip - Chapter 7. 'and is alsp independent ,of wl;lether 
the four or six probe configuration iS1Jsedo 
, 
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Conversely ,the symmetry of· th,e tw(:) .probeS:.in .each.probe 
s~t r~sultsin a s~rong crofs~couplingeffect between diametric~· 
. '.." '. ' , ' . 
allyopposi te· prpbes.. Thif$' can, be',dembnstrated:by, considering 
a set .of probes exciting' tl1eTEM mode .• ', Eachpr.qbe,byit,self, 
is ca,pableof, exciti~g .. the TEM mode ..... Henqe, .... the.mode can 
be ·exci ted byon.e, pro~eand detected, by tp.ediamet;rical,ly 
opposite probe, Whichindica:t;es- that wJ:1.en,.both;.p:r;ob:e~ are. 
used to .exci te: this -mog.e, ·strong ccross~coupling_ must, occur 
betweerl..the two p.]:'obepo . At. the; in,put port,toeapppr()be.,o' 
this"cotip:i:ing signal, is ma,nife!Sted/,asar~flectioti·frqm- the 
an,tenrla, d/agrading:the impedance: match,. 
80 42, CO~Eling·elitt\ination. \. 
. '" .74 -78 
As previously sU9gest;.ed for array·~ntenIlas . 
the cross-coupli~g·signa~~ between probep .. can:,be :eliminated, 
effectively·.by providing' e~ectrica1 couplin~lbe't;ween ~he two' 
inpuu~in~s' fe~ding· each. probe/ assnow,n' .in:: .• Rigure - '8. +~,; 
AsignCil·sampled from,. one. feed .lirie.' is.adjuste.d .. in,magnit.ude 
and pha'se .in the~coup,J.i~g. line .toca,pcel, the; .refle~ted: sign9-l 
in:. the other f~ed· l~ne .. Beeallse, otthe·sy.~tr·i9al n~ture 'of-
. ," 
the. cross~coup~ipg' effect,.. the . c~upl.j.p9;'· .1;Lne: .mu.st PE3 rec~proc,al,.­
modif.yingth~ magnit~des .,and· phase of, both th~ sampled signals 
identical;Ly:o For'each typE;'! of probeused\in.the.ant~nna:.therE3, 
wi l:l cor:r:es.pond optimum· val.ues ·of the. coupllng line magni, tu¢le 
and;pha.g~ .control,.,par~eters ~., The optimurn .. c011.dit;iop. is, 
" , . 
defined·as·th~ particular aciju.:stmen;t yieldi:n,gD;!at.each.~input 
port, ·the be-st iinp~dance match wi.thall rem~ihi,n~-ports 
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correqtly,.terminatedj1 together with the minimum., crQss:'" 
coupl;lp,g' .signal when t.he, diametrically opposite, probe is 
excited. 
The.optimum val,ues ,of the cpupl:il,lg'l:i,.ne ;parame.te'rs 
were derived experimel'l:,talfY usipg t!le linedet.ail~din, . 
Figure y.·.,. .... .J..o' Theva:t:iable"penetration of. the s.ampling. 
probes into each: respective feed line u ,provided, cant:r::ol 
of the magi1.i;tuQ.es, of the "sa~leq sigpals a Acontinuo\:lsly" 
variable ". ,reciprocal' pha~eshifter incorporated intotl:1e ' 
couplil1g line provided the necessary phase control. ( 
" ' . .. 
Th€r effects' .ofthe .cross-coupl:i,:pg· on. the, ,performi:mce. 
of the antenna caJ:'l be't,aken into, account by ,postula~i.ng 
an'effectiv.e .input, impedance' at each port',.base¢t upon .. the 
total reflected. s:i;gnal:,frem, the' aJ;l.telJ.na~ This;-sig.na~ will 
combine .t:he.reflect.ion due: to. the.probe mismatch" w;i.,ththE! 
ren\ai.nder~;o .the, c;t:'oss .... ~Guplipg s~'gnal f ,that~may .nQt ;be 
cance+led"complet~ly .by thecouplipg· line· signal:.,. , ,Since ,the 
effect. ,of .the. cO\;lpling:lirie is: phas,e dependent.,.: .and,·hence Q ' 
<, \ " 
frequenqy'.dependent,u; the. degree 'of ,cancellat:i".onofthe cross-
coupli~g:si,g:nal is' als.o 'sensitiye to 'changes in .. the .. fr~quenoy 
abo\lt \ fo:' ,MQre,overf'theimpedanqe'charact.eristic, .. of,'.the 
lOOp, probe' s ·also. a function of· the frequencyo,.so: that, 
the effecti veinput impedance at .. each portj.,s s trong.ly, 
frequenc'y .. dependent~ The effective inputimpedance.~ ~and the' 
impeqance mea~ureo ata typical port· with all remaining 
P0rts;correctlY,termina.tled'v are plotted as' f~llCltio~9i of 
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the operat~ng frequency :inFigure.:B 012 ~ TheVSWR~s 
corresponding to. thes~ plots aregi ven in Fi~g~re 8,,,,13, and, are:' 
compared' wi th,the VSWR characteristic of ,the optim\1m . 
109P probe' di,scussedabove a For thef?e 'me.a.surements the .: .. 
coupling, line:was adju~:rl;;ep. to the' optimum pO!'?i tion ~as: 
previ01,~slydefined~at Ithe frequenQY 'fo~ FurtherIt\0re, the 
introq,ucti,on of, the~coupling. line ,led to the probs} shape) 
being . modified' toa type (c) probe wi~tb, 9 = 8mm requiring 
a tunin:g'se9tion.lefl9i:hLt = 6 0 3 cmo All o~ll.er probe ,. 
paraI'(letersreIt}ain~d uncha·ngedo. This, modifi~atq.~dn "permitteq. 
an improv~mem t . in tlJ.e rna t.ch at f 00 " 
From.: the VSWR plots,) it ,hi. evtqent"tha,t th.e,e,ffect of 
the cros,.s--coupling· s·ignals .is "r:0reduce' drasticaJ,lythe 
antenna:.bandwidtho C0I'llpared ,wi t~hth~ opti~um probe. ~ 0 75: 1 . 
VS,WR bandwidth of: So 2.% v . we ban;dwi:dth is more Wan h~lved. 
to 2 o.:~% ,by. acco\,lntin.g· for. th.e, coupling ,signelL. H<?wever, 
wi thout 'the, coupling " sJig'nal (especially at fr.equenqies· 
close to, f
o
)" cross"'coupling, signals appe(il,ring at.the po~ts 
woul-d almost, rellQ.er the an te ii.l:l a. inoperable wi.tr an, ed::tective, 
VSWRof:,,4D.5~1 at fo~ ,The: eff.ect c,·of the couplin'J on t;.he 
antenna. impedance is,sh6wn by compa:fir9 th.e' frequef}cy plots, 
of the measured probe impedance and ,the, effective input 
iIl)ped'anceo' . The former plot . rotatE?s clockwise 'a::r;ound. the '; 
Smi t1:1, Chart with· increasl,r.lgfrequency If ,which, is.cha:ract.eristiq 
f . . . d f t' f . t· lSI·· 1 0" a (pass1.;ve, l.mpe. ance t,tnC 1.;01'1. 0, ap anenna. .; ConVerse yq' 
becaul?B of the cr.,oss..-coupling signals appearing as re,flsations 
, , ' 
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from theantennap the latter plot rbt.;ttes anticlockwise 
around the Smith Charto Thus u the antenna acts as an 
active device in the sense that at each port the predomipant 
reflected signal is not dependent upon the input signal 
to that particular porto 
8 0 5 Matching· networko 
The antenna ban Ciwi dth can be increased by incorporating 
a suitably designed compensating network in.to the' element 
design;,. However p .. the form of· the effective input impedance· 
variation over ,the, frequency band of operation f preclu<;1es 
the broadband matching of • the antenna by a single matching 
element 0 A primary matching device is req'uir.edto transform 
this impedance function into a fo~m from where a second 
device can improve the match over the frequency bemd o . 
The impedances.corresponding to the ft:equencies 
furthest removed away from f in the band, must be increased, o . 
to' improve thematcho' This' indicates·, that a parallel 
resonant ,stub will be required as the broadbanding deviceo ' 
A line t+,ansforme,r will then be required. to .tr.ansform the 
input impedance function into a form more convenient 
for the stub deviceo 
8 0 51.' The line transformero 
, ,," ..... 
Al though the e ffecti ve input iItlpedance values of the 
midband,. frequencies are already well matcbed ff the i.mpedance 
values at, frequencies corresponding to the extremes of the 
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frequency band considered g are too low to be compensated 
for by the stub device aloneo Therefore~ the line transformer: 
must increase·theselatterva~ues without affecting the· 
impedance valll-es at midband" A line transformer an.odd 
multiple of a half awaveleng,th long p provides the :r·equired 
impedance . trans formation 0 Theeffecti ve lEmgthof the, device 
is half. a wavelength at fou so that the impedance values at 
midband are not affected by the transfo.rmero At. f:r.·equencies 
higher than foo the effective length is longer than a half 
a waveJ.ength v and hence' the associated.impedance values are 
transformed in a clockwise· sense, around the Smith;Chart g . with 
respect to th!=ir original values p to increase in vCilue Q 
For frequencies lower· than· fou the effect:!. ve. lE?ngth is shorter 
than ,a half a wavelength so that the associated,impedance 
values are . transformed to higher . vaJ,.uesin th!= anti clockwise. 
sense around. the Smith Chart, The increase .in. the transforme<i 
values is a ·fun.ction of the ov:erall physical len,gth of the 
transformer: v but,. it will ,be neqessary usually .to .restrict 
the 'lellgth .of the li.neto a half a wavelength 0 in. order . to .' 
limit the:extent of:the standing,wavec existing between the 
aI:ltenna and themat:,ching networko The transformed impedanc~s' 
are also dependent· upon the charact:~risti.c impedan.ce of ,the· 
line trans former 0 Therefore Q a particl;!.lar.va.lu€? of theeff.ect~ 
ive imped,ance is matched completely by choosing the appropriate' 
length and characteristic impedance of. t.he transtormero 
From the impedance plotgiven.in Figure Bo12p a mcn:~e ' 
advantageous approach is to.design the transformer to match 
an int~rmeq.iate impedance value" Although no paxticular 
value of the impedance is compensated for completely~ the 
overall banqwidth performance is improved 0 
To facilitate the de termin a,tion of the optimum value.s· 
of. the line trans former parameters v a computer progra~n was 
developed to evaluate the transformed impedartce. f;r:om, the 
effective input: imp~dance at the portso Thes.evalues were 
derived in conjunction wi ththe design of the parallel" 
stub dev:ice~ and'.are summari:zed in Table 8 0 6 0 The transformed 
impedance is plotted against frequency in Figure 80140 
8.52, The parallel.stub matching. network" 
This device is required· to ·compensa.te the' impedance 
trans£orm~d by the line trans former over as wide .a bandv;d,dth 
as possible.o As previously F the. maximum compensation will 
be necessary at, the frequencies·corresponding to the extremes 
of the frequenc¥ band o A parallel resonant stub an odd 
multiple ofa quarter of·a wavelength long. if '..short c~rcuitedp, 
or an even· multiple if open,. circuited p prov:.iqes.thenecessary 
compensation.;. At, fo the stub appears as an .open,.circut:t.p 
so that the ,midband impedance values. are litt:J.e affected o 
FGrfrequel'l:cies higher than fblrthe stub provides a capacitive 
shunt reactance. to cancel with the. induct;ive input reactanceo 
Converselyp for,freq~encies lower than fop the stub reactance 
appears inducti,ve ~ and. cousequent.ly p cancels with the ' 
capacitive input reactance" 
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The tuning .reactance of the stub is determined by" 
the length and ,characteristic impedance of the transmission 
line; or waveguide forming the stuqo For the present applicat~, 
ioni> , to provide the necessary reactance values over such' 
a narrow frequency band p ' the characteristic 1.mpedal1ce of the 
stub must be smalL This introduces difficulties of 
construction ,and connection to the. antenna feed lines a 
However D, the characteristic' impedance required,increases 
as the length of ,the 'stub increases @ since a longer stub" 
is more frequency sensitive f causing the tuning :r:eactance 
of· the stub to change more rapidly over "the bando The lengttt 
restrictions on the stub are, less stringent; than .on the 
line transformer! because the stub is a.paraflelelement 
and only its' effect at the connection to the- feed line is 
important to the perfQrmal)ce of tlie antennao. Conseq'uentlyo 
the. stub length may be increased in quartler,Qr .half 
wavelength stE\ps until a,more accept.able characteristic 
impedance.value is obtain.edo 
The stub for broadband matching of thecoaxia;L antennp. 
was des.igned by following t~e procedure of Nelson and 
. 152 d 1 Stav1S 0 A computer program was, eveloped to eva uate, 
and optimize tl1e design in conjunction with the line trans"'-
former outlined above 0 ' The design pa!:'ameters of the stub 
are given in ,Table 8 0 6 [J and the" transfoJ:'qted input 
impedance to the total matching· network of stub a!),d line 
trans fQrmeJ::' is plotted in FiguJ:"e8 0140' The VSWRincu:rred 
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by the matched antenna over the frequency band is .. ·gi ven 
in Figure 8015 f by whence it is apparent that the effect 
of .the matching network is to more than double the' 10 75 ~ 1. 
VSWR bandwidth to 5%0 
--
Element Characteristic Rleot.rical, 
impedanc.e (ohms) 0 1eng-th' 
Line 27 0 5 ,,4563>". 
transformer ! 
• • 
Parallel short",,: 8 0 75 L.2fil1>" 
circ~ited.- stubo 
Tap1e 8 0 6 ~. Des~gn of' matcb,ing .networko 
8 0 53. St.rip-line-networ~o 
41 
The matching network has been described. in .terms of· 
coaxial ail;"-lin~ devices, but. the design pa~ame:t:ers apply 
equally well. to strip-line devises153 0 This latter method 
of construction is preferable in applications wher~ the: 
overCj.ll physical lengths of ,the line transforme,r and stub 
are restrictedo' By emp1oying·a cqncertina configurati'on 
fO,r the' centre conductor in the st;;-ip-line if. the required 
e1ectricc;l1 length!? of the devices can. be concentrated. 
into shorter phy!?ical.1engthsthan are possible for the. 
equivalent coaxial air-line devices 0 More.over g . this 
2-~-7 
technique also allows longer'stub lengths of subsequently 
higher charact~I"istic impedance to be·usedinthe.parallel 
stubelementc For example p a strip~line stub of 20252 
wavelengths electrical length (at f ) and of 150 75 ohms. 
..' 0 
characteristic ,impedance", 'has the same performance as the 
stub, detailed in Figure, 80140 
806 Discussiono 
The element design 'of the coa~ial,antenna has been' 
presentedo The design pararn.eters which, were, optimized 
eXperimentally at, L-band~, are summari zed in .Fig.ure 801 
and Table 8 6 7 iJ . and the antenna performance as.a function 
of the operating frequency is shown in Figures 8 0 14 and 8 0 150 
In the, designg' major emphasis was placeQ.~ upon satisfying 
the constraints resulting from,· the. requirement for 
compatibili ty" wi than array environment p.and. the need for 
e£ficient pe~formanceover tbeband of. ope~ating. frequencieso 
The.former, irnpQses stri~gent restrictions ,.on the waveguide 
design p. 'limi ting the maximum, overall d~,mensions q but alsC) 
requiring substantial radiation from both the TEM, and TEll 
mode,s 0 Conversely it the latter constraint prim<';lrily affects 
the probedesing "," and, hence f ,due' to the strong cross~coupling 
effect" between diametrically .opposite probes if the design 
of ,the coupling an9 matcping networks 0 
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Of the secondary constraints~ most attention was given 
to providing a simple method of exciting the necessary modes 
in the antenna 0 Thus I the four probe configuration has 
been preferred. 
Section I Description I 
(a) ~'Vaveguide Refer to Figure 8 0 1 
Lm = 0 0 75)" 
Lt = 00315)" 
(b) Probes Type (c) loaded loop probes: 
Pr,obe, parameter d D h ! x I g l 
! 
.04 i .25 Electrical length 001 008 
.l21 .01 I (wavelengths) , 
( c) Compens a ti or. Coupling network: 00455).. electrical length 
networks (magnitude coupling to 
b~ adj us ted) 0 
Matching network: Line transformer and 
parallel stub o 
(See Table 8 a 6) 0 
Table 80 Sununary ,of optirimm design parameters 0 
In the six probe excitation method ~ theaddi tionalset of 
either electric or magnetic probes exci,ting theTEM mode are 
located in the tuning section o The input impedance to each 
probe is ,then dependent upon not only the pI'obe type and 
geometryu but also upon the tuning section, geometry and the 
position of the probe in the guideo Thus g the optimum probe 
design is determined most conveniently by experimentatiqn o 
The remaining two probe sets exciting the TELl modes~are 
designed .and positioned exactly. as in the four probe coniig-
ura tion'D; Because the in traduction of the tuning s6ction 
probes altars the tuning le~gths of both the waveguide 
sections~, .and subsequently u the impedances of the TE 1 probes u 
the design of all six probes and the two waveguide sections 
must be optimised experimentallyp in conjunction with. each 
othe,r 0 In-addition to th.e cross-'coupli~g effects present in 
the four probe corif~gurationf cross"';coppling also occurs 
between the tw:o TEM probes g requiring further compensation 
networks 0 Moreover 9 modifications to thE! four probe coupling 
and matching net\oiorRs !=lrealso neceS,saryo so that the six 
probecon£iguration greatly increases' the complexity of the 
element designo 
; 
The power handling capacity of the .coa~ial antenna 
is limited principally by the IO.aded ,1oopPJ::'obesoAthigh 
power levels~. breakdown may occur aC.r:oss J:he loop gap ~ 
because of the hi~h electric fi~ld stresses generated by the 
abrupt discontinuity at the free end of the loopo This effect 
is minimised by increasing the probe thickness and chamfe;ring 
the edges at the loop endo The effect on the probe impedance 
is small (.as dispussed in Section 80;3) p but nec.essit,ates 
slightmodificat~ons to the tuning section length and the 
compensation .networks 0 Similarly p the ele1ctric stresses on 
the waveguide step edges are also lessened by chamfering a 
E'ormo.st large;, array appliea tions p how€;"'7er p al thouiJh 
the array may be required to radi.ate very large ,amo'lmi:s of 
power 8 . the power handled per elemental radiat,or is likely. 
to be qui t~e smallo 
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KEY FOR FIGURES 8·8 AND 8·9 
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CHAPTER 9 
9 
'rhe system and element: designs of the antenna 
have been der.ived in, accordance wi tha speci.fic a:~rt:ci.y applic= 
ation il and although this imposed 'C6 COl1.S on 'the 
designs 0 the performance of the antenna is sl1chthat i,t w'ill 
be useful in several other appli.cationso Per uses other 
than inclusion in arl:'ays 0 the design constraints resulting 
from the need ·for compatibili tywi tr! an array system c:an be 
relaxed o As an example 0 the p,perturediamet.er· of an isolated 
antenna can be appreciably greater than a half a wavelengtho 
Increasing theapert'ure qimensionswill tend to improve t:h,e 
radiat.ion efficiency of t.he dominant; mode,s in the aperture 0 
but will also decrease the beamwidths of their radiation 
patterns? The optimum aperture dialTletE?r for an isolated 
,antenna 0 therefo:re 0 will not be very much greater than a half. 
a wavelength o Rather than introduce .an. entirely new element 
design for each individual application~ it will be simpler 
to restrict the discussion to the original antenna d6signed 
,- - . 
for thearl:ayo The principles of antenna. ope and control 
will. be the same irrespective of the ac:tual dimensions fi 
prc)vided that. these dimensions remain of the same order in 
all casasa The degree of contro1over the operation of the 
a.l1tenna willva::r:y 'wi.th the. diffe:,rent performance requi.rements 
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of each application v so that the design of thecon,trol, 
cireui try v unlike;! the design of the element v will be 
dependent upon the part,icular applicati.ono Twoexamples 
of the use of : the coaxial antenna .in systems othe;r than 
large arrays will be discussedQ A,brief description of 
the necessary cont.rol, circuitrY,fQreachapplication 
will also be incl~ded~ 
The depign refinementswhich"can be ma.de in order 
to improve the performance of the antenna ,will be presentedo 
Atten,tion will be focussed on the design paramet,ers of the. 
waveg.uide sections.dsince" apart from t,helengths of each 
sect,ion u the ,full' optimisat;ionof these parameters \Vas 
not' attempted' in th,e experimental development of the optimum 
design ·ofthe an,tennao 
Al,thollgh the ·optimuID- design has been deri veducertain 
aspects of ,the operation of the antenna are not fully under .... 
stoo~L An experimental study to complete this. knowledge 
will be ,suggestedo The estimation of mutual coupling effects 
betw.een coaxial an,tennas in. an a:t;:'raywill beconside,red. 
and two methods, of analysis v an equivalent circuit and a 
scatter:ing.matrix approachv will be, indicatedo The latter· 
method is .an appliCCl,tionof the technique formulated in 
Chapter 30 The suggested furthe·r study will also be extended 
to include, anexperimen.talve~ifica'tion of these mE!'thoqs 0 
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9 u'2 . Further applications of the coaxial antenna 0 
Although the coaxial antenna has been desig.ned 
specifically for inclusion in a large surveillance radar 
or communication arraysystem g its radiation characteristics 
make it useful as an isolated antenna. In particular g 
it is s.uitable for use in applications requiring an antenna 
, . . 
with a .wiCiebeam radiation pattern that· Can be polarized 
arb,i trarily. In most such instances, sufficient polarizat-
ion diversity is achieved if the antenna radiates two 
independently controlled; orthogonal, linear polarizations 
transverse to each direction of propagationo This follows. 
since the signals corresponding to these two. component 
polarizations completely specify· the polarization state. 
of the ,wave that is transmitted or received by the ~antennao 
Thus, . complete control of .the relative strengths:. of the ' 
signals controls all the possible polarization states of 
the wave 0 
As an .example of the ,application of anisolat.ed 
coaxial ant.enna consider a VoHoFo 450 MHzoband mobile 
communications link. Wh~n operating over roughterrain g 
due to multiple scattering effects, both the .angle of 
arrival and the polarization ,state of an incoming.wave 
are uncertain. The angle of arrival is restricted mainly' 
to those angles close to the horizontal plane, but, , 
in general gthe polarization is arbi traryo The transmission, .. 
2- ~15 
and reception of such signals can be achieved readily 
by a coaxial antenna mounted vertically on a mobile vehicle. 
When compared with the equivalent dipole antenna, the 
coaxial antenna offers the advantages of flush mounting, 
mechanical rigidity, and simplicity of excitation. 
The presence of the vehicle modifies the radiation 
patterns of the antenna, permitting substantial radiation 
of the far-field polarizations associated with the dominant 
modes, into the regions immediately above and below the 
, i 
121 
aperture plane • Thus, the coaxial antenna radiates 
the necessary component linear polarizations in the directions 
to which the waves are constrained. Complete polarization 
is not required, since satisfactory operation is obtained 
merely by tunirg the transmitter/receiver to the predominant 
polarization.. Because of the restricted propagation 
directions, therefore i adequate polarization diversity is 
achieved" at any given instant, by utilizing the fields 
of only two dominant modes, .the TEM mode and one ,of the TEll 
modes. For the directions of propagation considered,the 
TEM mode radiates a vertical linear polarization component, 
and the TEJ 1 mode in its H-plane radiates, a horizontal, 
component. As the direction of propagation varies in 
azimuth, the exci ta1:;ion of the TE 1 1 mode is swi tcheq. from say 
A ~ 
the,~ direction oriented set of probes ,to the J::direction 
probes, and simultaneously ,the excitation of the TEM mode 
~ 
is switched from th,e J:: ,direction to the x direction probes 0 
The choice, between the excitation of the TEll modes is 
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determined by which of the two modal fields. has the greater 
signal strengt:h associate.d with its horizontal linear polarizat-
ion for a particular direction of propagationn Since each 
set of probes excites only one dominant mode at ,a .timer; 
a simpler fo:rm f the four~port syste,m discussed in, 
Chapter 7 'Iis useq for the control cireui t.:ryu T.his system 
is shown in Figure 9010 Thea and B phase. shifte.:t's control 
the relativ~ magnitudes and phases of the bm excited modes u . 
respectivelyu and the two remaining phase shifters .assume 
values of 0 or .nradians depending onwhLch mode .each set 
of probes excitesD Consequentlyu the coaxLal antenna wi,th 
this circuitry is capable of transmitting and :r:eceiving 
the arbitrarilypolar,ized waves of ·a VoH.;F" mobile section" 
9 0 22 Polariz'ationcalibr:a't'i'on"an't'e'nna 0 
In the installation·of a communications systelllr; shah 
as the VoHoFo mobile linJc in the previous .. e.xample u' it is 
often necessary to calibrate the radiation charactel7istics 
of the base .statioIio A complete. description .. maps the region 
served by the station in· terms of .the ... signal strength and 
the pola.r;i-zation sta·terec;:eived at each pointe To accomplish 
this, calibrat~on an antenna able to receive any .arbi tra:r'ily 
polarized wave in any direction of propagation is requiredo 
From Chapter 7 u the coaxial antenna con't:rolled by . the modified 
system circuitrY/J with theaddi onal ring hybrid to retain 
the simple four probe excitation oftha ar.t,e.nna g fits thi.s 
description u since the cireui try completely and independently 
cont.:l;ols the relative. strengths of all the radiated component· 
linear. polarizations 0 Provided that the angle of arrival 
of· the wave is known ~ and' that the radiation patterns assoc-
iated y-Jith the three. dominant modes are known acqurately ~ 
the polarization state of the recefved W;::fve can .be calculated 
from the settings of the phase shifters :In the. contr.ol 
cireui tryo Since each rE?lative settirLg· of these phase shif~ 
ters corresponds toa particular received pola:r:iza'tion 
state for each di rection of propagation p ,the phase shifters 
can be calibrated directly in terms of polarizatiqlll states 
for each angle .of arrival 0 Hence? the coaxiCl.lantenna can " 
be used to perform de fini ti\lemeasurements of tbe polari zation 
states radiated by anantennao, 
903. Antenna design modifications~ 
The design of the coaxial antepna was optimised on the 
basis of the input port properties of the antenna 17 with 
the major.emphases centred on the waveguide section lengths il 
and the probe design q .since the.se we];'e fOll..'1d,:to be :ilie 
param~ters mos 1: ori tically affecting .. the perfo:t~lUance of. 
the antenn,ao In this section mpdifications ·to the parameters 
of secondary design importance which will improve the· 
performance of the antenna will be discussed. 
The transition section of waveguide is the foremost 
feature of the antenna design that .requiresIDodification0 
The close. proximity· of ·the two st:ep discont,l.rtui ties and. the 
presence of the probes modify the propagation chara'9teris as 
within .this sectiOl!o ·l;1oweve.r p an improved design: for the 
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section can be derived by compariIlg it with a coaxial 
waveguide of similar dimensionso In a waveguide whose 
conducto.rs· are of the same diameters as those in the ,trans:it.." 
ion. section p the.TE~-1 mode can propagate f!;eely but:the TEll 
I 
mode .. is .evanescent,p being ju~t beyond cutoff~ Since the outer 
conductor diameter is constrained tabe a half a.wavelength 
(by the array compatibility cohdition) rthe diameter of the 
inner conductor must be increased t.o allow the TEll mode to 
pr:opaga:te" . From the expressions for the. qutoff wavelep.gths 
of the .mode.s p with an outer conductor of this diameter p ', 
tp,e rat.i"ooft):le radii of the conductors must. be .. reduced to 
at least 3:1 p which gives an inner conductor diameter of a'· 
sixth of.: a wavelength" By choosing the diarneter ,of the outer 
conductor of. the tuning· section to b~ a· third .of awav.eleng,th q. 
the char.acteristic impedance' of thi~ section is. the .. s.ame as 
that associated with theTEM mode' in the main"sectionp"and 
the impedance effects of the'wav~guide step.discontinuities are 
predominantly capaci ti ve144 as in the .. or'iginal .designo 
. " \ 
ConsequentJ"y p by redesigning·. the transition s,ecti6nso th9.t 
its. outer conductor diameter is ::l. half·a wavelength and i~s 
inner cond'Uctor diameter is 'a sixth of a' wavelength p the. 
cO,axial antenna is likely to' be less sensitive to small 
fl'uctuat,ions in fr,equency Q because of the changes in the TE 11 
mode propagation characteristicso 
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A secondary design C';)flst::raint cons del_'ed in the 
development of the coaxial antenna is ·t.heoveral1 physical 
length of the ant~enna" For certain applicat.ions 0 notably 
the mount:ing of a single antenna on a vehi.cle or ain::raft g 
t.he effe physical length of t:he opt:Lmum from 
Chapte,a;' 8 is too long v vii th the; wEt\leguide. se of 
the antenna o,:;cupy:Lng valuable space wi thin "the v.ehi.cle 0 
'1'0 reduce the length p the tunin9 sec'\:.ioniELf·::-lde;d back 
into t:heinneJc condtict.or of the main section 0 as shown in 
This modification does not affect the 
performance of t.he antenna apart from altering the optimum 
design of the. loop probes 8 due to the change their 
immediate waveguide environment All the remaining 
characteristics of the waveguide sect;ions are exac·tly. 
the same as in the previ.ous designo The main disadvan·tage 
of this folded design is ·the di fficul tyof varying the. 
t:uning section dimensions in a simple manner 0 
Changes to the p!.'obe design follow ine,~,d.tably from 
the suggested modifications to 'the waveguide de.signo if 
the optimum performance of the antenna 1.8 to be achiEwed o 
The new optimum probe design. is det,e:rmi.ned e.xperimentally 
in conjunction wit.h the optimis of the,lengt;hs of 
the modi fied waveguide sect.ions 0 Mnre.ovE',r /7 'i;hese changes 
to the waveguide and probe designs in.put 
impedance 0 f the i;>n:tenna v neOGS s i t.a ting ·the .J:::E.'.Qf.7.2.igning 
of the compenEiation !'let.woxks 0 r.I~he8e a;ce designed following 
the proceduLe.s outlined in Chapter 8 0 
$I 04 'Sug:'ge's'ted'f'urther exper-imeht:.al'studies,o 
-"~. ~.----,~--' "~." , 
The ,per.formance of ' ,the coaxial antenna can ,be specified, 
completely in terms of its radiation and,input port, charactex-
isticso ,Th~ input ,port parameters relati,ng to impedance 
and bandwidth have been determined by exper'imentation 
(see Chapter B) i! but the radiation patte,rns. and, tl,le ,polarizat",:, 
ion divers.ity of the antenna were discussed~qualitatively 
upon the ,basis of the modal radiation patterns derived 
in Section 6 0 2 p Since' these modaJ ,pa'~ter?s repres,ent, the 
actual radiation patterns, of ,the coaxial ant,ennato a fi:r;st, 
approximation only, it will be necessary.to meas.ure the 
actual patterns in order to'complet,e the performance 
specification" By applying the,NoFoTop as forrn,ulated in 
Section 6 0 3 u the far-field radiai;:ion patterns ass.ociated, 
with ,the, excitati,on of each" dominant mode, in tqeantenna 
can be. evaluatedo Moreover, since these patterns will be 
expressed ,in terms of the field compcments in the far..,.field g 
this technique will al,80 complete the specification of ,the 
polarization charaqter:i,stics of)thean,te:nnaa 
AJ;though an optimum geometry was derived in the 
e~perimentaldevelopment of the optimum desig,n ,for the 
antenna u the,.effects of theprob.e. shape 'on the ,input propert.ies 
of the an,tenna were not studieq in s\lfficient.depth;, to 
enable a full ,apprecia:tion.of the operation·ofthe probeso 
To complete 'this understanding of the probes ;it,:is sUggested 
that an experimen,tal studype condu.cted on the ef£,ects of the 
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probe'shape on the ·input impedance and bandwidth 
; . 
of theantenna u in particular" It is further suggested 
that to facilitait:ethis studyu a time domain technique154 ,155, 
involving the measurement of 'the response of. the .probe. 
to an.impulse or step function signal and the subsequent 
Fourier analysis ~f this response, should. be. employed •. 
BythiB .technique the input properties .of the probes OVer 'the 
entire frequency. band of operation can be computed from 
a singl~ measurement" as compar.ed with the .. tedious' .and. time· 
consuming'experimental effort required for the equiva~ent 
frequency.domain measu;rements 0 Furi:;hermore po .a more detailed . 
study· of the ef~ects of varying, the thickness ,of the probes 
equId also be' attempteduusing' time domain. techniques' tha,p 
was practicable .·wi th : frequency dom(l.in measUremen.ts. . 
Be fore, completin'gthe eyal ua tion of t1;l,e . performance 
of the ,coaxial antenna ·in an, array pan investigation of 
mutl~al ,coupling u which. modifies both. the .,radi,aticon and . the 
impedance~properties of the arrayu is neoessary. An array 
of· coaxialantel)..nas can be conside:t;:ed. as a.general N..i.port 
network, aIld because" the input ports·to.the.dominant modes· 
areful:ly independent,: each. mode, port, wiLL: correspond to a 
single network. por'to The par,amet~rs des.cribil'ig,.the ,network 
are .self ".and mll.tual impedanpes representing the radiation 
and mutua], interaction effects of the ,modes." Fromthis 
equival,ent circuit representation, (the tota,l. complex, poweL, 
applied to the ar;ray.ports can be expres~ed in terms of 
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the port voltages and an impedance matrix derived fr9m th,e 
network parame"t,e,rso This complex power. must equal the 
complex. power· associated 'with the, array~whichcan be 
evaluated from. the fields of .the elemE?ntso T.hus Q by 
equating·the two power expressions the ~mutua,l impedances 
may be estimatedo 
The. mutual ~oupling: effec:t,s can also he . estimate,d' from 
a complete k.nowledge 70f the scat;~ering matJ::ices of.,the 
e;lements of the array , sinGe these matrice? fully describe-
the radiatioI').u scattering p and.input characteristics of 
82 the elements. 0 The knowledge :of thescatte.ring matrix 
of the coaxial an -t::enna is incomplete due .. to.the 'd~ ff$cul ty '-
of determining thE!scatter'ing sul:l~at:pi:k'~es . by 'analytical 
methods" The ~ S'S can be determined by experiment p but 
thJs wouldrequire'aconsidera,blenumber.of'me.asur:ements p 
corJresponding to the separation of . the . radiation eft:ects of 
each spherical mode considered in the'antenna representation p • 
and its ,interactions with all the remainiIlg·modeso.' Howev:ery, 
the mu:tual couplhlg effects rep'resented by the ~. S e are second 
or' higher order effects Q resulting fr,om the el).ergy that, is 
back soatteredfrom the array, t,othe. elem~ntuso tha,t the 
direct path effects ~ represented by themoda.l reced ving' 
and radiationpatterns~~SaX,1d§Sa.Q.will be th~ ,predominant 
coupling:. effects? Since th,eappli,cat.ion oftbeN 0 P Q To "to 'the. 
coaxial antenna determines these ,two stlbmat~ices Q ,an. 
al ternati vemethodfor estimCl-ting the[.mutu~l cOl.lplil:lg 
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between .coaxial antennas f . to the first ordero .is . to . follow 
the procedure formulated in Chapter 30 
To check the accuracies of the two estimations of.mutua.l 
coupling·oand hence v .toconclude the experimental study of the. 
coaxial antenna v the' infini tearra.y v waveguide simulator 
,~ r">j 
~:J ::J 
technique should beappliedo The simulator provides 
conditi9ns corresponding to certa.in scan angles of the. arrayu 
and the. i.mpedance of the el.E3ment in the array at. these scan' 
angles. can be. obt.;:tined as afuncti6n of frequency 0 • by 
measuring the input impedance of the simulator at.·each 
frequencyo.". A .. compai"isonof this ~wi th the estimated values 
would the);'). indicate the accuracies of thetwo.suggestl=d metnodso 
FinallYothe.most stringent'check would be thE;!. accurate 
I 
prediction of .. the scan angles at· which the. element. pattern 
nUlls appear for a particular ccmfigurationof coaxial 
antenpas. in an a:r:rayo 
90.5 Conclusitmo 
The per~ormance of the coaxial . antennaq .. spec~fied in 
terms of .its radiation and input port charadteristicsd is 
determined by the antenna i tself17 and the deg.ree of control· 
exercised by, the system cireui tI:yove,r the antenna" The 
element design remCiins substantJ.-allythe: same .for all, applicat~' 
ionsgbu't:, the design of the cont.rol circuitrY,variE?s to satisfy' 
differing system conditionso To recapitulate" two basic' 
circuitry .systems have been suggipst.ed for the coaxial antenna" 
the simple four.~,port system and the modified systemo 
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Since the s,implici ty of the former system was achieved 
at the cost of reduced control over the operation of the 
antenna p especially the polari zation di versi ty, this system 
is most-suitable for inclusion ~n large arrays requiring 
only restricted control of the radiated ,polarization stat~s o' 
By greatly" increasing' the complexi ty of the ci~cuitry, 
the modifi.ed .system provides. complete' control over the' 
operation of the antenna, $0 that this system is of most use 
in applic~tions requiring asi~gle radiator characterised 
by a wide beam, arbit+,arilypolarized radiation patterno 
For each part,icular application of .the antenna. the .control 
circuitry adopted will be based on these two systems , with, 
the final desig.n being determined by the r?q-qirements of 
the appli,ca'tiol1. As examples ,two. applications of the 
antenna," other than inclusion in an array system, have been 
, . 
discussed. 
Certain .. refihements to the design ,of ·the antenna have 
been 'indicated that will improve the performance, of the 
antenna. Because ,the performance of the cont:r:ol circuitr,y 
ismerelya.functiOri of the' system complexity (that is, ,the 
required degree of antenna control can always. be achieved by 
the addition.of further circuitry), these modifications 'are 
to the elementdesi-gn only. Any change to the control 
ciroui t:J;:y wi~l depend Q, in practice~ upon the requirements 
of the particular application., 
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The.presentstudy is complete in the sense thCitthe 
optimumdes~gn ·of ,the coaxi,al antenna has been ,derived 
to satisfy the design specifications outl.ined in 
Chapter 50 .' However f in some aspect!:; theoperatiol?- of t~e 
antenna .is not fully understood o To . imp;r:ov:e this under~, 
standing a fur.ther experimental study has been outlined 
that would. include the accurate measurement ·of .the 
radiation patterns of the antenna by applying· the N. F'~To , 
the investigationQfth~ input properties of,;the loop 
probes Q '·withrelation to the probe shape and thicJ<ness { 
using time dom~in techniques, and waveguide simulator 
measurements of mutual coupling effects D The simulator. 
measurements wi 11 check the accuracies 'of the estimate.s 
of them~tual coupling between coaxial,antennC!,s calculated 
using t~e suggested equ,ivalent circui t and ,scattering matrix 
methods~' The equivalent circuit method is similar to 
a recently presented techniq:ue for an8:1ysing,cqupling in 
an in.fi~iteg, p;Lanar ~rray ? based upon the complex 
power condition and th,e, grating, lobe, series of the 
antenna.; Cc;msequently Q the, extended study, would permit 
the specification of, the radiation p.coupling Q a~~d input 
char.acteristics·of the coa~ialantenna t9 be completed~ 
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Appendix I 
wi thi-n a source frfae region the electric and . magnetic 
fields sa.tisfy the. vector FIelmholtzequ<;!.ti0Jl.q 
where the fif31d U"is assumed to be harmonic with time 
. t 
variations' of·the form e Jw . understood? In spherical· 
coordinates independent sblutions of, this equation are 
constructed as 
m = !1JJmn X ~u (I~2) -rnn 
and n 1 'iJ -. K ,x ,.~p" -rnn .-
where ~ d.s a posi tionvectbr· from the coordinate orig:l,.n 0 
The first set of thesesoluti6ns corresponds to th,e lengitud.;,.. 
irtal part and the other two sets correspond 'to the transverse 
Zn {kpJ P~ (cos 8) e jm¢ p , (I-3) 
where the, rang~ of the, indi,ces ar,e ~n ~ m ~ n v and 0 ;5 n < 00 0 
The associated Legendre functions ',are defined g ,following 
Stratton25 r as 
pm (x) = 
n 
2 ~ (l-x ) 2 2 n --+~ (x ~ 1), v dxn,m 
which is valid for negative m as well as positive mo 
The, neg'l- ti v~ o,rde r ,fun ctions the re fore are de fined ." as 
::::; (n"':mU Pri(x) 
(n+rn) ~ 
(I-5,) 
The Zn (kp) are the spherical radial functi,ons, appropriate 
to the ,nature of the fieldo' For example 8 ,if the mode is 
to represent an outward, travelling wave, ,the radial func.tion 
is z, (kp) = h (2) (kp)" 
n 'n ' 
In many problems it is convspient to\express t~e ,TE" 
and T~ modes in (I-2) as odd and even functions of ~ 'rhus p 
1 ~mn ] u m = -[m + 
-ernn 2 -nm 
and' (I-6) 
m 
1., 
- m ] ~' = ~Lm" 
-Grnn J ,-ron --mn 
and similarly for n 0 
, , -ernn, o " 
combining these odd and'even 
forms with (l-2) and (I-3) 8 the ex,plici t expressions' 
for the TE and TM vector mode ,functions for O. ~ m ~. n 
~mn (p,e f~) 
a 
and 
.m (k) m (. ) sin 
== + s~ne Z p p .. cos e rnA. e ~.. n '. n cos ~ 
am. cbs 
- Zn(j<P),~e' p (case) . m~ ¢. 
o . n s~n-~ 
1 a 
+ Kp,ap 
m 
+" kpsin8 
A-3 
(I-7) 
Appendix II . Thee'lectr'i'cVector potential 
The electricvec-t;:or potential' F is introduced such that 
E ;- \I x F~ 
(II 1) 
l [ \I. \l F 2 ' H ::::: 
" + k' F J 0 w~ -~ -
The two rectangular components of the potential o Fx and Fy~ 
satisfy the scalar Helmholtz equationo Thus 0 ,sui table forms 
for these components are 
2; J J 
Apo 
If 
'e,-,jkR 
Q (t;,n) -R-- dt;dn u" 
, , .-.jkR 
P(t;yn) r-
Ape . ,-jkR 
where, P (t; pn) and Q (t; g n) are ampli tude factors o· ~ 
(11-2) 
is the' free space'GreenDs functioni and .Apo denotes that 
the integrations are performed over the apertu:t;e' of the an,tennae 
Substi,tuting (II-f.)· into (IT·-l) o the x component of the 
aperture electric field is,given byo 
= Lim E 
z-+O x 
Lim 1 
- z-+O ~ f J 
since R ::::: [z2+ (x-t;) 1 + (y,:""n) 2l~ 0 . 
(II 
By changing . the va,riaples of integration to 
(I1-4) . 
and 
0:1,..3) becomes 
E(X,O) Lim z = 
z+O 21i" 
J 
Ap,o (11-:5 ) 
In the ap,erture r is small so that Iland a are small' and 
P (Il+X, a+y) -+-,p (x·, y)." Furthermo.re" s inca, Z is 
small 
-J'kR e ' (II-6) 
Consequently, from (I1-:5), changing ,. the variables. of 
inteqrationto the polar cQordiJ;'}ates, (r,Ij!)" and performing 
thelj! ,int~gra tion, 
E (·x ,0) ::: Lim P (' ) [", , , J~'1 '1 
" z-+-oz x,y' /2'2'l2'2 
,0 z +r (z, +r, 
whel:'ea is the 'radius of.the aperture. Finally., by 
Lim z 
E(x,O) = z-+-O P(x,y')[1 -I' 2 '2]' 
Z +a' , 
= P (xQy). 
Hence P(x,y), which appea::rs :i,ll (II-2) as an amplitude 
'" 
(II-8)· 
factor., is th,e !" component, of tl:tetangen~ialelectric field 
in, the aperture. In ,a similar' manner;", it can.pe shown that 
A . 
Q (x,y,) is ,the :t. ,component 'of, the aperture field. 
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Appendix III A-ddi tion the.oremsforspherical vector.modes o .. 
The translational addition t~eore~s fqr spherical vector 
. ,84 . 85 
modes developed by ~teLn'andCruzan can be summarized'as 
co n 
m = r . L: (AlJv . m' + BlJ v nV ) p 
-lJV mn -ron mn .-mn 
n==O m=-n 
(III~l) 
and 
co n 
n ::::; L L (l\.lJ V n l + B lJV mU ) @ 
-lJ V n=O m::::;-n ron :.:ron . mn -ron 
(II1-2) 
where the modes m and n are .referred ·to the origin 01 u 
-lJ v -lJ v 
and the modes mU and n'· are referred to the origin' 02 whose 
. -ron . ;;.;;.ron ' '. . . 
coordinates with respect to 01 are (R. feU $ ) 0 The vector 
o o. 0 
modes. are in the ,complex form as given in.l-\ppendix I? 
The coefficients in (lI1-l) and (II1.-2,) are defined by 
A:::::; (_l)m ~ a(lJfvl-m,nlp,p)a(Vvnvp)Zp(k,Ro) 
plJ-m(cose )ej(lJ-m) ¢o p . 0 '.. , 
and 
~::::; ,(_l)m+J. r .a(ilpvl-m,li.!PfP-l}b(VuniP)Zp(kRo) 
p 
where 
a(v,nrp) ,= jn+p-v [2n(n+l) (2n+l)+(n+l) (~-n+p+l) (v+n-p) 
'.-n~(n-v+p+l) (v+n+p+2) ]/[2h(n+l) ] r 
(II1-3 ) 
(11I=5 ) 
and-. 
b(vyn,.p) == jIl+P-v[ (v+n+p+l),(n-v+p) (v-n+p)(v+n:-p+l)]~ 
o (2n+l)/[2n (n+lU 0 
In these expansionsthe-ip.dex,p assumes the values 
and ·.the choice of tbe spherica.l ,radial fUnctiohp Z (kR ) P 0 
is determined by: the form .. .ofthe sollltion _at 020 
The remaining coefficients are gi v~n .by 
I I ]1-m [ (.'1+]1) ~ (n-rn) ~ (p+m7""]1) ~ ] ~ a(f.l u v -mu n p,q) = (-1) (v-]1)!(ntm)! (p-m+]1) ~ (2p+l) 
n n 
-rtl a 
wh.ere 
rn2 
is ·the Wign~r .3-j symbol-138 0' 
(II,I~6) 
(111-7) 
(111-8) 
IV Proof' of . station nature of 
admittance expressio~ 
The stationary .nature of (4032) is proved by applying. 
the calculus of variations 0 Thus p (4,,29) and (4,,30) 
are multiplied by. p 6E~ and ~p 6E p p respectively II where cS denot.es 
smallqu~ntit.y f7 integrated over the aperture domain 0 and 
sUUlIIled .to gi ve 
2n a 2n a2rr a 
J. I (p6E~Hp - p6EpH~)dpd~ ~ J J f J [(Ersin~+E"coS~) 
o 0 o 0 0 0 
~jkR 
(6E~Ll-6EpL3) +(-ErCO~tP+E1jIsintP) (6E¢L2-6EpLlt) J~ 
usi~g (2.£) and (2;7) a From the sim~l~aneous equations in Y 
for H a~d H~ derived fr0mthe magnetic field contin~ity p . 'l' 
equ9\tion u . theLoH~S~ of (IV-i) is al,so given by 
00 
-Ch1Y6Ih1J:hl + j E U [Chn 6IhnI hn ='Ceh 6Ien1en ] c' (IV··~2) n;;;::l 
Similarly!! multiplying (4D29) by pE~ and (4.30) by ~pEpg 
integrating over the aperture andstimmtng the res.ul tant 
expressions gives 
o 0 o 0 0 0 
-jkR 
o e· ~ rpdrdljJdpd~f 
which; from the alternative equations for Hp and H¢9 
is also gi,vEm by 
co 
-Chl';lI.~i +j n:~ [~nIhn - CenI!n,L 
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(IV-4) 
From (4032), br the calculus Of variationsf·the variation 
ofY due to. a small perturpatioh of the. aperture field,oE. is 
~ 
ay = 
o 0·0 0 
-2C 81· I. ) 1- 2 8I h· lIh ·1 [~2l . en en,en ... TI 
00 
i:~(2Ch aIh Ih n n n n::::l· ... 
[(E sin$+E,I;cosljJ) r If'. 
00 , 
+ j' E' (ChnI~n -CenI;n) ] L 
n=1 
By symmetry the fi,rst ,term in (IV-:5) is, 
1 
2 x !iT 
2n a 2n 
f J J 
000 
a 
I [(Ersinj>+Ewcosw ) (OE~Ll "OEpL,) 
0, 
-jkR 
+(-~rCOS~+E~sin~) (8E.Lz-:8EpL4)]'~ rpdrd~dpdljJv 
which is found by equa,ting (IV-I) and (IV-,2) c Al90 
1\.-10 
(IV,S) 
(IV-6) 
equating (IV-3 ) and (IV-4) allows the last term in (IV-5) 
to bedeterminedo Substituting, 'f;hese eXpressi.Qns into 
(IV-S) gives 
8Y-
00 
I {I h
2
1 [2Ch1Y. 8Ih 'lI, hI, - j 2 E D (Ch 8Ih Ih -C 81 I ", ) C 14 n' :::::;1' n n n en en en hI hI 
00 
+~2 E' (Chn 8Ih" ~Ihn - Cen8IenIen)J- 28Ihl~hlC~IYI~1} n=;} 
=,0. (IV-7) 
Hence, the expression for the aperture, admittance of the 
circular waveguide antenna is stationary wi th respect 
" 
to small vari,ations, Dfthe aperture field about i tscorrect 
value. 
Apgendix V . Reduc.tibnofthe variational,exEressionfor 
aperture admittance~ 
(A) By representing the aperture fields by a set of 
11 
waveguide m0des of. the ~qrrris TE In. apd TM1nF . the tangen, tial 
components of the.aperturee1eci;,ric,fie14 in cylindricql 
coordin ates are 
"" j 1 (h~rr) 
E. = sin$ . E [Am + B h, .Ii (hp)J - Sin$9p ,. p 
m=l ,m m m·· 
and (V~l) 
"" .I1,:(hinp ) 
E$ = $ 2: [Amh~-!{(h~p.) . + B ] = cos~e~ <> 
m=l m p. 
SuPl;ltituting th~s~ forms il)to (4 0 25) anq. (4 0 27) ~ noting 
the form. of the LO:mIl)el integration formulae for.cyliridrical 
133' . Bessel functions. , and performing ~he integrations over the 
aperture d?m~in gi, ves, 
'ITA .I~ (h; a) 
I hn = n 1· n(h
,2 a2 - 1) 
and 
I = en 
(B) The 
2 ,n " 
2 
rst term in them3:merator of (4.32) 'Ynum ' is 
(V-2) 
(V-3) 
evaluated. by introducing the 'integral representatibn for. the 
G ; f . 156 h reen s unct~pn • T us, 
-jkR 
e 
R 
= I 
o 
(V-4) 
A-12 
where. the, contQur of. inb~gr:ati;on is along, the ,positive 
real I; . with an, upwa:l;'d inqenta,tion; at,th@ pole, 1;= kl7 as 
shown in the figure a 
Choioe of contour fQr 
in 1::,egral "representation 
of. the Green's "·function.; 
I; plane 
Applying the addition, theorem for Bessel. functiollt;; (v;;.. 4) 
becomes 
-J'kR e' . 
IC = J (V-5) 
o 
Where E Q, ie the .Neumann fflctoro Sul;>sti:t:utin.g (v-.l) . and 
(V ... S). into (40 32~ and performing .. the in,tegl;'Flti,ons.over: the 4> 
and,ijJ variables gives, Y
num 
as 
Ynum =2* I I 1 /~::~k2 
000 
+ "k 2 J 0 ( (; P ) J d ( I; r) 1. ~ e { iJ 1· ( l,; p ) J "" ( ~ r), p p' 0' . 
p{-~l (l,;P)J'2(1;:r')+k 2 J 2 (l,;p)J 2 (z;;r) }]} 
t"P drdp v (V-6) 
A-13 
where. e
r 
and elJ! are of the same forms as 9 p 
i ve ly Q with a di f rent summa tiQninde.x q 0 
e ~ v respect-
Performing 
the integrations over the radial variables p and r 
co 
y = i! J num 2w]l 
00 OJ 
E 'E' [{U~ (1:;) +uW (7; )}V~o (~) +{;Um (t;) V~( z;, 
m=lq=l v 
o 
where a t {htri(pJo(h':'P)Jo«(·p) - ;p[J, (h':'p)J, «(p) Jld, 
a 
f 
[Amh~'!2 (h~p)J2 (r;p) -Bm~rtP2 (hmP)J 2 (l;P) ]pdpu 
d , a 
2Bmki II>mPJo(hmP)J o «(P)dP' 
2Amlt2J l-'h~a) J 1 (I;a) 
------~---------- + 
a 
I hh."Jo(hkp)Jo(~P)dP - J,(hka)J,«(a)J, 
a o 
= J. ["qh~J 6 (hitr)(r 6 (,r) + a'qhqJo (hqr) J 0 «( r) J rdr , (V -,8) 
o 
=1 (I;r) - B h Jz (h r)J z (I; q qq .. 
o 
and a 
f [Aqh~J2 ("4") J ci (,r)· - BqhqJ 0 (hqr)J 0 (, r) J 
o 
The in,tegl,:"ations in (V-S), with the exception of the integral 
i1;"1 vi 0 (z;;) which must be performed numerically v 
are evaluated by the Lonunel integration~ formulae 0 • 
The r:; integration must be con,sJdered in t.hree parts 
the in tegratio]J.s along the axis up to the pole v around t,he pole r; 
and from th~ pdle to infini tyo That is ff 
00 Z;; u 0 ,,..-
f r Fn (() d( J 
,-
Fn(r:;)dr:; Lim + Lim Fn (e) de -+ Lim 
J 
Fn (1;;) dr; r, = Z;;6+k b+O (,o+k 
j 
0 0 1T t; D (V-9 ) 
where Fn ( z;; ) ~s the functional dependence of y. on l; 0 and b 
, . num' 
is the. radius of: the semicircular indentation centred at the 
pole 1;;= ko The qontribution from the pole is found by 
integrating arbund this indentation o Hence v substituting 
I;; = k + bejEl in (V-7) and taking the limit as b tends towards 
zero D the .. con tribution from the' pole is 
Lim 
b+O 
1T 
Lim 
b+O 
= OQ 
!Higher order' . eJ. 
Lterms in k+he J 
IBigper order 
L. terms 
The (;, integJ;ation reduces, to two parts i .for 0 ~r; < k 
, and. k < r; ~ 00" substit.utim:r, - ks.inB in (V-7l over 
A-l5 
the former ran9'9 and r; ==', kcosha oveX'- the' range" Y
num 
is, 
eO 
Lim 
J 
00 co 
y 'If ksin8de L: l: ::::: e 1-+'If/2 L 2'~J n1.l1l'l m=l q=l 
0 
+[ksin8U~(ksine)+U~(ksine)-U~(ksine) ]Vio{ksine)}] 
00 
Lim 
+ Cl 1 -+-0 [ 2 a ~ 00 00 kcoshtGda I: I: '{[ rr; (kcosh a) +U~ (kcosha) ] 
m=l q=l 
+[kcoShaUi(kcosha) +U~(kosha}-l1~(kcosha) JVio (kcosha)} J 0 (V-II) 
The integrations over e and· a must be performed numericallyo ' 
vi 
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